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ADM takes
AM/FM versatility
to new levels
We are proud to announce a major new
development in our ST Series II AM/FM stereo
consoles. These popular, highly versatile
consoles are now available in four basic main
frame sizes with 10, 16, 20 or 24 inputs. Each
can be initially equipped with your choice of
a variety of input, output and signal
processing modules. Each has built-in
capacity for future expandability.
For superior, unfaltering stereo -tracking,
ADM® has developed a unique stereo VCA. It

is included on all ST Series II input modules.
These new ST II's have the same long list of
"plus value" features, as do all ADM consoles.
And they're backed by our same exclusive
5 -year warranty. There is no better assurance
of performance and reliability in audio
equipment.
Let's talk AM/FM technology soon. Contact
ADM Technology, Inc. -The Audio Company 1626 E. Big Beaver Road, Troy, MI 48084,
Phone (313) 524-2100. TLX 23-1114.

The

Audio
Company
WEST CENTRAL SALES
(817) 467-2990

WEST COAST SALES
(415) 945-0181

MAIN OFFICE AND
EAST COAST SALES
(313) 524-2100

When you're ready for
Harris Equipment,
Midwest is ready for you.
Harris ... for quality, dependability and versatility

in satellite communications equipment.
Innovative antenna design for improved
performance and efficiency. A selection of
receivers is available for virtually any need - all
offering the utmost in video and audio clarity.
And Midwest carries the complete line of
Harris equipment: satellite antennas
ranging from 3 to 13 meters, video
receivers, plus components such as
low noise amplifiers ranging from
70 -I40°K, electronic polarization
rotators and control and monitor
equipment. All designed to function
independently, or to complement
each other in a complete system for
enhanced performance.
Midwest's full inventory of Harris
equipment is computer -controlled, ready to ship
within 24 hours of your order. Top quality
Harris equipment - available fast from
Midwest.
For details, call today toll free.

800-543-1584

MIDWEST
CORPORATION

One Sperti Drive
Edgewood, KY 41017
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THE COVER shows an ENG helicopter
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Needle
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its computerized newsroom operations
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growing emphasis on technology that
makes local and
coverage possible.
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The new 300 Series Audio Production Console has been specifically designed to complement the latest audio and video technology. It's the only
console in its class, offering mono or stereo inputs each available with or
without equalization, output submastering, audio -follow -video capability,
a comprehensive user -programmable logic system, and a wide range of
accessories for custom tailoring to your specific requirements. Available
now. Call us collect for further information.

auditronics. inc.
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Tel: (901) 362-1350
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Filters
for Broadcast TV
Catalog BTV - 16 pages
of filters, traps, diplexers
and channel combiners

that are currently in
use in UHF, LPTV,
MDS, L -band and
instructional TV
applications.

microwave

Diplexer for
combining two
educational channels.

Custom Design, Fast!

The Ultimate Sports Console
Built-in frequency extender for
phone lines
4 mixing channels with high
quality conductive plastic slide
faders (2 mic/line)
Telephone interface 3 lines

If we don't already have the broadcast TV

filter you need for your installation, we'll
build it, fast!

3 headphone channels with
custom monitor mixing
Compressor/Limiter
Shielded all metal construction
PA feed, ext monitor input, test
tone, overload flasher, 31/2" vi

We've been helping all branches of communications for

over 15 years - we can help you too! Write or call toll
free for your tree copy of Catalog BTV.

MiCROWAVE FiLECR COM?AfP2, inc.
6743 Kinne St., East Syracuse, NY 13057

Specialists in remote braodcast audio transmission.
P.O. Box 269, 60 Union Ave., Sudbury, MA 01776
Circle (4) on Reply Card
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Leader announces
the brightest idea in Vectorscopes.
CRT- generated targets.
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The Leader Vectorscope
is unique.
Only the Leader LVS-5850 NTSC
Vectorscope offers CRT -generated
phase/amplitude targets that are as
bright and clear as the vectors
themselves. And electronically
generating the targets eliminates
non -linearity errors caused by CRT
aging, so you can be confident that
what you see is what you've got.
The LVS-5850 fits directly into
your present vectorscooe rack. It

provides a test circle patterr-75%
or 100% saturation-and lets you
select the reference phase from
either of two video signals o a

convergence and cross -hatch test
signals...p us gen-lock capabilities
and a host of auxiliary oJtputs. As a
matter of fact, Leader's sync'test
generators do virtually everything
the $4 000 generators do...
except cost as much.

A network -

High reliability permits Leader to
provide a generous two- year warranty
(even on the CRT)
... backed by
factory service
depots on
both Coasts.
Evaluation units
are available to
all qualified
customers.
'10
Call toll -free
(800) 645-5104
LBO -517 50 MHz Oscilloscope.

The Leader
LBO -517

oscilloscope
gives you all the
features most
needed
by video
Precise NTSC sync/test
engineers.Waveform monitor -like
pattern generators.
displays of composite video at V or
H rates with 1 mV sensitivity. Plus
Leader's LCG-400 series provides
alternate tine base for viewing
accurate reference signals for any
entire trames and individual fines
off -the -air broadcast or non simultaneously. Two auxiliary
broadcast use. Available in multiburst
channels for
or sweep marker
monitoring Hd,
configurations,
Vd, blanking,
they provide EIA
w 0 AS L1
1

0

Two-year warranty.
Evaluation units.

IEMM111111
proven
50 MHz
oscilloscope.

subcarrier.

and full -field
color bars as
well as staircase,
raster (in eight
colors), window,

bright, sharp
displays at all
sweep rates.

0

0000011

LCG-400 Sync Test Generator.

and morE
a total of

4 channels.
The 20 kV CRT
gives you very

For product demonstration Circle (6) of Reply Card
For production information Circle (7) cr, Reply Card

0
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to request:

an evaluation unit, our latest catalog,
the name of your nearest "Select"
distributor and additional information.

For video engineers
kwnowho

the
difference.

380 Oser Avenue
Hauppauge. N.Y. 11788 (516) 231-6900
Regional Offices:
Chicago, Los Angeles. Dallas.
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Harry C. Martin, partner, Reddy, Begley & Martin, Washington, DC

Local regulation of SMATV
pre-empted
In response to a petition by a New
Jersey satellite master antenna television (SMATV) operator, the FCC has

ruled that state and local authorities
may not regulate SMATV operations
within their jurisdictions. SMATV
systems normally serve apartment
houses and consist of a master antenna for receiving over -the -air TV
signals, plus a satellite receive station
for providing premium program services.

In ruling on this matter, the commission said the signals being transmitted and the communications satellites involved in providing such
signals make SMATV systems interstate in nature and subject to federal
rather than local jurisdiction. The
agency said state and local governments are not precluded from exercising jurisdiction over non -programming aspects of SMATV operations
that may fall within their authority,
such as zoning or public safety and

health, as long as this exercise of
authority does not interfere with
signal delivery.
From a policy standpoint, the FCC
concluded that state and local regulation of SMATV would "chill development" of that new medium contrary to
the public interest.

Local rate regulation
of tiered CATV services pre-empted

In a related action, the FCC ruled
that specialized or auxiliary cable services provided in tiers and offered to
subscribers at a single additional
package price are exempt from local
and state rate regulation.
In making its decision, the commis-

sion said that it had pre-empted the
field of pay TV cablecasting more
than 10 years ago and, several years
later, had specifically limited local
and state rate regulation to the area of
6
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regular subscriber programming. Although tiered services had not been
specifically listed in these rulings as
being one of the cable TV services exempt from state regulation, this was
because the practice of tiering did not
become common until the late 1970s,
after these decisions were made. The
FCC's ruling is based on the fact that
tiered services primarily are satellitedelivered and are thus of an interstate
nature.
The commission's ruling negated an
effort by the Nevada Public Service
Commission to classify tiered services
as being "regularly provided to all sub-

scribers," a classification that would
have made them subject to local. rate
regulation. The FCC said this inter-

pretation is inconsistent with FCC

policies that have sought to limit local
regulation of satellite -delivered cable
services.

Station -sponsored debates ruled
exempt from equal time requirements
The FCC has changed its interpretation of Section 315 of the Communica-

tions Act to permit the broadcast of
debates between legally qualified candidates for public office, arranged and

sponsored by a broadcast licensee,
without triggering the equal oppor-

tunities requirements of the law. This
ruling was made in response to petitions by Henry Geller, a former FCC
general counsel and the chief of NTIA
during the Carter administration, and
by the NAB and the Radio -Television
News Directors Association.
Generally, Section 315(a)

of the

Communications Act requires a station to afford equal opportunities, or
equal time to all legally qualified can-

didates for a particular office once
one of them has been permitted to appear on the station. Section 315(a)(4)
provides an exemption to this requirement in the case of candidate appearances during "on -the -spot coverage of

bona fide news events." In the past,
the commission did not consider
political debates sponsored by broadcasters as falling within this exception. Debates had to be sponsored by
outside parties, such as the League of
Women Voters, in order to qualify as
bona fide news events.
The changed interpretation is justified, the commission said, because the
purpose of the Section 315(a)(4) exception-to maximize broadcast coverage
of political events-will be served by
permitting increased broadcaster dis-

cretion in providing such coverage.
On this basis, the commission said
that the requested interpretations of
the bona fide news event exception

fully comport with the legislative
history of Section 315(a)(4).

The commission declined to rule
whether documentaries that focus on
campaign issues with incidental but
significant candidate appearances fall
within a similar exemption for "bona
fide news documentaries" provided
for in Section 315(a)(3) of the act. The
agency said it would continue its present practice of examining, on a case by -case basis, documentaries whose
eligibility for the exemption is challenged.

Deletion of CATV registration
requirement proposed
The commission has proposed new
rules which, if adopted, would end the
requirement that cable TV systems file
registration statements when they add
new TV signals.
The commission said the current requirement that such registration statements be filed is no longer necessary
because cable operators must indicate
what signals they are carrying in their
annual reports to the commission
(FCC Form 325). Registration statements reporting a new system's initial
carriage complement still
would be required, however. I -1-NDI

OUR BEST WORK
ALWAYS GOES
UNNOTICED
est line of DA's available. Whether you

GVG distribution amps don't get noticed,
but that's the way we like it. Sure we want
you to use our DA'S. We just don't want you
to notice them once they're installed.

need variable delay adjust, cable equalization to over 3000 feet, regenerative
DA's, or any other mode of video flexibility,
Grass Valley Group has the right distribution amp for you.
Why not call the nearest Grass Valley
Group regional office
listed below. Tell them

It's called transparency. Noise and
distortion so low you don't even know
they're in the loop. And all our DA's are
that way. Every one.
No matter what your

distribution requirements are, turn to our
3400 Series, the broad-

7-1

you want to see our
3400 Series distribution
amps for the last time.

THE GRASS VALLEY GROUP, INC.
P.O.BOX 1114 GRASS VALLEY CALIFORNIA 95945 USA TEL (916) 273-8421 T'NX 910.530 8280
A TEKTRONIX COMPANY

Offices: Eastern Regional: 499 Thornall St, Edison, NJ 08817, (201) 549-9600 . Southeastern District: 1644 Tullie Circle N.E.,
Ste 102, Atlanta, GA 30329 (404) 321-4318 . Midwestern Regional: 810 West Bristol St, Elkhart, IN 46514 (219) 264-0931
Northwestern District: 3585 North Lexington Ave, Ste 238, Arden Hills, MN 55112 (612) 483-2594 Southwestern District:
Western District: 1032 Elwe I Court, Ste 244, Palo Alto, CA
316 Seminary South Office Bldg, Fort Worth, TX 76115 (817) 921-9411
94303 (415)

968-6680

Western

Regional:

21243

Ventura

Blvd,

Ste
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TEK1980 ANSWER AUTOMATIC

VIDEO MEASUREMENT SET

There's just one Answer
for making hundreds of video
measurements automatically.

Signal verification

Remote monitoring

Equipment testing

ANSWER is helping broadcasters,
common carriers and cable operators
maintain and improve signal quality in
a variety of ways. The integrity of
incoming feeds, off -air and off -cable
signals can be checked and verified
with state-of-the-art accuracy and
speed. With ANSWER you know
immediately if a signal is within
acceptable or legal limits. Any problems that come up can be detected
quickly, and with confidence, because
ANSWER makes measurements with
repeatability you can depend on.

ANSWER is aple to provide unattended monitoring of head ends,
microwave links, satellite earth stations
and distant transmitters. The need for
dedicated station personnel at remote
sites is minimized because ANSWER
can be operated over voice -grade
telephone lines. It can even be programmed to alert you automatically if
measurement limits are exceeded.
You save the time and expense
involved in making unnecessary trips
to distant stations.

Equipment proofs, troubleshooting
and maintenance are all ANSWER easy. It provides quick, conclusive verification that new equipment is up to
a manufacturer's specifications. And
testing current equipment can be
accomplished on a regular basis in
much less time and with much less
trouble than it takes to make the same
measurements manually. Highly
skilled personnel are freed for more
productive activities, and the risk cf
interpretive errors is lessened considerably. You can have complete
confidence in measurement results
because of the repeatability you
get with ANSWER over long periods
of time.

Copyright © 1983. Tektronix, Inc, All rights reserved TVM-409.

WORKING HARD FOR
YOUR SIGNAL QUALITY

and development, ANSWER provides
thoroughly accurate, repeatable test
results, plus authoritative verification
documentation to include with
shipments.

System testing
and maintenance
ANSWER is the time -saving approach
to systems evaluation. Major signal
sources and critical points in each
transmission path can be checked
automatically. Testing an entire system
takes much less time than it would to
make the same measurements manually; personnel workloads and constraints of time need no longer be an
obstacle. In addition, graphs and hard
copies provide a permanent technical
record that serves as an accurate
basis for trend analysis and
reference for future
maintenance.

Manufacturing
Automated testing of production line
output is a cost-effective way for video
equipment manufacturers to ensure
absolute product quality. ANSWER
eliminates all chance of operator errors, at the same time that it increases
productivity by making better use of
personnel. Equally useful in research

ANSWER
Answer saves time, improves quality
and lowers the cost of making video
measurements by making them automatically. Attended or unattended.
From a remote terminal or locally. With
state-of-the-art accuracy. And comprehensive hard copy documentation.
New NTSC and PAL software packages make ANSWER even more valuable. Flexible enough to meet the
application demands of broadcasters,
cable operators, common carriers
and equipment manufacturers. Contact your nearest Tektronix Field
Office or more information. Or call
1-800-547-1512 for literature.
(In Oregon, 1-800-452-1877.)
Tektronix, Inc., P.O. Box 1700, Beaverton, OR 97075. Europe: Tektronix

Europe B.V, European Headquarters,
Postbca 827, 1180 AV Amstelveen,
The Netherlands.
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If you area broadcaster circle 9.
If you are a cable operator circle 10.

If you are a common carrier circle 11.
If you are a manufacturer circle 12.

editorial

As we enter 1984, we are close to losing control of world standards destined
to shape our future. The world's need for programming-video and audio-and
the importance of satellites for distribution are urging action regarding stan-

dards.
But, this is not new, this cry for industry standards. It has long been an impor-

tant aspect within the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers

Standards:

(SMPTE) and within its predecessor -the SMPE, before television was added to
the scope of its coverage.
To illustrate this long-standing emphasis on standards, note the following excerpts from SMPTE addresses:
"Every new industry standardizes sooner or later, whether we will it or not. It

A time for action

is our duty, therefore, as engineers, to wisely direct this standardization, to
secure best standards of equipment, quality, performance, nomenclature and,
unconsciously perhaps, a code of ethics. It is entirely a practical and attainable ideal. But we should recognize our responsibility to fix standards with
due regard for the interests of all concerned. It is an unselfish exchange of
views which will make our gatherings interesting, and the discussions of individual investigation valuable.
"Fortunately, one of the factors of our industry is already standard, the film.
In this it is unique, for motion picture film is the only thing that is standard the
world over. That has given us the world as a selling field, and doubtless accounts very largely for the extraordinary growth of our business."
C. Francis Jenkins
First
Chairman's SMPE Address, October 1916

"I don't think the answers to the future are the latest developments in hardware or software-but in brainpower. That means not only the creativity to use
the equipment-but the creativity to make sound choices about what's workable and efficient, not just in technical terms, but for our viewers.
"In talking about the kind of creativity that's needed, I want to look at the
need for three kinds of standardization: standardization of expectations...standardization of efficiency...and standardization of equipment.

"When I talk about standards of expectations-bringing what we expect
from technology in line with reality- I believe the most important standard of

all is practicality. Is the new machine or system better...give a different
look...more reliable...or more efficient than what's now operational?
"When we talk efficiency, we're talking cost benefits...and, ultimately, as
with everything, we're talking about the quantity and quality of the product
that reaches viewers. The dangers of inefficiency are all too apparent in what's
happened to the automobile industry and to steel companies. Programming is
our product-and, ultimately, the test of whether or not we survive or fail in to-

day's competitive marketplace with more video products and means of
distribution than ever.
"As for standardization of equipment, we all accept the need for standards;

it's the how that's creating confusion. My concern is both with the professional standards that affect producers, distributors, broadcasters and manufacturers...and the standards affecting the public.
"We saw what happened when an industry committee failed to recommend
a single AM stereo standard-and instead proposed five different standards
for the FCC. And the same thing happened when another industry committee
failed to come up with a teletext standard. We're also groping along without a
single standard for 1/2 -inch tape and the problems are very obvious. Now I
don't have a magic wand to wave. Neither does anyone else. But, I do have an

admonition for all of us involved in trying to produce standards-whether for
the industry or for the consumer-and that's the necessity of action. We can't
expect that developments will wait on our coming to an all-purpose solution,
agreeable to everyone, but we can come up with workable compromises that
will reduce the amount of confusion that's now emerging. Never before has
the need for action from this organization been so urgent. We've got to convince the FCC and Congress that marketplace is not always the answer.
"We don't have the luxury of time to come up with cohesive standards that

Continued on page 130
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BIG NEWS.
SMALL PACKAGE.

Announcing Thomson
Betacam. " The smallest, lightest t/2" camera recorde- ever.
All in one neat package. With
superior signal-to-noise performance. Designed with both
ENG and EFP operators in
mind. For on -the -spat news
gathering or comp) cated field
production, now the-e's a system just right for you. And your
budget. Because Tt- omson
Betacam also carries tl e lowest price tag.
Available in one- or three tube camera models, Thomson
Betacam utilizes the newest
electronics and manufacturing
techniques. A 23" 'Mixed Field'
Saticon tube desig- that virtually
eliminates
beam defocusing. A
VTR featuring
a rugged new
recording
format with

It's easy to operate.

greater
chrominance
bandwidth and
signal-ta-noise ratio. Built-in
Dolby` noise reduction fcr high quality audio. And a cassette
player with TBC as stancard,

providing full
broadcast quality
output. Plus, the
playback unit can
be interfaced with
U-Matic' and one -

inch edit ng systems. This makes Thomson
Betaca-n the ideal complement
to your ex sting
production
equipment.
It's the smallest.
lightest, most
precise, camera
recorder system.
Dolby es a -egistered trademark of Dolby labs.
U-Matic and Betacam are registered trademarks of Sony Corp.
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And its energy
- efficient. Thomson
Betacam is setting
new standards for
performance and
flexibility in a fully
ntegrated camera VTR
system. All o: it at a very
affordable price.
Get the whole story. Call or
write Thomson-CSF
Broadcast, Inc.,
37 Brownhouse Rd.,
Starrford,CT 06902.
Tel. (203)965-7000.
TwX (710)474-3346.
Telex 6819035 Answer Back 681.035 TCSB UW.
THOMSON BETACAM.
ONE FOR ALL.
ALL IN ONE.

THOMSON-CSF

BROADCAST, INC.

Satellite
update

By John Kinik, satellite correspondent

It readily can be seen that the
C -Band orbital resources will be

saturated if all new applications are
granted. This means that by 1987 the

Orbital positions

the past

six months, several
developments have changed the orIn

bital positions scenario, including the
FCC ruling on 2° spacing, the
RARC-'83 Conference on Region 2
(Western Hemisphere) DBS satellites
and a new flurry of filings for orbital
positions received by the FCC in
November. During the past year, we

have discussed the various types of

ruling on 2° spacing made by the FCC
last August probably will be fully implemented. Of course, the new Hybrid
satellite applications also must be con-

sidered, because they also employ

A much more detailed picture of the
current authorizations is given in
Table II. The FCC will consider the requested positions in new applications
and will allocate positions in the most
equitable manner. Some vacant positions have multiple applicants
because they are more desirable than
others, and the FCC will have to con-

sider the merits of each applicant's

C -Band.

Table I.

Orbital position status summary-January 1984.
Hybrid

Available positions
Current authorizations
New position applications

C -Band
35*
24

(C- and Ku -Band)
(TBD)
8

12

14

satellites -C -Band, Hybrid (C- and Ku -

Band), Ku -Band and DBS (use different portion of Ku-Band)-as well as
the orbital position assignments made
by the FCC and by RARC-'83. It is ap-

propriate to review the situation for
the beginning of 1984 to get an overall

view of the number of satellites in
each category that now can be expected. Table I summarizes orbital
position status.

Ku -Band
70*
20
24

DBS
17
17

'Assumes 2° spacing for C -Band and 1° spacing for Ku -Band

In the case of Ku -Band, the FCC will
implement 1° spacing to accom-

modate the new applications. If all

new Ku -Band applications are granted
positions, 44 positions will be
authorized, leaving 26 additional posi-

tions for future applicants.

arguments. Once the allocations have

been made, a much clearer picture
will emerge on the planning necessary

by C -Band earth terminal operators
for 2° spacing, because the positions
of all C -Band satellites will be determined.

Table II.

Orbital position authorizations-January 1984.

Orbital position
(Degrees W. Long.)
175
166
157
148
143
141

139
138
137
136
134
132
131

130
129
128
127.5
127
126
125
124
122
120
119.5

C -Band

Hybrid

Ku -Band

DBS

Launch
Date,

US
US
US
US

Satcom 5
Unassigned
Satcom 1R

1982
1983

Canada

Unassigned

Mexico

Galaxy 1

1983
1986

Rainbow

Satcom 3R

1981

ABCI'

1986

Canada

Amsat 1

1985

Comstar D4

1981

Mexico
RCA,

Telstar 4

SBS 5

Spacenet 1

Westar 5

USSSI

1985
1985
1986
1984
1986

1982

Continued on page 14
12
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THE ULTIMATE VTR.
FAST, YET GENTLE.
ISTICATED, YET SIMPLE.

THE REMARKABLE VPR-3.
Meet the classic one -inch Type
"C" VTR. Light years ahead in technology. With everything you want in
one machine. We call it the VPR-3.
VPR-3 has it all. Just look into
its exclusive features. Gentle air guided and vacuum -controlled tape
handling. Tape acceleration to
500 inches per second shuttle in
one second with one -hour reels.
"Fail-safe" dynamic braking. Fast
synchronous lockup. The ability to
run with three-hour to "spot" reels

without adjustment. Superior builtin audio features. Simpler operation
using a fluorescent display screen
and soft -key -driven menus. And
extensive diagnostics.
Get all details from your nearest
Ampex sales office, or call us today.

AM PEX

Ampex Corporation One o',The Signal Companies .0

Atlanta 404/451-7112 Chicago 312/593-6000
Dallas 2'4/960-1162 Los Angeles
213/240-5000 New York/New Jersey
201/825-9600 San Francisco 408/255-4800
Wash ngton, D.C. 301/530-8800
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Continued from page 12
Satcom 2

119
117.5
116.5
114
113.5
112.5
110
109
108
107.5
105
104.5
103

US

Anik C3

Anik A3/A2

1975/72

Mexico

1986
1983

Anik C24

Anik D2

US

Anik B
Anik
G Star 24

Anik D1
G Star 1

Unassigned

98.5

Westar 4

97
96
95

Telstar 1

93.5

Galaxy 3

*

US

SBS 1

1980
1982

SBS 2

1981

1983
1982
1984
1984

SBS 3

93

Unassigned

Westar 3

91

Spacenet 3

Telstar 3
Comstar D3

86
85
83.5
83
82

77
76
75
74
73
72

1985 -Spacenet 3
1984
1985

RCA

1978-Comstar D3
1986- RCA
1984
1986
1982
1987

USSSI

Satcom 4
ABCI

Canada

Amsat 2

1986
1986
1974
1987
1984

Rainbow

Westar 2
RCA

Telstar 2
Unassigned
Galaxy 2

1983

Unassigned

Satcom 2R

Canada

1983 - Satcom 2R

Canada
Mexico

1984 -Spacenet 2

Unassigned

71

70.5
69
67

Canada
SBS 43

Westar

81

79
78.5

1984 - Anik D2
1978
1986
1984
1984
1982
1984

Anik D3

99

89
88.5
87

1982
1985

Mexico

101

1976 - Satcom 2

Spacenet 2

Satcom 6

61.5

*2

1985

USA

'Advanced Business Communications Inc. (ABCI) has requested 126° instead of 130°.
'RCA has requested 67° instead of 126° for Ku -Band satellite.
'SBS has requested temporary use of 101° for SBS 4 to provide interim pre-DBS service to Satellite Television Corporation.
'Anik C2 temporarily at 105° for United Satellite Communications until G Star 2 is launched.
DBS launch dates are after 1986.
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news
TEK suggests VBI usage alternatives

itiated a captioning service for the hearing impaired. PBS

The future of the vertical blanking interval (VBI) has yet
to be decided, but Tektronix suggests that it may become
a major source of revenue for broadcast facilities. To that
end, TEK has suggested some revisions to the current use
of VBI lines.

was joined in this endeavor by ABC and NBC with a
clocking signal and character data inserted into Line 21,
Field 1, with the Field 2 half line providing a pseudo-

In the past, certain VBI lines have been assigned to
specific functions. A vertical interval test signal (VITS)
package has been established, particularly for the purposes of monitoring the transmission system. Line 17,
Fields 1 and 2, carry multiburst and color bar signals,
respectively; Line 18, Field 1 uses a composite of a
modulated staircase, 2T and modulated 12.5T sine pulses
and an 18µs white bar. The Line 18, Field 2 time also has
carried a composite signal or could be used with other
test signal formats. Line 19 of both fields is occupied by
the vertical interval reference signal (VIRS), which includes black, luminance and chrominance references.
Some years ago, the Public Broadcast Service (PBS) in14
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random framing code. Other captioning formats, as well
as source identity signals, have been placed on other lines
within the VBI. These functions generally are non-commercial in nature, as compared to textual/graphic data,
which may be highly commercial.
At present no agreement has been reached on which of
the teletext -type data systems will be used in the United
States and/or North America. Conceivably, no one data
format will be selected as a standard. If that is the case,

then arrangements might need to be made to transmit
more than one type of signal on a single signal, particularly if the services provided could be "leased" by the broad-

caster. Services that might be transmitted in such a way
included utility management, financial data, remote control/telemetry information, video game data, scrambling/

WAVEFORM ANALYZER

SENCORE MODEL SC61

Double Your Troubleshooting and Testing
Or Your Money Back!
Productivity

.

Six -digit readout: Auto-

matically tracks every
CRT test. We call it
digital autotracking.
It's patent pending.

Autotracking DCV, PPV,

Freq: Measure DCV to

.5%; PPV to 2%;
freq. to .001%. Just
push a button for
either Channel A or B.

DIGITAL
RE ADOLI

VELITIAAL
ID SIL

INPUT( DUAL°.
41111E,' AC

DC

Bright dual -trace CRT:

60 MHz (- 3 dB), 100
MHz ( - 12 dB).
CHANNEL B

VERTICAL

POSITON
INF UIPCOUPLING

AC

DC

Delta PPV, Time, Freq:

Measure any part of a
waveform for PPV,
time or frequency
using Delta measurements. Just dial in the
waveform section
you want to measure
and push.

rear

lad

MAO MEC,
wpm ALAPACNE

DELTA MEASUREMENTS
PPV

REG.

ENSIFIED
PORTION

A

MODE

PIPLARITY

LEVEL

lo -cap probes
provided.)

Super sync: ECL
-

INLLASIL L

,LAVA ,IAIL El

ASA

Lit1:10H

"L'

1!)

Simplify Freq ratio tests:

Automatically
compare input/output
ratio of multiply/divide
stages from 1:1 to
1:999,999 with the
push of a button.

TRIGGER
SOURCE

END

One probe input: One

probe input per
channel for all
measurements digital and scope ith 5 mV to 2000 V
measuring range. (2

EFOUND

EP,' TRIO
INPUT

provides rock -solid

sync trigger circuits
with only 4 controls;
includes TV sync
separators for video
work.

S E3 1Jc cn

MODEL SZ.61

WAVEFORM ANALYZER

.SOP CONLADii,
;MAL
DONA
60LIK ,MEM!"

U.S. Patent Pending
Financing Available

The first scope with push button
digital readout. If you use general
purpose oscilloscopes for troubleshooting or testing, we can double
your present productivity with the
SC61 Waveform Analyzer, the first
instrument to turn every conventional
scope measurement into an
automatic digital readout.
No more graticule counting.

Connect only one probe to view
any waveform to 100 MHz. Then, just
push a button to read DCV, PPV,

frequency and time - automatically!
There are no graticules to count or
calculations to make, which speeds
every measurement.
The digital readout is from 10 to
10,000 times more accurate as well.
Plus you have everything you want
to know about a test point, at the
push of a button, which speeds
troubleshooting tremendously.

A special Delta function even lets
you intensify parts of a waveform and
digitally measure the PPV, time or
frequency for just that waveform
section.
And it's neat. No more tangled
leads, piles of probes or dangling
cords. The SC61 is an entire test
station in one unit.
The one and only. There are other
scopes with digital readout, but none
of them completely automate every
conventional scope measurement so
you can automatically analyze any
waveform without counting one
single graticule. Totally automatic
waveform analyzing at the push of a
button. I' will make all the difference
in your productivity.
Double your productivity. When
we say the SC61 will double your
productivity, we're being
conservative. We've seen cases of
Circle (16) for information
Circle (17) for demonstration

three, four, even ten time increases
in productivity with this first -of -its -

kind, automated oscilloscope. Every
situation is different, however, so try
the SC61 and judge for yourself.
Here's our offer.
Money back guarantee. If the
SC61 does not at least double your
productivity during the first thirty
days, you may return it for a full
refund, including freight both ways.
Call today. Get the entire SC61
Waveform Analyzer story. Call toll free today, and ask for our eight page
color brochure. It could be the most
productive call you make this year!

Phone Toll -Free

1-800-843-3338
Alaska, Hawaii, Canada and
South Dakota call collect

(605)3390100

SIVCC:01=t

3200 Sencore Drive, Sioux Falls, SD 57107

descrambling algorithms and data networks. As our
needs for increased communications capabilities are addressed, the means of fulfilling those needs may result in
concepts not yet developed.
With approximately 10 lines of each VBI field time
taken up by NTSC vertical sync information, the remaining lines, 11 per field, may become a high priced commodity in terrestrial and satellite -relayed transmissions.
To ease a potentially crowded situation and to expand the
VBI communications possibilities, Tektronix has looked
into a means of providing all required test signals within
a single line of a single field. In backing such a concept,
several TEK products have been suggested as a means to
implement a single -line test facility.
For insertion of the typical test signals, the 1910 NTSC
digital test signal generator and inserter may be used with
a computer -based controller/sequencer, via an RS -232C

control port. Along with the normal signals, the 1910
system may be ROM -programmed with a variety of
special multipulse, eye test and custom -designed signals,
thus offering a broader spectrum of transmission system

parameter monitoring than currently is available. The
digital generator also allows up to four external VITS inputs for captioning, source ID or data insertion. Monitoring of the sequenced test signals would be done with the
1980 ANSWER equipment.
Although the TEK equipment is now available to provide the multifunction insertion features and monitoring,
the concept is offered to the industry to initiate discussions on how the VBI will be used in the future.

EMI control facility in operation
An open area test facility now in service at Southwest
Research Institute (SwRI) will help manufacturers of electronic equipment comply with new FCC regulations de-

signed to control the level of radiated electromagnetic interference (EMI).
The facility, one of the few such centers available for
public use in the Southwest, is located in an open area of
the institute grounds and consists of a rotatable test platform, erected on a flat floor, on which an antenna mast
assembly for the EMI measuring equipment is moved.
The platform resembles a large record turntable 18 feet
in diameter. It supports loads of up to 6000 pounds, and
provides more than enough power, at any standard load
and frequency, to operate the equipment under test. Any

devices, from small personal computers to large mainframe equipment and full-size vehicles, can be tested.
Because the platform is wooden, it does not reflect
radio waves and, thus, does not interfere with testing.
The table can be rotated continuously in a full circle and
interference strengths measured in all directions.
The test floor is a flat, 30'x75', paved asphalt surface,
covered with a 1/4 -inch mesh wire screen. The screen
transforms the test floor into a fixed reference ground
plane that facilitates system calibration and provides a
standardized environment. Antenna and power control
cables are installed under the screen to prevent spurious
measurements and reflections.
The antenna, which receives EMI from the equipment
being tested, is mounted on a non-metallic mast and can
be positioned at variable heights of 1-6m. A wheeled cart
transports the mast to different positions on the test floor,

particularly to the 3m, 10m, 30m and 100m distances
specified in EMI standards test measurement.
The facility provides rapid tests for compliance with
FCC and other international regulations. San Antonio's
low electromagnetic ambient levels, relatively isolated
location and mild weather combine to permit open-area
radiated EMI test measurement on a year-round basis.

IF YOU WANT EXTRAORDINARY TRANSFERS
OF YOUR 16/35mm PRINTS - WITHOUT
BREAKING THE BANK - START WITH A SUPERIOR FILM TO
VIDEO TRANSFER PROCESS - VIDEOLA®
REMEMBER!!! IT'S YOUR MONEY
Videola®.

. the video Moviola®... is a new and
different system for transfer of 16mm or 35mm
film to broadcast -quality videotape.
Use of the unique Flickerless Prism® optical
system allows a smooth continuous film motion,
and produces a video image consisting of picture
frames being dissolved one into the next. The
transfer is completely independent of television
synchronization and scanning rate, so the film
can be transported at any speed while the video
image remains sharp and clear, with no sign of
flicker, jitter or frame lines.
Operating controls are human -engineered for
.

flexibility and operating convenience, and include

settings for brightness and color correction.
Film is protected from damage through the use

of recessed surfaces in all critical areas, and

through the use of an exceptionally gentle transport mechanism. Tension -sensing arms control
the action of the torque motors for smooth, even
acceleration and braking of films up to 3,000 feet
in length.
5539 Riverton Avenue
North Hollywood, CA 91601

magnasync,

(213) 763-8441

movlbla,

Cable: MAGNASYNC
Telex: 67-3199 MAGNA/MOVIO
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East Coast Factory Authorized Distributor
LAUMIC CO., INC
306 E. 39th Street, New York, NY 10016
(213) 889-3300 Bill Kradelman

MOBILE
TELEVISION UNITS

If your future plans include a mini -van, a full
scale production truck, or something in between,
we can develop your ideas into a complete
television vehicle.

As authorized representatives for leading
manufacturers, Lerro provides turnkey installations of state of the art technology anywhere
in the continental United States.

Our experienced staff will design and engineer
into your vehicle the needs of your organization.

To find out more about Lerro and how they can
provide your mobile unit, contact John Neil
or Frank Kovary at (215) 223-8200.

LERRO

CORPORATION
11 ELECTRICAL
3125 N. Broad Street. Philadelphia, Pa. 19132

FULL LINE OF ALL HITACHI BROADCAST EQUIPMENT

NOW
ANIMATION
CAN TICKLE
YOUR
RIONEITBONE.
ANNOUNCING THE WORLD'S FIRST STILL -FRAME VIDEOTAPE RECORDER: THE SONY BVH-2500.
There's nothing funny about doing animation, animatics, computer graphics, video
disc mastering, slide storage or time-lapse
recording on videotape.
It's pure, unadulterated, time-consuming work.
But now Sony has created the BVH2500, a 1" VTR that will do in minutes what
used to take hours. And in so doing will have
you laughing all the way to the bank.
The BVH-2500 retains all the outstanding qualities of the BVH-2000, but it also
offers an invaluable array of special-purpose
functions. Like still recording, step recording
and slow recording.
To record still frames, for example, instead of waiting for the machine to click,
reverse, whirl, click, click, go forward and then
record, it simply goes click, record.There's
no wasted time. No wasted effort. You'll think
you're working with film.

111IP

And the profit potential is massive.
Because the Sony BVH-2500 will keep
your editing costs way down and your
productivity way up.
Plus, like the BVH-2000, the Sony
BVH-2500 does something else that will
put a smile on your face. It works, right
out of the box.
If you'd like to have a few good laughs
at your competitor's expense, come and
try the ultimate in VTR's: the BVH-2500
from Sony.

For more information (and there's a lot
more to know about video recorders) in
New York/New Jersey call Sony at (201) 833-

5350; in the Northeast/Mid-Atlantic (201)
833-5375; in the Midwest (312)773-6045; in
the Southeast (404) 451-7671; in the Southwest (214) 659-

3600; in the West
(213) 841-8711.

0
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CO 1983 Sony Corporation of America. Sony is a registered trademark of the Sony Corporation, 9 West 57th Street, New York. New York 10019. (c) 1983 Warner Bros. Inc. All rights reserved.

Will These Go the Way of the Green Eyeshade?
ColorGraphics' NewStar electronic newsroom
system makes typewriters obsolete. It also
eliminates wire service printers and paper cost
too...reduces copier and telecopier costs, does
away with unwieldy paper archive and
assignment files, eliminates newsroom paper
clutter, noise and inefficiency. NewStar is the
fastest, most reliable electronic news system
- and the best way to join the electronic news
revolution in the world today!

What NewStar does is let you cover more
news, faster and more efficiently. With features
like electronic teleprompter, remote portable
terminals, electronic mail and archive, full show
production timing, interfacing to TelexTm and
NexisTM, split screen editing, and total system

redundancy - it's a winner!

Join the electronic news revolution with

newrirn

From: Coionv@ipNeg AJA@Mg.11rme. 5725 Tokay Blvd., Madison, WI 608-274-5786

The leader in electronic news technology. Fully redundant - extremely fast - and very capable.
Purchased by more television and racio stations than any other system in the world.
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Newsroom automation:

New technology at KIRO
By Mark Gardner, managing editor, KIRO-TV, Seattle, WA

KIRO's TV and radio news departments have been industry pioneers
in

both ENG and computerized

newsrooms. So, their experiences

may help station managers and

The KIRO-TV Chopper Seven helicopter
(above) is used for live news broadcasts
and as a repeater station when needed
for live ground shots. The KIRO-TV computerized Eyewitness Newsroom is
shown below.

news directors who are considering

a similar move to computerized
newsroom operation.

units. There are 115 employees in TV
news and another 37 in radio. KIRO
also is supported by a satellite -linked
Washington, DC, bureau and a microwave -connected bureau at the state
capital.
All of this equipment is maintained
by the news department's engineering
staff of five full-time employees. Its
slogan underscores the ENG success:

1984 may turn out to be the year of

"Maintenance and Repair" (rather
than "Repair and Maintenance").

spent its infancy at KIRO in Seattle,
one such computer, the NewStar, is

microwave gear -is scheduled for

the newsroom computer. Having

Every piece of equipment-including
cameras, recorders, editing decks and

routine maintenance. Rarely does any

coming of age.

Now ranked 15th in market size,
Seattle is growing. KIRO, the city's
most powerful broadcast facility, is
growing with the city. Its AM and FM
properties, KIRO-AM and KSEA-FM,

equipment break down in the field,

programmers in the country. Ken

and few news crews are disappointed
because of equipment failure.
From its Eyewitness Newsroom,

Hatch, KIRO president, is dedicated
to making the Seattle properties the

KIRO-TV airs the typical morning cut ins, an hour at noon, an hour at 4 p.m.,

46 -station market. KIRO's News Radio
alone brings in 30 cents of every radio

area's news source.
KIRO's TV operation went all-ENG

p.m., PM newsbreaks, a half-hour at

dollar spent in the market.
In recent years, KIRO-TV has revitalized its physical plant and has be-

HL -33s. At that time, there were only

are ranked first and second in a

come the market's dominant source

for news. Today, KIRO-TV, by broadcasting nearly five hours of local news
daily, is one of the largest local news

in 1975 with the first generation of

three units on the street, but the

department grew quickly. Today there
are 15 fully equipped units, a deluxe

helicopter, two self-contained vans
and a half -dozen other microwave

another at 5

p.m.,

a half-hour at 7

11 p.m. and another 15 minutes at
11:30 p.m. (a Nightline-type show

called Close -Up). John Lippman, vice
president and news director of KIRO-

TV, is responsible for this programming.
KIRO was first in the Seattle market
January 1984
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with a news helicopter, and today

easier," Bremer said. "The computer is

KIRO-TV flies Chopper Seven an aver-

necessary for information management." But he warned that the com-

age of 70 hours per month. It is used
in almost every newscast, if not directly on the air then indirectly, as a relay
for a microwave shot in Seattle's hilly
terrain.

KIRO's radio news department has
its own chopper operation. Pilot Paul

Brendle has become an important
radio personality, broadcasting morning and afternoon drive -time traffic
reports. Brendle's reports now feature
the Commuter Computer, a micropro-

cessor that computes the drive time
on alternate routes. The computer is a
boon to many of the city's east -side

commuters that must travel to work
on two easily clogged bridges over
Shown is the NewStar computer system
installed in one of KIRO-AM's air studios
(directly below). One of the newsroom
terminals at KIRO News Radio appears
at the bottom of the page.

Lake Washington.
But

the most futuristic thing at

KIRO is the newsroom computerization. KIRO helped refine the NewStar

system, which has since been purchased by a number of other radio and
TV stations in the United States. The
system also is being used by the news

department of CBS Radio in New
York.

When radio news director Vic
Bremer came on staff five years ago,
he toured KCBS-AM, which had just
launched a joint experiment with Integrated Technologies (now a division
of Colorgraphics Systems) and United
Press International. Bremer, who was
sold on computerization, undertook
the job of selling management through

planning and capital budgets. The
first nine terminals were delivered in
June 1982, and within three weeks, the
staff and computer went to a paperless newsroom.
"It immediately made the job a lot

puter "must be treated as

a tool,

nothing more. It doesn't make news
judgments or replace people. News
still boils down to humans."

With the computer, an editor can
speed through the wire in a matter of
keystrokes, no longer having to walk
to a half -dozen wire printers and cut
and collate a ream of paper every 10
minutes. Moreover, because the
delivery of electronic news is not bottlenecked by a slow, mechanical
printer, bulletins come to terminals at
the speed of light. With a single key-

stroke, the bulletin appears on the
news announcer's screen and is immediately broadcast to listeners. "I've
seen this speed up the bulletin process
some 20 minutes," Bremer said.
Bremer sees many other benefits besides speed. "Because the editors don't
have to wade through so much paper,
their job has become easier," he said.
"They don't burn out as quickly. Copy
is cleaner and more creative."
Interview information is archived in

the computer's memory and, when
listeners call, station personnel (in-

cluding someone who did not hear the
broadcast) can answer questions with
just a few keystrokes, which reduces
frustration.
At the heart of News Radio's system

is the NewStar computer, the same
computer built by Integrated Technologies and used at KCBS Radio in San
Francisco.* KIRO News Radio now

has 13 terminals and three printers.

Bremer said that he chose the

NewStar because of the number of

microprocessors in the system. Every
two I/O devices (terminal, printer or

wire input) share a dedicated

8085

processor.

"When you start adding devices,
that becomes critical," Bremer said.
"Speed is crucial in our business. If
you have to wait while the computer is
searching, you're going to get beat."

The TV side carefully watched the
radio experiment. In 1983, KIRO
decided to computerize TV news and
began searching for venders.
What we at KIRO-TV found at NAB

was basically that one system could
meet our needs, and that was
NewStar. I was familiar with radio's
operation and how the NewStar
worked. What I wanted was a good
report generator, something that
could handle the detail work that producers and assignment editors face. I

found this feature in the NewStar
system.
To make the transition to computer 'See Broadcast Engineering July 1981, pages 20-24.

Continued on page 26
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In the world of audio production, tension is a
killer. Draining creative energy and making tight

deadlines impossible. If you're still trying to do
today's job with yesterday's technology we've just
solved one of your headaches. Our prescription is
a dose of our deuce, the TASCAM 42.
Everything you've considered to be a must is

there, and a whole lot more. Balanced and
unbalanced, with individual connector to interface
with broadcast automation equipment and SMPTE
control, the 42 fits in anywhere.
To more precisely control tape tension, and yours,
our rugged transport is built with a full computer
control on all three motors. Our autolocator function

HOW TO
RELIEVE
TENSION
IN THE
CONTROL
ROOM.

with Return -to -zero and Search -to -cue doesn't just

start putting on the brakes when it hits the mark,
it stops on the dime.
You also get a positive/negative real time counter
and a precision splicing block mounted just below
the plug-in fixed mount head assembly, where it
belongs. That translates to faster, more accurate
editing, and the peace of mind that comes with it.
To learn more about the hottest half-track in the
under $2,500 class see your TASCAM dealer or
write TASCAM Production Products, 7733 Telegraph
Road, Montebello, CA 90640, (213) 726-0303.

TASCAM

TEAC Production Products

Copyright 1983-TEAC Corporation of America
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TEV 174C SERIES
F\ \.VAVEFORMNECTOR MON FORS

TWO MONITORS IN ONE
PORTABLE PACKAGE...

THAT'S A NICE SWITCH.
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At left is a close-up of one of the CRT terminals used in the KIRO-TV system. The

CPU assembly and support electronics
for the computerized system at KIRO
News Radio are shown below.

Ng°
111111111P.

Continued from page 22

ized operation smoother, KIRO-TV
pre -sold the system to the news staff. I
put out a memo answering basic ques-

tions, such as: "Why do we need

ogy is here right now.
When considering the purchase of a
newsroom computer system, the
speed of operation should be considered carefully. Probably the biggest

item a computer can tackle for any
computer? Couldn't the money be bet- news department is library and arter spent?" By the time the engineers chive storage. I do not know a news
and instructors arrived, the staff was director who has not complained that
lined up and ready to learn. Training the videotape library and script arhas gone efficiently (considering the chiving has gotten out of hand. KIROsize of the staff) and our first show TV's system is configured to allow
a

went on-line with the system about a
month after the computer arrived.
Conversion to a computerized news
operation has opened many new possibilities to KIRO-TV's personnel.
With modems and a remote terminal,
crews can access not only all the wire
stories, but also other scripts and archived material while in the field. I en-

vision the day when reporters will
type their stories on portable computers in the field and transmit them
back to the newsroom. The technol26
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rapid access to various files, while at
the same time not tying up the central
processing unit. Also, each terminal is
smart enough to handle all the word
processing internally, without accessing the main chassis.
Three of KIRO-TV's news show producers have worked with other com-

puterized news operations, and are

famous newscast at KSL, Salt Lake
City, in which a newsroom computer
ate it less than 30 minutes before the
broadcast. With the NewStar system,
however, he has no fear that such an
incident will happen again. The radio
news department's experience with
the system has been good, despite
thunderstorms and power outages.
Several protection systems are designed into the NewStar computer, including parallel systems so that data is

stored on two separate discs. In this
way, stories cannot be lost because of
a catastrophic disc crash.
KIRO is happy to be participating in
the computer revolution for the broadcast industry. After just a few months

using the NewStar system, we have
found it to be an indispensible tool. I,
for one, would never want to work in
a newsroom without a computerized
system.
Editor's note:

NewStar. Bryan Thielke's computer

Stations wanting more information on the NewStar
computer system or details on the newsroom automation equipment and programs available from other
manufacturers can consult page 75 of the November

story is probably the most interesting.

detailed listing of suppliers.

favorably impressed with the
Thielke was the producer of an in -

1983 issue of BE, which contains a

_

I

A ...in

Ramko Research Explodes
The Reel To Reel Versus
Stereo Tape Cartridge Myth!
FACT: There is now a stereo cartridge
system so advanced that you can't tell the
original material from the reproduction. A
system that performs like a professional reel
to reel, yet has all the advantages inherent in
the tape cartridge format. The PhaseMaster
from RAMKO RESEARCH. The only cart
system in the world that allows AM or FM to
program in full stereo. Spots, special effects,
Beethoven, or hard rock. Consistently,
everytime, cart to cart, machine to machine.
Not only that, but there are over 300 systems
that have been field proven for the last 11/2
years. No bugs, no surprises. What you see
and read about is what you get.
MYTH: Tape cartridges do not have the
mechanical stability nor precise enough
guidance systems to produce truly high
quality, wide separation, stereo.
The new PhaseMaster completely
FACT:
eliminates this problem via its exclusive
electronic, real time, tape path and phase
correction circuitry. No pretesting of carts
or adjustments to make. It is so sophisticated
and responsive that you can actually bend,
twist and move the cart in and out while playing, without any discernable difference between the original source material and that
which is being reproduced. In tact, in all of

our demonstrations to broadcast managers
and engineers, none could tell the difference
between an A/B comparison of the record
played and that simultaneously reproduced on
the PhaseMaster. In addition, this exact reproduction will be repeated on any other
PhaseMaster, regardless of head and tape
guide alignment (within reason) or cart warpage. No other machine in existence, reel to
reel or cart, has this ability.
Only reel to reel provides the low
MYTH:
noise and distortion, and the wide response
demanded by my listeners.
We are willing to match the Phase FACT:
Master against anything you are currently
using or anticipate buying. Judge for yourself
or ask for our comparison guide. We believe
you'll agree with us (and our competitor's engineers), that RAMKO has indeed advanced
the state of tape cartridge technology far
beyond what was believed possible.
TO SUM IT UP: If you are stereo formatted
and looking for the best, most effective way
to program your station, then the Phase Master is your answer. Whether it's highbrow
or punk rock, you will experience the best of
both worlds with all the quality demanded by
even your most discerning listeners.

Find out for yourself the whole PhaseMaster
story. From its superior mechanics for long
term wear and stability, to the totally unique
phase correction circuitry and 2 year warranty.

Contact your nearest rep or dealer today,
or call RAMKO RESEARCH toll free,
(800) 821-2545, for your full color, descriptive
brochure. Hurry though, your competition
may have already ordered theirs.

RAMKO RESEARCH
11355-A Folsom Blvd.

Rancho Cordova, California 95670
(916) 635-3600 Telex: 176493 RAMKOSAC
C) 1983 Ramko Research
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ENG/EFP

camera update:
The new

and the refined
AMPEX
By Carl Bentz, television editor

A variety of attributes can be given
to the ENG and EFP cameras that ap-

cludes the KCF 1 camera and the
BCF 1 1/4 -inch video recorder, using
the Bosch LINEPLEX component format on CVC videocassettes. For quick

production in the field, the BCF 20
field editor system provides editing

peared at NAB -'83 and since. The

facilities with BCF 1 transports. Back
at the studio, the BCF 10 studio
recorder offers interfacing to existing
editing controllers.

terms smaller, lighter weight, greater
S/N ratio, greater sensitivity and
operational simplicity apply to each of

the new camera systems now

available. MOS CCDs have been
shown to be viable substitutes for
camera tubes by several manufacturers. Interface systems show continued efforts in component video for
recording and subsequent video processing.

To some extent, the cast of players
of camera manufacturers has started

Ampex FPC-10/ARC-10

marketing thrust in the TV industry.

bicon, the FPC-10 VRC system is a

to change as companies alter their
Panavision Electronics (formerly CEI)
and Toshiba have said that they do not

intend to make direct sales. Their

products are for rental or are manufactured on an OEM basis. Other com-

panies have dropped some products
and introduced others since the BE
roundup in January 1983.
The following brief product update

will help keep you informed of the
ENG and EFP camera systems available as of the end of 1983. For com-

plete information on the products,

Reader Service Numbers have been
provided. For information on more
established products not found in this
listing, refer to the ENG camera

roundup in BE January 1983 (pages
52-74) and the 1983 Spec Book.
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FPC-10. Offered in Saticon or Plum3 -tube design, using %-inch tubes with

prism -optics. The 59dB S/N ratio is
based on Plumbicons for NTSC television. A sensitivity of 200fc at f/4 and

a resolution to 600TVL is specified.
The FPC-10 camera mates with an M
Format recorder to form the ARC -10
VRC system. In the studio, the ARC -40

studio recorder and ARC -30 editing
controller complete the system.
Circle (350) on Reply Card

BOSCH/FERNSEH

QuarterCam. The KBF 1 camera is
designed around three 1/2 -inch Plumbicons and prism -optics. For NTSC, the

system is rated at 54dB S/N from the
camera, with a sensitivity of 900 lux,
f/2, and a resolution of G a- 40% at
4MHz. The QuarterCam system in-

Bosch KCA 110

KCA 110. Introduced at NAB, the

KCA 110 uses three %-inch LOC
Plumbicons with prism -optics to

develop a 57dB S/N rating in the

NTSC standard. Standard sensitivity
is 1250 lux, while resolution is slated
at 750 TVL. A fold -down optical block

simplifies tube changes. Add-on units

attach to the rear of the camera for
EFP, optical fiber, multiwire and ser-

vice function configurations. PAL,
PAL -M, SECAM and NTSC standards

are served by different models. A
base -station unit is available for multi wire and optical fiber modes.
Circle (351) on Reply Card

Let WHUT radio help you pick

the right Audio Console...
The first time.
HARRIS

CARD

REGISIRAION
WARRANTY
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Harris TC-90S
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TC-90. The 3 -tube TC-90, using
1/2 -inch Plumbicon or Saticon tubes
and prism -optics, was shown at NAB -

'83 with the "smart package" option.
Included in the option is autocenter-

COMPANY
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ing, as well as SMPTE and VITC time

code generation. The automatic feature in the option also allows registration at the touch of a button without
charts or diascopes. 600 TVL resolution is typical with an SIN rating of
55dB for NTSC and a 56fc sensitivity
at f/1.4.
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The DC -38 series of Audio consoles tie fourth for WHUT/WLHN-FM.

A thouah Mr. Hood's comments indicate wha-. you can expect with a RAMKO

console, there is a lot more to the story.

Features, for example, that in many
Hitachi SK -97

SR -1, SR -3. Two VRC systems provide Y and C component video for use
with 1/2 -inch or 1/4 -inch recorders. The
SR -1 uses three 2/3 -inch CCDs attached

to a prism -beam splitter, while the
SR -3 employs 2/3 -inch Saticons. As of

early November, Hitachi said that an

cases can only be found in these truly
superb consoles. Here's a short sam-

pling; Mono or stereo - 5, 8 and 10
mixer, dual channel - four inputs per
mixer - each input gain selectable mono mix/phase meter on stereo units

- DC control via dbx® voltage con-

T
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r.ake,
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tional digital clock/production timer -

optioral plug in remote equipment
start/stop - and much, much more.
911 m15 ono our extrusive 4 year parrs
and lat or warranty.

For the whole story, contact your nearest rep or dealer today, or call RAMKO
RESEARCH toll free, (800) 821-2545,
for your full color, descriptive brochure.
Let us help you do it right the first time.

RAMKO RESEARCH

trolled amplifiers - all solid state

11355-A Folsom Blvd.

switching - multiswitch programma-

Rancho Cordova, California 95670
(916) 635-3600

ble CUE, MUTE and on air relay - op-
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effort was under way to work with
Bosch in further development of its

mat HL -79E. The camera is fully
automatic for ENG, EFP or studio

ECR-5 1/4 -inch recorder with integral
time base corrector. The 1/2 -inch

configurations and includes ADC -79E
auto setup digital control and RDC-79
remote digital control units for multi core or triax operation. With SIN ratio

recorder is based on the M Format.
FP -11. A single 1 -inch M -type trielectrode Saticon is used in the FP -11
camera for stand-alone or remote -con-

of 57dB and sensitivity of 200fc, f/5,
the camera is capable of a resolution

trolled operation. The camera is cap-

greater than 600 TVL. The E version is

able of providing RS -170A video, and

lighter weight than previous units in
the series.
ITC -730. A 13.5mm cable is used

may be obtained in PAL -B color as
well.
FP -15. NTSC and PAL -B are served
by models of the FP -15 camera, which

uses three

mixed -field
Saticons. Precision registration yokes
2/3 -inch

and automatic functions make the
camera easy to operate in ENG and
EFP applications.

SK -97. A microprocessor in the
camera head handles automatic setup
of the SK -97 Computacam. Based on a
3 -tube, %-inch design, the SK -97 may
be operated with a remote control unit

and base station or through a digital
command unit. It also is compatible
with the automatic setup systems for
the SK -970 and KS -110 studio
cameras.
Circle (353) on Reply Card

IKEGAMI

HL -79E. The latest edition of the

between the CCU and the camera in
the ITC -730 system. The 3 -tube,

2/3 -inch format camera operates
through a digital multiplex scheme.
Power for the CCU may be derived

from an ac source or from the camera
battery pack.
EC -35. Designed to incorporate a
film look to the video, the EC -35 includes a number of features to make a

film camera operator feel at ease.
Such items as T/stops on lenses and
dual viewfinders have been added.
New VRC. Shown at SMPTE for the
first time, Ikegami introduced a 3 -tube
Plumbicon camera that will match the
Bosch QuarterCam recorder. Market-

ing of the camera with Ikegami's

1/2 -inch M Format recorder will be

concurrent with the 1/4 -inch. Availability

of the camera and further

details are unknown at press time.

HL -79 series is the 3 -tube, %-inch for-

Ikegami camera with Bosch Quarter Cam recorder

Circle (354) on Reply Card

the first portable Digital Waveform Monitor...

the new

DELPHI -I
with IRE -calibrated LCD allows
precision analysis of sync and burst

amplitudes, peak luminance, set-up,
and VITS measurements. Compact
size (23/4" H x 51/4" W x 51/4" D), Light

weight (19 oz.), Shoulder Strap, Belt

Weather -resistant

Carrying Case available

Clip, and rechargeable internal DC
power source make the DELPHI -I
ideal for your on -location applications.

Only from Videotek.

PROGRESSIBYDESIGN
125 North York Street, Pottstown, PA 19464, (215) 327-2292, TWX: 710-653-0125
9625 North 21st Drive, Phoenix, AZ 85021, (602) 997-7523, TWX: 910-951-0621
Circle (21) on Reply Card
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VIDEOTEK INC

The definition of the
best color camera tubes
in the world.

No matter how you define
your color camera needs, you
will want to be certain you have
chosen the best tube for the job.
And no technical appraisal can
be complete without EEV
Leddicons.
Take lag or smearing.
Because Leddicons
incorporate a unique
light bias arrangement,
shading is minimal. So
is differential lag. The
result is that a football
in flight will always look

that Leddicons average less
spotting than other tube&
Then there's geometry. The
optimised electron optical
design of Leddicons ensures the
best possible geometry.
Registration too is equally

distortion free - we
can, in fact,
supply

like a football - not a
flying saucer!
As for color imagery, you
simply cannot improve on
Leddicons. Extended reds have
a precisely -engineered response
with an infra -red filter providing
cut-off exactly where you want it.
Or compare the highlight
image performance of
Leddicons with other tubes. The
difference is that the retention
effect is minimised by a unique

target manufacturing process even in the very difficult
extended red channel where
other tubes are simply unable
to cope.
You'll certainly want to avoid
blemishes. That's why all
Leddicons must satisfy the most
exacting manufacturing, testing
and quality control
standards. And it

operating in areas of high
ambient acoustic noise.
As for choice, there's simply
none better than Leddicons.
That's because the range covers
fully -interchangeable sizes and
types to suit virtually every type
of studio, EFP and ENG camera
used in the world today.
When you add up all the facts
about Leddicons, there is only
one conclusion - namely, the
definition of the best tubes for
your camera.
But don't leave it
at that.

computer -

matched sets
for all three channels.
And what about microphony?
With EEV's unique antimicrophonic mesh assembly,
Leddicons provide the cleanest

Next time specify
Leddicons for your new
equipment and as replacements
and find out what that definition
really means in practice.

pictures - even from cameras

EDDICONS
tetLeddicon is the Registered
Trademark of EEV Lead Oxide Camera Tubes.

shows - in the fact

EEV Inc, 7 Westchester Plaza, Elmsford, NY 10523, USA. Tel: 914 592 6050. Telex: 6818096.
EEV Canada Ltd, 67 Westmore Drive, Rexdale, Ontario M9V 3Y6. Tel: 416 745 9494. Telex: 06 989 363.
EEV, Waterhouse Lane, Chelmsforc, Essex CM1 20U, England. Tel: 0245 261777. Telex: 99103.
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camera provide 270TVL resolution
pictures for recording on the HR-C3U
video recorder. Combined into a
single unit with an optional shoulder

brace, the camera recorder system
produces 45dB S/N pictures in the
VHS -C Format at a price that allows it

to be considered disposable, should
conditions warrant.
Circle (355) on Reply Card

NEC
SPC-3. Three 2/3 -inch CCD devices

JVC KY-900/KY-950U

JVC

KY -310U. A new level of automa

tion, high resolution prism -optics and
H4101 Saticons are included in a compact 9 -pound camera, the KY -310U.
Multiple 8 -bit microprocessors add

operational convenience along with
an autoshift registration circuit for
quick, 1 -button registration without
charts. A 12X lens provides integral
macro facilities with a maximum
focal length of 108mm. An optional

1/4 -inch U-matic VCRs.

ProCams. The major difference between the KY -900U and KY -950U Pro -

Circle (356) on Reply Card

Cam cameras is the pickup tube. With

PANASONIC

LOC diode -gun Saticons (KY -900U) or
Plumbicons (KY -950U), prism -optics

achieve an S/N ratio of 58dB typically
with 2000 lux at f/4 or f/4.5, respectively. Autoshift registration removes

setup drudgery without the use of

special patterns. I/Q encoded NTSC
color is available from auto color
balance, auto beam control, auto iris
and auto black circuitry.
GZ-C3U. A single 1/2 -inch Saticon

and 6X f/1.2 lens on the GZ-C3U

12X lens includes a 2X extender.

attached to an f/1.4 prism require adjustment of registration only if a CCD
device must be replaced. The operation is typically rated at a 200fc, f/4,
sensitivity and outputs directly to
1/2 -inch Betacam or M Formats and

WV -555.

Y/I/Q component and

NTSC composite video outputs from
the WV -555 camera feed either M For-

mat or conventional VCRs in ENG
and EFP applications. The 3 -tube,

2/3 -inch design with prism -optics pro-

duces acceptable pictures to 8fc. A
53dB S/N ratio and 500TVL resolution
are typical. Signal enhancement and a
remote control unit are available.
Continued on page 36

THE LAST WORD IN
SAFE AREA GENERATORS

Nothing compares to
Amek's TeleVideo
Production console.

SA -101

IL

Matchless transparency
and more useful features than any post production
video mobile console in its price range.

VERT BLANKING
MARKER

SAFE ACTION AREA

SAFE TITLE AREA

PROGRAMABLE
RECTANGLE

HORIZ BLANKING
MARKER

CENTER CROSS

Five separate video channels
Legal blanking markers Center cross
Action/title areas displayed simultaneously
Remote pattern selection, black/white, on/off
for each channel

Call or write
for details and
specifications

Digitally generated

In the US AMEK CONSOLES. Inc.
11540 Ventura Boulevard, Studio City, CA 91604 (213) 508-9788

Islington Mill, James Street, Salford M3.5HW, England 061-834-6747
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broadcast video systems ltd.
1050 McNicoll Avenue, Agincourt, Ontario M1W 2L8

In the UK. AMEK SYSTEMS & CONTROLS, Ltd.

32

Drift -free

10 rectangles can be programed from remote
panel-any size, any position and stored in
internal memory for display on any channel

1984

Telephone: (416) 497-1020

Telex: 065-25329
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Introducing the New
Electro-Voice RE30 omni
and RE34 cardioid
ENG/EFP microphones
"Sophisticated
microphones that simplify
field production:'

Each microphone includes a low distortion limiter which functions at
either output level.
The RE30 and RE34 can be powered
by either phantom power or a standard,
available anywhere, 9 -volt "transistor
radio" battery. With both power sources
present, the battery becomes a redundancy powering system that instantly
and silently takes over if ever required.
An LED, mounted so as to be easily
visible to the talent only, serves several
important functions...it shows the presence of phantom power, monitors battery condition, and offers the world's
first hand-held "tally light" to signal

Action doesn't wait. The constant
deadlines faced by news gathering and
field production crews demand equipment compatibility, fast set-ups, simple
operation and absolute reliability.

Electro-Voice knows.
We've designed and built the broadcast microphones that have set performance and reliability standards, and we
stand behind EV Professional Microphones with a warranty and service
policy that's second to none.

on -air personalities from off -camera.

Get the whole story.

And EV listens.

No advertisement can hope to explain
all of the features of these incredible
new microphones. Complete engineering data sheets describing the many
features and benefits of the RE30 and
RE34 are available free upon request.
Many Electro-Voice Professional
Microphone Dealers can arrange a
hands-on trial at no cost to you. For
more information please write to:
Greg Silsby, Market Development
Manager/ Professional Markets,
Electro-Voice, Inc., 600 Cecil Street,
Buchanan, Michigan 49107.

Properly designed broadcast products
are the result of pooled efforts. That's
why EV devoted years to research, by
working with network and local broadcasters to engineer all of the desired features into a pair of rather revolutionary
new microphones for ENG and EFP.
EV confirmed that field microphones
should incorporate low handling noise,
resistance to humidity and moisture
problems, extreme durability, and the
same reliability and level of performance
that the industry has become accustomed to expect from EV microphones
like the phenomenal 635A and RE20.

Introducing the RE30 and RE34.
Because remotes present a variety of
acoustic environments, EV engineered
the RE30 with an omnidirectional
pickup pattern, and the RE34 with a
cardioid pattern. Except for their polar
patterns, each model has the same
features.
Both the RE30 and RE34 have switch able outputs-either line level or microphone level. No longer will field crews

be stuck without the right signal level.
A flick of the recessed switch adjusts the
output level, producing instant compatibility without the need for extra equipment or cables. The low distortion line level amplifier allows direct interface
with line -level inputs such as those common on microwave and fiber optic
transmitters.
Additionally, the RE30 and RE34 will
drive and hold telephone lines*.
'F.C.C. approved interconnect may he required.

Electrolkice
a Mikan company

SOUND IN ACTION'
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Every opinion
expressed in an editing
session adds up to
more starting, stopping
and rewinding of the
tape. And that can lead to
reduced picture quality,
unless you've got new
"Scotch" is a trademark of 3M ©3M,1983.

Scotch' 480 one inch video tape working
for you.

An advanced magnetic dispersion, consisting
of a totally new oxide,
binder and lubrication
system on Scotch 480

video tape keeps your
productions looking
good through the toughest editing sessions.
In fact, 3M lab tests have
shown 480 video tape
capable of delivering over
1,000 edits from the

same preroll point, with
no significant reduction
in playback picture quality.
If your video requirements call for a tape
with that kind of durability and image quality,

call 1-800-328-1684

(1-800-792-1072 in
Minnesota) for more
information about Scotch
480. Your productions
will look better and so
will you.
Magnetic Audio/Video
Products Division/3M.

SCOTCH 480
1" VIDEO TAPE.
LASER TESTED
FOR CONSISTENCY.
3M hears you

3M

Continued from page 32

diode -gun Plumbicons result in im-

SONY

proved operation with the LDK-14 SL
camera. Also, an optional RGB transmission system provides RGB outputs
from the remote control unit, if the application requires. The LDK-14 S does
not feature the LOC tubes, but does include the other updated capabilities.
LDK-44. Three 2/3 -inch Plumbicons
with f/1.8 prism -optics allow the
LDK-44 modular camera to produce
400TVL pictures in 120fc illumination
with a 50dB S/N ratio. VLS and CLUE

features simplify camera setup procedures whether in the studio or the

Panasonic WV -555

WV -888.

Three

2/3 -inch

ST -MG

Saticons and a prism -optics system

field.
Circle (358) on Reply Card

are typically rated at 200fc, f/4, in the
WV -888 camera. S/N ratio of 57dB and
600TVL resolution combine with

RCA

autocentering and color balance cir-

TKP-47. Three 2/3 -inch diode -gun,
lead -oxide tubes and prism -optics

cuitry. If desired, an optional remote controlled panel allows RGB outputs,
as well as R/B gain and pedestal adjust, master gain/pedestal control, and
both H and V R/B centering.

RECAM. Saticon and Plumbicon
versions of the AK -100 camera offer
Y/I/Q components and encoded NTSC
color signals to 1/2 -inch M Format or
full -bandwidth VTRs. The capability
for working with any recorder is included in the gen-lock adapter. Based
on 2/3 -inch tubes, the camera output

has at least a 58dB S/N ratio and is
rated at 200fc, f/3.5 in the Saticon
model.

If required for studio or remote -

controlled applications, the RECAM
can operate on a 1000 -foot cable, with

no adjustments required if the cable
length is changed. Studio recorder
units allow a production interface to
composite video systems, although
component video studio equipment is
available.
Circle (357) on Reply Card

PHILIPS

result in a portable camera that plays
a companion role to the TK-47 studio
camera. Extensive use of micropro-

cessor and LSI circuitry enhances
simple setup and operation. For the
system application, the TKP-47 may
operate from TK-47 control equipment.

Hawkeye II VRC. The Hawkeye II
camera is compatible with all HC -I ac-

cessories and includes an integral
viewfinder, external tally indicators, a

T -bar handle and improvements in
component signal performance. All
interface equipment, which allows the
HC -I to be used with various

recorders including the M Format

ColorTrak and Betacam systems, may
be used equally well with the
Hawkeye II model.

Sony BVP-3 Betacam

Betacam. Various interfacing packages are now available for use with the

Betacam BVP-3 3 -tube camera and
BVP-1 single-Saticon unit. Although
typically used with the BVV-1 Y/RY/B-Y component recorder, the
adapters allow the cameras to be used
with conventional recorders and

other cameras to be used with the

BVV-1. The cameras typically operate
in 200fc illumination at f14, producing

a 57dB S/N ratio with greater than
650TVL resolution.

BVP-330A. Improvements to the
deflection system assembly and focus

modulation allow the BVP-330A to
develop higher quality pictures than
before. A choice of multicore, fiber-

optic or triax cable is possible between the camera head and the remote control unit if stand-alone operation is not desired. A 600TVL resolu-

tion results from the 3 -tube,
Plumbicon system with
lumination.

2/3 -inch

200fc

il-
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CCD camera. Introduced first at
NAB -'83 and subsequently shown at
Montreux and the November SMPTE

THOMSON-CSF

convention in Los Angeles, RCA's
developmental CCD camera produces
component video signals with excep-

tionally low noise levels. Very high
contrast scenes are handled with ease
by the camera system, without typical
trailing. For demonstrations, the
camera's output has been recorded on
a modified TR-800 recorder in a component format.
Circle (359) on Reply Card

SHARP ELECTRONICS

Thomson-CSF MC -613

Betacam VRC. Either

LDK-14 SL. Improvements to FET

circuitry, contour enhancement and
automatic functions along with LOC
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1 -tube

MC -611

porates three diode -gun Plumbicon

ly to a VT -611 Beta component re-

pickup tubes for quiet, low light -level

corder for easy ENG operation. Alter-

performance. To add versatility to

natively, either camera also may be

multicamera applications, triax cable
is available for greater distances be-

used with other VTRs with the NTSC

base station. With many automatics

VT -615 recorder backs the Betacam
format with composite and compo-

tween the camera and an optional
Philips LDK-14 SL

a

XC-900D. Following in the XC-700
and XC-800 series, the XC-900D incor-

and linear matrix masking for improved color matching, the XC-900D
is economically priced.
Circle (360) on Reply Card

or 3 -tube MC -613 (Came -

scope) camera may be attached direct-

output capability. In the studio, the
nent video dub connections adding
versatility to the production.
Circle (362) on Reply Card
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Exclusive Supplier
of 1" and 3/4"
video tape to
the XlVth Winter
Olympic Games,
Sarajevo 1984.

The
Tape

Behind
theOlympics
AM PE
AMPEX

A-npex video tape.

Winning quality worth broadcasting on 196
1" video tape and 197 3/4" videocassettes.

AM PEX

Ampex Corporation One of The Signal Companies [C
Ampex Corporation. Magnetic Tape Divtsiol 4)1 Firnadway. FaoHw,-,1,,,tv CA 94063 418 367-3809
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ENG/EFP cameras:

A guide to support products
By Carl Bentz, television editor

The choice to use particular types of
ENG/EFP camera support equipment
is dictated to a great extent by the type
of production. For example, the
camera angles and positioning appropriate for a rock concert vary widely
from those expected for a political rally, news conference, local parade,

theatrical production, big game or
fast -breaking news event. Keep in
mind when choosing to use support
equipment that such equipment may
restrict camera angles and positioning
and operator mobility.

Two advantages of hand-held ENG
cameras are their flexibility and
mobility. Obviously, a self-contained

camera recorder setup allows the
most creative freedom, if subsequent
editing is possible or if on -camera
microwave is being used from several
cameras to a production headquarters
location. Camera cable that ties the

head to the control center restricts
such freedom, and support devices
place additional limits on flexibility
and mobility.
Lenses and stability

The introduction of longer focal
length lenses for small cameras has

added to the question of how mobile
such an ENG camera can be. For fast -

action productions, where a certain
amount of camera support instability
can be tolerated, the hand-held mode
(self-contained or cabled) is usually acceptable. Often, however, an extended

scene from a single camera location

with a long lens requires a highly

stable support, not typically possible
with a camera -on -the -shoulder mount.

The longer the focal length of the lens
to be used, in general, the greater the
support stability must be for a shot to

be easily viewed. For example, in a
rock concert setting, with the talent
gyrating around the stage, the long

Table I.

Support equipment manufacturers

Arriflex
Mitchell geared heads
Cinerent camera crane

(370)

Bogen Photo
(371)
Fluid heads
Ball levelers
Tripods
Bush & Millimaki Services
(372)
Tripods
Heads
Camera Dollylite Systems
(373)
Camera cart
Cinema Products
(*)
Steadicam III
Camera Mart
(374)
Rental Ronford tripods
Heads
Cine 60
(375)
Body stabilizer
Cohu
(376)
Remote control camera mounts
Comprehensive Video Supply (377)
Bilora tripods and heads
Continental Camera Systems (378)
Body mount stabilizer
David & Sanford
(379)
Fluid heads
ENG Helicopter
(380)
.

Helicopter camera stabilizer
Egripment
(381)
Mini -crane
Evershed Power Optics
Servoed pan/tilt heads.
F&B/CECO
Tripods
Heads
Alan Gordon Enterprises ..
Supergrip mountings
Gruber Products
Camera carts

(382)
(383)

(384)
(385)

Karl Heitz
(386)
GITZO fluid and spring heads
Tripods
Quick -release mountings.
Image Devices Intl.
(387)
Cranes, tripods, heads
Helicopter stabilizer
Innovative TV Equipment
(388)
Tripods
Torsion, cam, hydro heads
Dollies, Pedestals
Miller products
Javelin
(389)
Remote control heads
Kennett Engr.
(390)
Telecam tripod/head/dolly
Body mount stabilizer
Klein + Hummel
(391)
PortaBrace body mount
Lee Lighting America
(392)
Cranes
Dollies
Lee -Ray Industries
(393)
Camera carts
Listec TV Equipment
(394)
Pedestals
Tripods
Heads
Crane attachments
Manfrotto Lino, SPA
(395)
Tripods
Heads
Matthews Studio Equipment . (396)
Cranes
Remote control heads
Tripods
Heads
Dollies
O'Connor Engr. Laboratories (397)
Tripods, heads, pedestals
Hydroped
.

.

For more information, write to Cinema Products Corporation, 2037 Granville Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025.
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Omnimount Systems
Camera mountings
QuickSet
Fluid/cam heads
Tripods
Pedestals
Friction heads
Dollies
Ronford-Baker Engr
Fluid heads
Tripods

(398)

SEACAM

(403)

(399)

(400)

Underwater camera housings
SFENA

Aircraft stabilizers

(404)

Sachtler GmbH
(401)
Fluid heads
Tension/spring heads
Tripods
Survey & General Instrument (402)
Body mount stabilizer
Universal Fluid Heads
(405)
Fluid heads
Tripods
Steadipod body stabilizer
Velbon Int'l.
(406)
Tripods
Spring heads
Camera carts
VideoTeleCom
(407)
Barber Baby Boom
Video Presentations Equipment
Ltd

Pedestals
W Vinten Ltd
Pedestals
Portaped
Crane arm
Dollies
Tripods
Heads

(408)
(409)

HIGH
PERFORMANCE
Video Equalizing

Amplifier
VEA-662

$265.00
,

,-

This wideband, six -output amplifier
is the latest addition to our compre-

hensive line of distribution equipment. It features differential input,

soft backporch clamping and easily set, continuously variable equalization from
zero up to 300 meters (1000 feet) of Belden 8281 or equivalent coaxial cable.
Delay trim and common mode hum null controls are also provided. A unique

feature of this ultrastable, low power amplifier is a removable sub -module
which contains the operational controls for gain and equalization. This allows
instant, adjustment -free amplifier substitution.

Here are some prominent SPECIFICATIONS
Performance

Input
Return loss

Common mode rejection

.

> 54 dB to 5 MHz
> 46 dB to 10 MHz
> 60 dB to 1 kHz

Outputs
Return loss

Output isolation
Signal (3.58 MHz)
Load

Output DC

> 40 dB to 5 MHz
> 36 dB to 10 MHz
> 48 dB
< 0.05 dB/load at 10 MHz
< 0.15°/load at 3.58 MHz

< *25 mV at back porch

Timing
Delay
Adjustment range

Frequency response

< *0.02 dB to 5 MHz
< *0.1 dB to 10 MHz

Differential phase
Differential gain
H tilt
V tilt
S/N ratio

+0 -0.2 dB at 15 MHz
typically -0.6 dB at 20 MHz
< 0.1° 10% to 90% APL
< 0.2% 10% to 90% APL
< 0.25%
< 0.25%
> 70 dB to 20 MHz
(rms noise/0.714 V)
unweighted

Equalization
Range

0- 300 m (0 - 1000 ft)
Belden 8281, Northern
Electric 728, or equivalent

Response

«0.05 dB to 5 MHz

25.4 ns (32.7° at 3.58 MHz)
typically 6° at 3.58 MHz

< +0.15 dB to 10 MHz

Power Requirements
Total power
dissipation

typically -0.2 dB at 15 MHz
typically -1.0 dB at 20 MHz

<2W

Compare price and performance
then give us a call.
Leitch Video of America, Inc.
825k Greenbrier Circle
Chesapeake, VA 23320
Tel.: (804) 424-7920
Telex II: 710 882 4342

LEITCH
Circle (29) on Reply Card

.

Leitch Video Limited
10 Dyas Road

Don Mills, Ontario M3B 1V5
Tel.: (416) 445-9640
Telex: 06 986 241

wooriva
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ONE NEW MONITOR FOR BOTH
Your choice of input displays (A, B, Test or RGB) is only one of many
advanced features in the new Conrac 6200 master video monitor. A
simple front panel switch lets you use the same monitor to display
computer graphic images or live action shots.
11111.1

CONRAC

The Conrac 6200 is the first in -line monitor with full broadcast
features that meets the demanding requirements of Class 1 performance
levels. That includes Conrac's best -yet white field and brightness
uniformities, consistent Colormatch" phosphors, switchable comb
filter and notch filter chroma separators and status indicator lights that
reduce trouble -shooting time to almost nothing.

CONRAC DIVISION, CONRAC CORPORATION, 800 N. RIMSDALE AVENUE, COVINA, CA 91722 LOCAL OFFICES: WESTERN (213) 966-3511

KINDS OF ACTION.
And all this at prices under $5000 list for a full 19 -inch
cabinet model, $4675 list for 13 -inch CRT models.
With the introduction of the 6200, Conrac continues its
37 year commitment to providing the highest quality

professional monitors for technical and artistic evaluation
of broadcast picture quality.
For Conrac 6200 Technical Specifications, use the
Reader Service number or call Conrac Marketing Communications at (213) 966-3511.
Contact Conrac Division for a full color reproduction of
this illustration which is suitable for framing.
NORTH CALIFORNIA (408) 727-1474 MIDWESTERN (312) 833-3310 EASTERN (203) 348-2100 NEW ENGLAND/CANADA (617) 485-7810
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lens picture from the back of the hall
could conceivably be generated from
a hand-held camera without a tripod.
With the decision made that support
is required, additional thought must
be given to the type of support equipment needed. Environmental condi-

tions and location of a production
area must play a part in that decision.
Weather conditions may preclude extensive equipment setup time for the

fast -breaking news clip, but a stiff
breeze during a more subdued production could produce disasterous
results without a sturdy mounting arrangement. Elevated camera angles
may involve precarious positions that
will not allow the use of even a tripod,
while a boom -mounted camera on a
vehicle or wagon would suffice if the
action will be relatively confined to a

terrain acceptable to the boom support. At the same time, if the restric-

tions placed on the mobility by a
tripod can be accepted, it will offer
support on a sharply sloping camera
position, using the adjustable leg
feature to level the camera.

The more unconfined the action
may be, the more unrestricted the
camera operator must also be, in
terms of support equipment, in order

to cover the activity properly. The
demands and restrictions placed on
the coverage are of prime importance,

resulting from the type of production,
environmental factors and directorial
desires.
In order to handle the wide variation of production possibilities, support equipment manufacturers have
developed an equally wide spectrum
of devices. Most common are tripods,
with easily operated pan/tilt heads designed for flexible camera movements. Less common equipment for
station ENG/EFP production includes
mobile supports, ranging from
vehicular or track -mounted crane/
boom systems to remotely controlled

vehicular and helicopter -mounted
equipment.

The widest varieties of support
equipment fall into the tripod and
head categories. Tripods, for example,
may include elevator columns with an
attached pan/tilt head. Alternatively,

they may require ball/claw leveling
devices to which other equipment attaches. Tripod legs may be made of
wood, metal or composition material,
chosen by operator preference. Those

familiar with film equipment might
prefer wooden tripods to metal alloy
or composition ones. However, the
newer alloys and composite materials
are typically lighter than wood. On the
other hand, in widely varying thermal
conditions, the metallic materials
possess a greater expansion/con-

traction factor, thus conceivably mak-

ing adjustments more difficult than
with wooden- or composite -legged
tripods. The carbon fiber materials in-

troduced by Sachtler GmbH several
years ago, however, seem to fill many

requirements by being lightweight,
structurally tough and somewhat improved in regard to thermal considerations.
Pan/tilt heads also provide a number
of choices. The most prevalent of the

new products are the fluid pan/tilt
heads. Generally, a smooth action is
provided in all camera movement
with the fluid device, with a certain
amount of damping action available to
avoid sudden undesired motion. Drag

adjustments are available to simplify
the operator's task in keeping the right

shot over an extended time period.
Alternatively, other means of pan/tilt
action are given in spring -damped,
tension and counter -balanced devices.
How should you select the support
equipment for your particular,

perhaps peculiar, production problems? To help answer that question,
Table I lists manufacturers and their
support product categories. Reader
Service Numbers are also provided.
For more information, check the 1983
Buyers' Guide
issue.

r:))))1

10 ways to solve your most
common microphone problems.
Input Overload

A I 5AS Microphone Attenuator-inserts 15.20 or
25 dB loss to prevent overload.
A I 5PRS Switchable Phase Reverser for balanced

Phasing

lines.

Low -Frequency Noise

High -Frequency Noise

Lack of Presence
Excessive Sibilance

Adapting Line Level to
Mic Input
Matching/Bridging/
Isolating

A I 5HP High Pass Filter-reduces low -frequency
noise and proximity effect.
A I 5LP Low Pass Filter-reduces objectionable
high -frequency noise.
A I 5PA Presence Adapter-adds intelligibility and
brilliance.
A I 5RS Response Shaper-sibilance filtering, plus
flattened response.
A ISLA Line Input Adapter-converts balanced
low -impedance mic input to line level input.
A I 5BT Bridging Transformer-matches balanced
or unbalanced devices of different impedances.
A l5TGToneGenerator-700 Hz signal helps check
levels, connections, mixer inputs, and cables.

Troubleshooting

Microphone Impedance
Matching

A95 and A97 Series Line Transformers-make it

possible to connect low impedance lines to mid
and high impedance inputs (or vice -versa).
Shure Brothers Inc., 222 Hart rev Ave.. Evanston. 11.60204, (312) 866-2553.

5HUE®

THE SOUND OF THE PROFESSIONALS"... WORLDWIDE
Circle (31) on Reply Card
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RVS- 517
VIDEO PRODUCTION
SWITCHER

A SUPERB SWITCHER FOR STUDIO,
POST -PRODUCTION, OR MOBILE USE.

CANADA:
Ross Video Limited
9 Plaza Drive, P.O. Box 220
Iroquois, Ont. Canada KOE 1 K0
613-652-4889 Telex 05-811579

USA:
Ross Video Inc.
P.O. Box 880
Ogdensburg, N.Y. 13669

ilEROSS ®
I
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RENG:
Catching up with TV
By Richard Rudman, chief engineer, KFWB Radio Los Angeles, CA

A number of things in life seem to
defy common sense. Within the world
of radio broadcasting, one such thing

example, you may find few or no
available frequencies. In such cases it

pays to become active in your local
frequency coordinating committee.
Coordinating committees can let you
know who is on what channel and
what compatible sharing situations
might exist. They also can help work
out differences that arise in accommodating too many users in a limited

that has always intrigued me is why
our friends in television seem to have
left radio in the dust concerning our
relative abilities to get programs from
the field to the studio.
As far as audiences are concerned,
there is little impeding the progress of
pictures from the scene of a brush fire

amount of spectrum. Ideally, they

or shoot-out. Many of us in radio

facilitate licensee -to -licensee contact.

broadcast engineering are routinely
reminded of this perception by some
of our managers. When these man-

Frequency coordination
The frequency coordination process

agers watch television, they see action
"live from the scene." They sometimes
conveniently forget the basic econom-

is a complicated one that requires
careful thought and planning, and lots
of time. Because RENG channels are

ics of the situation that makes TV

used on a shared basis, receipt of a
license is no guarantee of interference -free operation, particularly in

remote vans and manned ENG receive
control points, staffed by technically
trained people, possible.

the larger urban areas of the country.
Broadcasters of a given geographical

If you are commanded to set up
RENG for your station and the command includes the phrase, "We want
our reporters to sound like they are
really there, not like they are talking
on the telephone," you are going to
have to deal with this perception and

the budget constraints that the
economics of radio impose. It can be
done, though.

If you have never had experience
with Part 74 of the FCC Rules, which
governs ENG for television and RENG
for radio, your first job is to become
more intimately acquainted.
Radio ENG can take advantage of
many technological advances, with-

out asking the sales department to
raise the spot rates to $4500 a minute.
State-of-the-art remote pickup, from
voice -grade dispatching to field pro-

gramming with studio quality, can
make this possible.

Planning a system
To begin with, any system should be
based on the precise needs of the par-

ticular station. Have a meeting of all
people involved with the radio system

to determine their expectations. If
your format happens to be "all news,"

for example, the news department's
expectations and your mission are
already fairly well-defined. Whatever
you hear at such gatherings, resist the

urge to be negative. Hear everyone
out. Even if you know that it is impossible to provide separate frequen44
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The KFWB 4 -wheel -drive mobile unit/repeater station features a versatile
40 -foot pneumatic mast.

cies for each reporter, 75W hand-held

radios or solid coverage from every
underground garage in town, at least
listen to what everyone would like the

system to do. Most systems now on
the air were not designed by having
such meetings, and some serious sys-

tem shortcomings and misunderstandings could have been averted
had they taken place.

To avoid sounding negative, you
can honestly say that it is not possible
to put a system budget together until
you know what the station wants to do
with it. There may be a way to provide
coverage from those underground garages, but the cost of doing so may con-

vince those making the request that
they should reconsider.
Your market has a lot to do with the
system you will design. If you are in a
region spread out over 10,000 square
miles, such as Los Angeles, your sys-

tem is going to be different from a
tightly clustered urban area encompassing only 1000 square miles. The
number of stations in your market that
do RENG and their level of sophistica-

tion will have a bearing on your activities, also.

If you are in a busy

region, again using the Los Angeles

area rarely have to decide whether
they should become involved in frequency coordination efforts. Generally, if coordination is needed it is obvious to all concerned.
The main driving force behind coordination efforts has been the Society
of Broadcast Engineers (SBE), which
has set up a National Frequency Coordinating Committee to encourage
local efforts and to provide whatever

support might be required. To date,
more than 67 separate frequency coordination committees have been estab-

lished in cities across the country to
manage their own affairs. Each coor-

dination group operates as an independent entity.
The SBE's National Frequency
Coordinating Committee (NFCC) has

an ongoing goal to make non -technical people associated with the industry aware of and responsive to the
need for coordination. The effort, dubbed Operation Golden Rule, has made

available a video teaching tool titled,
"Liveshot: ENG in the '80s." The tape,

produced by Westinghouse Broadcasting and donated to the NFCC, is
designed for orientation and training
of non -technical people involved in
ENG. The tape is available in VHS and

BETA formats and can be loaned to
local frequency coordination groups
and industry organizations, such as
the Radio -Television News Directors
Association.

5050 MARK 111-2 Two Channel Recorder

IN 1994, YOUR STATION IS SURE
TO HAVE ONE FAMILIAR FACE.
The compact console version of the
legendary OTARI 5050 '8" is built to be
around for many years. It's the 1/4" two channel professional machine that has
been designed with the performance,
features and flexibility a broadcaster
needs-today and we.'l into tomorrow.
The rugged MARK III -2 has three -speed

capability (field -selectable in pairs of 7.5/15

or 3.75/7.5 ips) with ± 7% van -speed,
dynamic braking for gentle tape handling,
and it's the only machine in its price
category that's available with a full-func-

Lion autolocalor. The MARK 111-2 also

features an external machine control
interface connector for use with SMPTE
time code -based synchronizers or the
autolocator. Front panel record calibration
adjustments, two -frequency oscillator and
an extra 1/4 -track playback head are just a
few of the helpful production features
we've built in.
After you compare features, performance

We're confident of our new MARK
And you can be too.
Contact your nearest dealer who
represents The Technology You Can Trust.

Otari Corporation
2 Davis Drive
Belmont, California 94002
(415) 592-8311
Telex: 910-376-4890

and price, you can feel comfortable making
an investment in the machine that's built
for the real world.
Circle (33) on Reply Card
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portunities to test a number of coordination ideas. Perhaps the most difficult effort will be working out the
myriad of problems associated with
radio and TV broadcast coverage of
the Los Angeles Olympics in an area
already supersaturated with Part 74
activity.

The success of coordination in any
market requires the interest and support of engineers, managers and
operators. Enlightened cooperation
can benefit everyone, without compromising competition.

Creative coordination
Your local frequency coordination
committee might consider doing what

we did in Los Angeles when the

number of 450MHz RENG users ex-

L__
The NFCC also is seeking coordination information from other com-

Shown Is a close-up of the cross -polar- ceeded the number of channels. We
ized yagl transmitting antenna used on came up with a plan to split each N1
50kHz channel into two 25kHz chanthe KFWB mobile unit/repeater station.

nels. This more than doubled channel

munications services, such as cable

television. The cable industry has

and cable industries. Although not too

been asked to join existing broadcast
coordination groups to round out the
spectrum management effort. This
coordination will involve the shared
13GHz channels, in addition to cable's
CARS channels adjacent to the shared

many people like to think about it,

13GHz spectrum, to limit adjacent
channel interference problems.
The NFCC hopes to promote

cooperation between the broadcast

cable will someday become active in
ENG and RENG for remote -location
events. If present trends continue, the
distinctions between cable and over the -air broadcast will further diminish, resulting in the need for more
cooperation and communication.

The 1984 Olympics and national
conventions will provide excellent op -

usage because the center channel
could still be occupied, provided there

was enough physical distance between users. With the San Diego
market "next door," we had the opportunity to test this out. It worked.

Our committee was asked by the
FCC to file a report on this channel
splitting waiver so that its success
could be evaluated. Several other
large markets now are considering implementation of this plan.

Phase errors in stereo audio sources

can do the one thing broadcasters
drive away listeners. The
hate
.

.

PHASE CHASER' is a unit specific-

V Corrects phase errors in stereo sources
Rr Sophisticated cross-correlator system
Ui Accurate tracking of left and right channels
V Phase errors eliminated without any signal degradation.
. providing acc irate, dynamic
the Phase Chaser
sound at an affordable price.
.

.

.

ally designed to eliminate phase
errors in stereo sources, and is ex-

tremely efficient in tape source

applications. Join the growing list of
PHASE CHASER' users, eliminate

the phase errors, and keep your
listeners.

'A unique feature of the PHASE

CHASER- is its ability to discriminate
between a systematic time delay (such
as a cart tape misalignment) and nor-

howe audio productions. inc.
3085 A Bluff Street

Boulder, Colorado 80301

mal phase fluctuations in the music

303/444-4693

material.

For more information: 800/525-7520
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One of the world's smallest
digital still stores is also one
of the largest.
Introducing "Snapshot" from
MCl/Quantel. Only 121/4 inches

high by 19 inches-including
removable cartridge Winchester
disk drive!

Snapshot is not only the smallest
of MCl/Quantel's DLS 6000 series

un is-it's one of the smallest
digital still stores in the world.
Snapshot lets you capture pictures
from live asynchronous feeds,
stcre up to 400 of them with titles,
and replay them on demand. You
can prepare and edit sequences or
stacks of sequences. And you
can search by title.

a DLS 6020 with on -air cuts and
dissolves. Or upgrade it further to
a DLS 6030, the most powerful
still store available with production
effects that bring an exciting look to
your stills.

If that's not enough, you can
integrate up to seven Snapsnotsor other DLS 6000 series unitsas workstations into our Central
Lending LiOrary (CLL). Now you
can stove over 10,000 stills at each

workstation and have simultaneous
access to 100,000 more from the
CLL. Plus unlimited off-line storage
on disc cartridges or videotape.

You can even include MCl/
Quanfel's Paint Box as one of the
workstations. So you can create
the firest electronic graphics ever
seen in television and have them
instantly available for on -air use as
well as library storage.
So whether you want a small
system or a big system, Snapshot
is the place to start.

Call your local MCl/Quantel office
for more details. Or get in toucn
with us directly at 415/856-6226.
Micro Consultants, Inc., P.O. Box
50810, Palo Alto, California 94303.

Need more? You can increase
Snapshot's storage to 1,600 pictures. Or you can upgrade it to

MCl/QUANTEL
MCl/ Quante' and "Snapshot"
are trademarks of Micro Consultants, Inc

The digital video people.
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HORIZONTAL PATTERN (H -PLANE)
VERTICAL POLARIZATION
(RELATIVE VOLTAGE)

Broadcasters are not the only users
of the 160MHz and 450MHz RENG
frequencies. Police, business, paging
and amateur systems bracket the two
1MHz slices open to use, for example,

the 450MHz band. Also, the
amateur band below 450MHz is
shared with government radar in
in

some parts of the country. From the

characteristic buzz saw of radar to the
page, "Dr. Jones, please call your office," interference is a sad fact of life
to those engaged in RENG today. We
are resigned to such interference get-

ting worse in the future, rather than
better.

Coordination methods
Time allocation is the most obvious
frequency coordination method for an
area saturated with RENG activity. In

this method, a particular station is
granted use of a specific channel for a

period of time, after which the next
station may use it. Time allocation
works well for planned remote broadcasts, but has obvious drawbacks for

spot news coverage. More sophisticated requirements demand higher
performance, and in some cases,
custom -designed gear.
The first rule of frequency coordination is to use only the effective

radiated power (ERP) necessary to do
the job. There is no excuse for putting
15W into the air when 5W will provide full quieting of the receiver.

Directional antennas are a good idea
from efficiency and coordination

standpoints. The use of a high gain
antenna, such as the broadband log
periodic design shown in Figure 1,
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VERTICAL PATTERN (E -PLANE)
VERTICAL POLARIZATION
(RELATIVE VOLTAGE)

Figure 1. Shown is the radiation pattern

for a high performance log periodic
antenna designed for RENG use. This
antenna, a Scala Electronics CL -400, is
small enough to be transported by re-

mote crews and may be stacked for
greater gain and directivity in fixed in-

makes it possible to achieve a much
greater ERP for the same transmitter
power. Of equal benefit in a crowded
urban area is the elimination of any
non -essential radiation. Through the

age survey of the primary areas of in-

terest for RENG activities to determine which locations provide good or
marginal performance. A little effort
ahead of time will save headaches and
dead air later.
Although it is the most basic frequency coordination tool, transmitted
power output limiting is not accomplished easily in the field. Few of

A simple and sometimes effective
coordination tool is cross -polarization. Two stations on adjacent fre-

the popular broadcast remote equipment manufacturers provide a means
to continuously vary the RF output
level. Modification of gear is not
recommended because of the possibility of introducing spurious emissions in the output, and the likelihood
of invalidating the equipment's type
acceptance. Short of having a built-in
power control adjustment, the next
best method to vary RF input to the

25dB isolation through the use of dif-

antenna is using transmitters with differing power output levels, or a single

use of directional transmit and receive
antennas, stations create more secure
channels by placing the radiated
energy where it will do the most good,
and rejecting unwanted signals from
other directions.

quencies may achieve as much as
ferent polarizations, which are
matched at the receive ends. Cross-

polarization generally results in varying degrees of success, depending on

the frequency of operation and surrounding terrain. Line -of -sight paths
usually will provide good results, but
urban centers with their highly reflective metal buildings will cause polarity shifts in the transmitted signal that
may significantly reduce the benefits
of differing polarizations.
Path engineering is seldom done for
RENG activities because of the transient nature of such broadcasts.

Rough estimates should be made of
geographical areas of interest before
attempting remote feeds, however. It
is worth the time to conduct a cover-

low power transmitter with various

medium and high power booster
amplifiers.

Site selection for repeaters and receivers should be considered separately because of increasing interference levels at multiuser locations. The
World Trade Center in New York and

Mount Wilson in Los Angeles are

good talk -out sites, but terrible receive
locations. If you augment your re-

peater system with satellite receivers
located at quiet areas with no transmitters nearby, you have bought your-

self interference protection that no
number of cavities or receiver front
end headroom can provide. Leased
common carrier wired or wireless
channels bring the receiver audio

The Perfect Marriage

That's what you'll have from Audio Services Corporation. You tell us all about your video
system, whether it's big or small, a stay-at-home or a traveler, and what your plans are for
its future
and we'll find you its perfect audio mate.
After all, you don't want just any old audio system getting involved with your carefully
chosen video. These things are important.
We, at Audio Services Corporation, are experts at matchmaking audio with video. Not only do
we have the wisdom to aid you, and the selection to offer you, but we'll be there to make sure
that your systems will always know the bliss of a happy life together.
When the match is made by Audio Services Corporation . the honeymoon lasts forever.
Call or write Audio Services today.
(And come see us again when you're thinking of having little additions.)
.

.

.

.

Audio Services Corporation

.

(ThVEGA DYNEX II TRAVELER

,-, -

Specializing in Professional Sound
Services for Film and Video
Digital and Analog Equipment
Sales Service Rental .. Consulting
24 Hour Service
AUDIO SERVICES CORPORATION

4210 Lankershim Boulevard
Circle (33) on Reply Card

North Hollywood, California 91602

(213) 980-9891

back to the studio, where you can implement manual or automatic voting

to select the receiver with the best

quality. This concept will lead you into a cellular receiver mode if applied
to your total 2 -way coverage area.

Similar to the latest common carrier
radio systems based on cellular technology, you can then use low power
hand-helds or vehicle transceivers
with excellent results.
As private common carriers begin
to install competitive audio circuits in
many markets, you may have costeffective alternatives to traditional
telephone company audio circuits and

their associated high cost. If your
radio facility is co -located with television, your video compatriots may be
able to back haul your audio on one of
their microwave system's subcarriers
with full 15kHz fidelity. If you are
really creative, you may even find one
or more TV broadcasters not associated with your company that might be
willing to install additional audio sub -

carrier equipment at cost, provided
you make a small contribution to site
rental fees they incur.
Once you know what level of quality

your system is expected to provide,
you can give some thought to what
equipment to use. There are several
alternatives available, with the promise of more on the horizon.
Whatever audio bandwidth you re -

The mobile communications gear used

deal with strong adjacent channel

is

signals, as well as weak and overload

on a typical KFWB news vehicle

shown.

on -channel signals from your

quire, there are several things to keep

in mind when looking at receiver

specifications. The following is a
checklist of items to look for that will
give you a good idea how your equip-

ment selection can make or break

your system:

Has the receiver manufacturer

provided enough dynamic range and

headroom to allow your system to

s
LOW

POWER

GEN LOCK

TALLY

S

SET

transmitters? Think of any RF
receiver as you would an audio
amplifier. A receiver with inadequate

headroom will clip and yield distortion similar to an overloaded audio

amplifier. Look for wide dynamic
range active devices in the receiver
front end, such as gallium arsenide
field effect transistors (GAsFETs), as
one indication that this has been considered.

HI

5E1 tiF
C L DELAY

VIDEO
LEVEL

ON

The heart of the 632 Series
image processing system, a 4:1:1,
Component -coded Frame Synchronizer

OFF

Harris Corporation. 1983

How will the receiver react to a
preamplifier and cavity preselector

network ahead of

it? Similar to

cascaded audio amplifiers, RF

preamplifiers can add sensitivity, but
also can cause overload conditions.
Preselectors often are necessary
because the 454-455MHz land mobile
paging band often places 1kW ERP

transmitters less than 1MHz away
from the 455-456MHz RPU band.

Are ripple and skirt symmetry

through the IF passband held to less
than 2dB and ± ikHz, respectively?
In systems using low FM modulation
indexes (approaching a ratio of 1.0)
that depend on full quieting for full
audio fidelity, these specifications are

their buildings. In any event, proper
documentation, designed for field ser-

vice, is an important consideration.

(You may not have the luxury of
enough time to return equipment to
the factory for service.)

In addition to setting up your program audio system, another important

consideration is remote crew com-

munication with the home base.
Although Part 74 allows cues and
orders necessary for programming to
be carried out in the R, S and N channels before and after such program-

ming, you might need separate dispatch capabilities. A large fleet of
mobiles requiring coordination for big
stories is one example: You also may

especially important.
the proposed equipment

need to provide air cues over your

designed to work in unheated and
uncooled mountain -top locations?

2 -way system while on tape delay to
talent in the field.
If your station wants an intercom-

Modifying rugged and reliable commercial 2 -way equipment is one way
to achieve this important specifica-

munication system that cannot be

monitored by the competition, consider an 800MHz trunked radio sys-

Is

tion, along with the previous three
items. Temperature effects on
frequency -determining elements-as

tem. No scanners yet exist for the

800MHz band, and the multifrequen-

cy nature of trunked radio makes

well as on accessories such as cavity
filters, pre -selectors and preamplifiers-all affect performance.

eavesdropping difficult. A 5- or
10 -channel trunked repeater system
acts like a small telephone exchange

Is the equipment designed and

in which the number of users (tele-

documented so that it can be serviced
in the field? Some mountain -top site
owners may not allow technical people to service equipment installed in

phones) exceeds the number of channels (trunk lines). Telephone theory is
used to predict the busy level you can

expect during heavy radio traffic

times, and 3 -minute time-out timers
usually are included in mobile transmitters to enforce time limits. Systems
are allowed to tie into the regular telephone system at hill -top repeater sites

or at trunked base stations. Broadcasters interested in this system can
contact their local land mobile shops
to determine if 800MHz trunked radio
service is available in their areas.
In some cases you may be able to

design and license a UHF business
radio system for RENG dispatch. The
advantage of being the only one on the
channel ) s that you will not encounter
busy signals, as you might occasional-

ly in a trunked system. As with the
trunked network, no programming is
allowed. This technique has been

tested by several people over the
years, with the FCC yielding no
ground on this point so far.
Given careful planning and sufficient financial resources, RENG can
not only match TV news coverage, but
surpass it. Innovative RENG operations at many stations across the
country have shown that radio does
not have to take a back seat to television.
EdItoes note
The author is chairman of the National Frequency
Coordinating Committee, under the auspices of the
Society of Broadcast
Engineers.
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If you're a Decision Maker,
here's an easy one:
REQUIREMENTS

YOU COULD PAY

HARRIS 632

Digital noise reduction
Digital keying
Picture compression/position
Frame synchronization
Time base correction
Remote control

$ 9,000

Included

OK, what will it take to get the job done?
The Harris 632 Series image processing system.
It gives you a combination of signal processing
capabilities and features that will add versatility to
your studio, and imagination to your productions.
And at less than half what you could spend on
separate pieces of equipment.

Harris Studio Division

7,500
18,000
12,000
10,000
5,000
$61,500

..

"

"

ff

$27,990

So, if you're trying to get a job done and stay
within a budget, the component -coded 632 (for NTSC)

or 631 (for PAL) may just be the right answer.
Try a 632. Then try to be without it.

For information contact: Harris Corporation,
Harris Video Systems, 1255 E. Argues Avenue,
Sunnyvale, CA 94086 (408) 737-2100 Telex 4992172

HARRIS
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RENG:

Getting the signal back
By Jerry Whitaker, radio editor

Stations wishing to become in-

handled by a wired arrangement. The

volved in RENG or wanting to expand

amount of frequency congestion in

their current operations have a wide
variety of equipment from which to
choose. Prices for this gear cover a
wide span as well, making it possible
to build a system that fits the station's
needs and budget.
News stories can be returned from

the field to the studio through wired
telephone company dial -up lines or
dedicated broadcast loops, or wireless

transmission systems. The method
chosen will depend on a number of
factors, including the location of the
event, the availability of telephone
lines and the duration of the broadcast. Short transmissions are handled
easily by remote pickup unit (RPU)
gear. Meetings, speeches and sporting
events, however, are probably best

the origination area also will have an

effect on which method a station

should use to provide the best reliability. Urban areas in which secure
RPU channels are difficult to find
would probably be best -suited to a
wired link.

sound. The audio quality of remote
broadcasts is more important than

ever before, because radio station
transmission systems and receivers

are constantly improving. Further, audiences are becoming more discriminating and demanding of news oper-

ations. Today's competitive marketplace demands more than just sound
from the field. It demands clean audio

Wireless systems

RENG has come a long way since
the narrowband walkie-talkie days,
when a 5W "portable" unit would be
as big as a briefcase and weigh 35
pounds. Today's gear is small, light-

weight and can deliver excellent
audio quality. Stations now can go into the field for news and special -event

programs and maintain studio -like

with good frequency response. TV
news has shown viewers that this is
possible, and has conditioned them to
expect it.

Space limitations prevent a summary of all RENG equipment made by
major manufacturers, so what follows

is a representative sampling of some
units designed for use in the field.
Marti Electronics RPT-2. The Mar-

ti RPT-2 hand-held transmitter provides 2.5W continuous power output

in the 150MHz or 450MHz RPU
bands. The transmitter includes an in-

ternal nicad battery and battery

charger for portable operation. The
unit can be powered by the ac line
with a detachable cord or by an external 12Vdc supply. The RPT-2 is cap-

able of dual -frequency operation
through the addition of an optional
second crystal. Frequency selection is

accomplished with a front -panel
switch. A built-in switchable sub audible tone generator makes the
Marti Electronics RPT-2 2.5W transmitter with the standard chassis -mount antenna
attached.

transmitter capable of keying an automatic relay station, as provided for in
Part 74 of the FCC Rules.

The unit will accept two audio inputs, a microphone and line -level
feed, and each input has its own gain
control. The RPT-2 uses a compressorflimiter to prevent overmodulation
and to free the operator of gain -riding
chores.

The companion receiver to the

Marti Electronics series RR RPU receiver, shown in the rack -mount configuration.
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RPT-2 is Marti's series RR, which can

be used in portable or fixed applica-

It's your goal. It's the quality
that'll make your radio station special.
It'll reduce :ha "distance" between
you and your listeners. It's simple...
the better your sound, the better your
business.

ITC Series 99B

ITC's in the sound business, too. It's
our business to make you sound
better. That's why we're so proud of
the Series 99B cartridge machine. It's
as close to pure sound as you can get.
It's not for everybody. It's for
the best.
Pure and simple.

inTERnAnona TAPETRMICS CORPORATIOn
2425 South Main Street / P.O. Box 241 / Bloomingtor, Wino s 61701

Call Toll -Free: 800-447-0414

From Alaska, Hawaii and Illinois Call Collect 309/828-12,81
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3M hears you...

tions. The series RR units can be
powered from the ac line or any external 12Vdc supply. A subaudible tone

decoder is included in the design,

allowing the RR model to be used as

part of an unattended remote relay
station. The receiver can be ordered
for any frequency of operation to
match the RPT-2 transmitter.
Circle (415) on Reply Card

band operation or the RPU-1450R for
highband systems. The receiver is ac powered and designed for rack
mounting. Dual -channel operation is

possible within 1MHz, and remote
channel switching is included in the
design, making it possible to place the

receiver as close to the antenna as
practical for optimum performance. A
carrier -operated relay provides a contact closure to indicate the presence of
a signal.
Circle (416) on Reply Card

Motorola Electronics MX300 series
Handie-Talkie FM 2 -way radio featuring
frequency -synthesized operation.

Moseley Associates RPL series 10W
transmitter, featuring a 3 -input audio
mixer and front -panel metering.

Moseley RPL. Moseley Associates
offers RENG users a heavy-duty lOW
portable transmitter that can be

operated on any one, or optionally
two, of the 150MHz or 450MHz RPU

channels. The RPL series unit

in-

cludes no internal battery, but may be
powered by any external 12Vdc
McMartin Industries RPU-1103 3W portable transmitter with

a rubber duck

antenna attached.

McMartin RPU series. McMartin
Industries manufactures a 3W remote
pickup transmitter for use in the
150MHz or 450MHz bands, desig-

nated the RPU-1103 (lowband) or

RPU-1403 (highband). The unit includes a built-in battery for portable
applications. Dual -frequency operation is available through the addition
of a second plug-in channel element.
The two operating frequencies may be
separated by as much as 1MHz in the

lowband version and 2MHz in the

highband unit. Two audio inputs are
provided-one microphone and one
line-level-and are individually adjustable. A built-in compressor provides
up to 25dB gain control.
McMartin's remote pickup unit

receiver is the RPU-1150R for low -

source or 120Vac. An audio mixer
consisting of two dedicated microphone channels and one line -level
channel is included in the transmitter,

along with a newly designed peak

audio limiter to prevent overmodulation. The gain control circuit can compensate for more than 25dB variation
in signal level and still keep audio dis-

tortion to a minimum. Metering is
provided for a number of parameters,
including forward and reflected

power, IPA drive current and final
amplifier current. The transmitter is
built using modular construction techniques, allowing easy repair.

The RPL series receiver is an ac powered unit designed for rack
mounting. Switch -selectable dual frequency operation is available as an
option, with as much as 1MHz separation. An optional carrier -operated
relay can be supplied for external control functions. The receiver, like the

transmitter, is modular for effective
shielding and ease of maintenance.
Circle (417) on Reply Card

Motorola Mitrex transmitter/receiver
base station unit. The control head
can be mounted externally from this
assembly.

Motorola MX300. Although not
generally thought of as a manufacturer of studio -quality remote pickup
gear, Motorola Electronics is known
for its extensive line of top -grade in-

dustrial communication radios and
systems. This equipment can be used

for RENG with the drawback of
limited audio frequency response.
Most communications -grade systems
are limited to 300Hz-3kHz response,
far less than competing broadcast
systems and below the expectations of

most RENG users. What this hardware lacks in frequency response,
however, it makes up in versatility
and reliability. These units can be
designed to meet almost any need and

are constructed of plug-in modules
that allow easy field modification and
service.

Typical of the portable Motorola
gear available in the RPU bands is the

MX300 hand -carried transmitter.
With a power output level of 5W, the
MX300 includes a full range of user
options.

Receiving units for the Motorola

systems can take a number of forms.

The Mitrex console
broadcast -related
1.110.7bla

McMartin RPU-1450R dual -channel, crystal -controlled receiver.
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is typical for
It provides

use.

transmit, receive and system control
functions in a base station arrangement.

Harris MX- 15 FM Exciter...

One for the books
When station success is

measured in ratings
points, insist on equipment that
helps deliver those impressive
"books". Equipment like the
Harris MX -15 FM exciter.

Spectacular Specs
The MX -15 has a Composite Amplitude of ±0.1 dB...Composite
S/N of 80 dB...and Composite
IMD of 0.02%. With the stereo

option, Stereo Separation is a
sparkling 50 dB. Stereo Audio
Overshoot measures 2% max-

imum, and Stereo S/N is a remarkable 74 dB. Numbers like
these explain why Harris has
more FM exciters in the field than
any other manufacturer!

Exclusive
Patented Components
Two patented componentsunavailable from anyone else at
any price-are standard with the
MX -15. The Dynamic Transient
Response (DTR) Stereo
Generator Filter assures maximum safe modulation without

overmodulating. And the Harris
Automatic Stereo Pilot Phase
Control ensures adjustment -free
performance over the long haul.

Read Up
Study the competitive literature.
Not only do we welcome compari-

son with the BE FX-30 and the
Continental 802A-we encourage
it. For more information, contact
Harris Corporation, Broadcast
Transmission Division, P.O. Box
4290, Quincy, Illinois 623054290. (217) 222-8200.

OD HARRIS
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Stations wishing to have the options

MODULATOR TERMINAL

DEMODULATOR TERMINAL

TELEPHONE LINE 1
4002050 He

available with these Motorola units
(and systems manufactured by other
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companies) while at the same time en-

joying the wide frequency response
characteristics of standard broadcast
RPU systems can consider having the
equipment modified to provide wider
audio bandwidth. This type of work is
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far beyond the scope of most engineer-

ing shops, but at least one company*

0

OUTPUT

TELEPHONE LINE 2

Figure 1. The basic 2 -line frequency extension process.

6J-ngineering, 20811 Parthenia, Canoga Park, CA
91306.

has been successfully modifying

Motorola communications gear to

Excellent results and simple operation have made
telcom c4 the standard audio noise reduction for Type B
VTR's. telcom c4 is now available for the c -format. Call
for an evaluation unit today.

provide response out to 7.5kHz or better, while at the same time not exceeding the bandwidth limits of FCC Part
74 rules. Performing any transmitter

modifications will affect the equipment's type acceptance, so this work
should be done only by experienced
technicians.
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Wired systems 411.11

Wired communications systems for
remote news or sports events can take

to
challenge
The tecom
Professional

Digital Recorders
S

telcom c4 challenges
digital
professional
systems to offer
recording price:
of
for the same
half the dynamic range
telcom c4,
servicability,
comparable
similar standrdsation,
ability and
interchange least the

Per card

be desired. The most popular way
around this problem is through the
system, as illustrated in Figure 1.

There are a variety of extension

plus a

methods, each with a different way to
accomplish the task. Generally speaking, however, audio from the source is

split into two frequency bands by a
filtering network. The higher frequency components are shifted lower by a

conversion circuit for application to
the telephone company dial -up net-

work. The lower frequency comconnection
telcom c4 is used in
VTR s, line and satellite

with ATR s,
transmissions new format will
telcom c4
reduc till
fit your standard noise
frame.
about telcom and
Find out more
the telcom te st.
in
make
how you c

Price Is subject torhange

Contact: Solway Inc., P.O. Box 7647,
Hollywood, F1.33081.
Tel: (305) 962-8650, Telex 467257
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greater degree of flexibility than with
standard equalized loops, however the
level of performance leaves much to

use of a 2 -line frequency extender

last but not of natural
telcom quality
sound.
analogue
Take an existing
track or
recorder (two
add telcom c4
multitrackto the results)
and listen the exceptional
telcom c4 i Only this noise
compander.
system surpasses
st
reduction
the coof
digital without equipment and
completely new associated with
usually
problems
and
new technology
headroom,
implementing
improved
distortion
creates
lower
telcom c4
resolution;
high frequency crosstalk attaenuationnge
better
r
fc
from tape,
30dB gain in dynam
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650.00

a number of different forms, from
basic telephone company equalized
loops to sophisticated single- or
multiple -line frequency extender
systems using the dial -up network.
Equalized lines offer the user a simple, reliable link to the studio. Their
drawbacks are inflexibility, installation time and rental costs. Using the
dial -up network gives the user a

.1i:0k

L Indener Str.

5 D-3340 Wolfenbuttel
Phone (05331183 I Telex 95651 ant cl

ponents are shifted upward by a second conversion circuit and applied to
a second telephone line. At the studio
demodulator end, the two signals are
frequency shifted back to their
original values, filtered and combined

to form the output of the systems.

Variations on this method include use
of single- or multiple -band compressors, variable equalization and compandor circuits.

The following is a representative
sampling of frequency
equipment.

extension

ONLY ONE

COMPANY
GIVES YOU

A FULL
FUNCTION
TBC FOR

$5995.
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system. The small unit at the top of the

photo is a portable single -line transmitter. Below it are the 2 -channel
demodulator (top) and 2 -channel modulator (bottom).

Kahn Communications Lines -Plus

transmitter. A companion unit

is

used at the studio for the decoding
process.

Comrex RLX single -line receiver/demodulator made for rack mounting.

tures a variety of telephone company
line conditioning equipment, including 1- and 2 -line frequency extension transmitters and receivers.
Single -line systems can extend the low
frequency response of the typical telco

link down to 50Hz. The upper cutoff
frequency is determined by the network, generally something below
3kHz. The Comrex PLX single -line
unit shifts the lower audio frequencies

of the source up to within the pass band of the telco system. The companion RLX receiver, located at the

studio, restores the proper frequency
division, resulting in greatly improved
low frequency response. The Comrex

system also incorporates a 5 -band

compandor circuit for line noise
reduction.
The PLX transmitter unit is compact

and easy to transport. Opera-

tional controls have been reduced for
simple setup and user convenience in
the field.
If higher frequency response is required out of a standard dial -up
telephone line or dedicated broadcast
loop, Comrex offers a 2 -line system
that will give essentially flat response
from 50Hz-5kHz, as well as line noise

reduction.

41)4D!

C.N. Rood BAX bandwidth extension

Comrex PLX single -line transmitter unit,
which can be powered by an internal battery or external supply.

Comrex PLX. Comrex manufac-

0, '"

Kahn Lines Plus. The Lines -Plus
system from Kahn Communications is

a 2 -line signal conditioner that can
deliver frequency response from
50Hz-5kHz over the standard switched

telephone network. One line carries
the signal components of the source

audio below 2.5kHz and the other carries source components above 2.5kHz
through frequency translation cir-

cuits. The Lines -Plus system incorporates a compandor system to
reduce line noise and a patented pro-

tection circuit to guard against the
possibility of an accidental disconnect
from the telco network caused by in band program material.
The transmitter unit is packaged in

a rugged portable case. Setup in the
field is straightforward. Slow speed
2 -way signaling using frequency shift
keying is included in the system
design for cueing purposes.

The companion receiver/demodulator restores the source audio within
tight limits. The specified frequency
response with good quality dial -up
lines is within 2dB from 50Hz-5kHz,
with an approximate 200Hz gap at
2.5kHz. Distortion is typically less
than 2% and the frequency translation

error introduced by the system is
within 1Hz, according to the
manufacturer.
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Rood Bax. The C.N. Rood BAX
Bandwidth Extension product line includes 1- and 2 -line systems that can
deliver response from 50Hz-2.5kHz
and 50Hz-5kHz, respectively. Transmission frequency shifting is used to
implement the extension process. The
receiver/decoder includes the necessary circuitry to restore normal pro-

gram audio, within the limits of the
chosen system. An adjustable equalizer in the studio unit allows optimization of individual telephone company

lines. A compandor circuit improves
the system S/N ratio and masks telco
line noise.
Peak -reading program meters on the

transmitter and receiver make obser-

vation of signal levels easy. Headphone outputs also are included on
each unit. Controls on the transmitter
are kept to a minimum for easy setup
in the field.
An interesting application of a
single -line encoder/decoder such as

the Rood BAX system is shown in
Figure 2. Audio from a news or sports

story is recorded at high speed on a
tape recorder. When the
material is fed to the station, the low
speed is used and the recorder output
2 -speed

is fed through a single -line bandwidth

extension system. At the studio end,
the feed is recorded on the low speed
of another 2 -speed machine. When the

feed is played back on high speed at
the studio, an effective doubling of fre-

quency response at the high end is
achieved. With this arrangement, it is

possible to squeeze a signal band-

Circle (419) on Reply Card

width of 100Hz-5kHz through a single
dial -up telco line.
Circle (420) on Reply Card
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Figure 2. A frequency doubling technique using 2 -speed tape recorders.
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As you can see, the options available
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to a station wishing to improve its
remote broadcast capabilities are
numerous. For a complete listing of
manufacturers supplying RENG

equipment, consult the Broadcast Engineering Buyers' Guide in the
September 1983
issue.
I :r:))))1
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A snap -together

production system
By Raymond J. Smith, director, technical operations, WKYC-TV, Cleveland, OH

The urge to break the 4 -wall constraints of the TV studio has been with
us since the TV medium began. In an

era when news and sports coverage
has caused us to expect on -the -spot
coverage of events, the need for
mobility and freedom is greater than

ever. Cost often is prohibitive, however, which is why WKYC-TV's production system has evolved. In actual
station operations in which creativity
is expected, communications school
graduates want more and better tools.
However, with network -type mobile
units costing more than $1.5 million,
few stations can justify a full-blown

features. Gen -lock allowed the simple,

field operation. The challenge is deter-

program, features long -form segments

mining what can be done, within

dollars and manpower available.
In this spirit, budget -conscious TV
stations quickly realized that ENG/EJ
cameras could be used for non -news
purposes. Thus, electronic field production (EFP) was born. Setting out

with camera and recorder, various
material was gathered to be assemoled

later into commercials, promos or
complete programs. Aside from the
acceptable quality these systems provided, two other characteristics of the

multiple -camera pickup to become a
reality.

Video switching
WKYC-TV has two programs that

need to go on the road to provide

fresh, contemporary program

material. The first, a daily hour-long

of broad spectrum and relies heavily

on the presence of a sit-down audience. The second is a daily half-hour
soft news program, which needs to go

to a location of current interest, with

additional segments being inserted
from the studio. WKYC's challenge
was to develop facilities to serve these
diverse interests at a relatively small
capital expenditure and with no additions to the technical staff.
The WKYC-TV programs outlined

cameras offered special promise:

operational stability and gen-_ock

Ready for the action to begin, the complete snap -together control room requires approximately an 8'x10' area.
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previously do not require elaborate
switching and effects systems. The
focus is on the content of the discussion, demonstration or report. This
would be the case for many other for-

mats, for instance a play or musical
presentation. To televise such programming, a relatively simple video
switcher must have sufficient video
inputs, dissolve/super capability, simple effects, key/insert and tally light
circuitry. For this part of the project,
we selected the Panasonic 4600
switcher/effects system. It has the
capabilities we sought, and it is close

to being a transparent device in terms
of signal handling.
The desirable characteristics of the
newer minicams-long-term stability,
auto gain controls and gen-lock allow cameras to be connected directly to a switcher, without having to go
through the traditional video control
position. Cameras used with the

switcher are synchronized with a

blackburst system timing module sold
by Sigma Electronics. The 4 -channel
device takes sync and subcarrier from

the reference sync generator in the
switcher and distributes the signals

necessary to gen-lock the cameras. Us-

ing one camera through the switcher
reference, the other camera
signals are fed through the switcher to
as a

a video amplifier in a phase comparator mode. The output of the am-

plifier is viewed on a scope. Pulse

delay and subcarrier phase for the
channel feeding the camera to be

matched are easily adjusted for cancellation of errors. The adjustments

are more than adequate, compensating 360° of phase and 2000 feet of
cable.

Cameras
The cameras used with the system
essentially are unmodified Ikegami
HL -79s taken out of regular news service. Assuming they have been prop-

erly set up on the maintenance test

stand, they need only to be reconfigured to approximate a traditional

studio/field camera. To do this,

a

small black -and -white monitor is at-

tached as a viewfinder, and remote
controls are connected to the zoom
lens to allow operation using typical
pan handles. The camera mounting
The Panasonic WJ-4600B is slide -mounted in one of the transport cases, with easy
access to Sigma Electronics phasing equipment and the communications system
level controls.

plates have been redrilled and tapped
to allow the camera to be positioned
forward to better balance the weight
of the viewfinder. The only modifica-

Until now, no component

video system on Earth
has been complete.

Shintron 390. The world's first and only
component video switcher and editor -interface.
Now your M -format BetaCam, or Quarter -

Cam tapes can receive the full range of editing,
effects, and other post -production techniques used
on standard NTSC materials. Never possible before,
because there was no such thing as the Shintron 390.
The Shintron 390 is the first switcher that

can handle the three separate video component
channels simultaneously; for M -f or mat
(Y, I, and Q),

BetaCam (Y, R -Y, and B -Y), and for general purpose
(R,G,B). It can be driven by time code, and its special

Convergence port along with a standard RS -422
port permit direct interface with most professional
editors. And, its two independent microprocessors
make it smart enough to perform a wide variety of
intelligent, programmable functions.
The Shintron 390 is the missing link. Without
it, no component video system is complete. Call now
for more information.

ntron 390 lets you mix, wipe,
edit, and post -produce
ponent video tapes with the
same flexibility of NTSC systems.

SHINTRON
SHINTRON Company, Inc.: 144 Rogers Street, Cambridge, MA 02142/Tel: (617) 491-8700/Telex: 921497
Shintron Europe: 198 Avenue Brugmann, 1180 Brussels, Belgium/Tel: 02-347-2629/Telex: 61202
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tion was the addition of a small jack
that simultaneously provides party
line (PL) or interrupted feedback (IFB)

for use by camera operators or talent.
Audio

Audio mixing is handled by a unit
from the RAMSA division of Panasonic. Each of eight inputs has a selectable input level. Separate pots control high/low equalization, pre -/post mix and pan. The pre -mix position is
used for audition.
The console is a dual -channel
system, with the second channel used
to feed a PA system for programs hav-

ing audiences. Although not exactly
signal -transparent,

the console is
more than adequate for remote pickups. Chosen primarily for its size, it
has a remarkable amount of facilities
in a space the size of an attaché case.
Audio from microphones usually is
brought into the control area to the
mixer on a 9 -pair cable.
Communications

The Ikegami cameras contain an excellent interphone system. A decision
was made to expand the system backward toward the control area, instead
of extending the system built into the

video switcher outward toward the
cameras. Bridging amplifiers were
provided for the TD and director.
Also, this common bus can be extended to associate directors, who are
tied into

the system through the

microphone circuit in the camera
cable and terminated in a mic connector on the camera head. If this is
inconvenient, separate cables are run

director's position. The IFB operates
on an individual or all -talk basis.
Using a telephone dial in the control
box, a coordinating telephone call can
be established with the studio and the
director can talk to the studio using

a portable case with four camera

the microphone provided for IFB. Off -

tem (An empty space at the bottom

air audio is available on the system

is used for the live monitor and

from a TV demodulator or on a patchable basis, such as a direct feed from

the audio console. Program and talk
levels are individually adjustable.
Packaging

As indicated previously, one of the
goals was to create a remote pickup
facility that would be manpower efficient. That is partly achieved through
the use of ENG cameras that require

no video operator, can be installed
easily and can be handled by one person. The remainder of the goal is ac-

complished through the use of relatively small components and through
the method of packaging.
Serious consideration was given to
the types of locations that might serve
as control areas. The equipment
should be usable almost anywhere, in
an 8'x10' area. Because the area could
be in an auditorium, a shopping mall,
below deck of a tour boat, on a roof or

in a truck, the equipment must be
highly portable, but also well -pro-

tected. Heavy-duty cases by Anvil and
the types of cases used to ship
cameras were selected for both
reasons.
The equipment, when assembled to
travel, occupies about 75 cubic feet of
space and can be taken anywhere with

from the IFB system, which provides
direct communications to four talent

An Ikegami HL -79D in EFP configu-ation

includes a small Sony monitor mounted
to serve as a viewfinder. Pan -handle mounted lens control also is shown.

little effort. Typically, the equipment
list includes the following:
camera shipping case, with
casters, for viewfinders, pan handles and miscellaneous attach-

a

audio hardware fit easily into two small
cases.
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slide -out video

switcher, pulse/
phasing distribution device, off -air

demod and IFB distribution systest equipment during transport.);

a similar case, also on casters,
with drawers for headsets, mic
cables, IFB control station, microphones and miscellaneous items;
portable case containing the
audio console and monitor speak-

a

ers;

a shipping case carrying miscellaneous cables and adapters;
four cable reels to handle 350 feet
of cable for each camera, and one
reel with the multipair audio cable;

camera power supplies, batteries,
tripods and pan heads;
two folding plywood table bases,
with the covers of the largest case,

providing table surfaces for the

audio operator and director; and
a 4 -speaker PA system packaged in
a suitcase.
The decision not to permanently in-

stall the equipment in a vehicle was
deliberate. Total portability unfetters
the thinking of potential users. They
dare to think they can do an acceptable telecast from almost anywhere.
A special vehicle is being considered for WKYC-TV. Rather than a ded-

icated mobile unit, we are planning a

vehicle that can provide the space
necessary to serve as a control room,

as well as other uses. It will be a
chopped van with a box -type body
mounted on the chassis, similar to the
aluminum boxes seen frequently on
small rental moving trucks, with
swinging doors on the rear and a right
side entry near the front.
Human considerations will be
minimal, consisting of insulation,
carpet, wall covering and simple heating and cooling. In fact, seating probably will be a fold -down bench seat or
folding chairs. Minimizing the built-in
custom features allows the vehicle to
be used for other purposes. It will be
the carry -all that will take equipment
to locations.
Another use of the truck will be as a
microwave relay unit to send signals

positions from a microphone at the

A RAMSA audio mixer and assorted

monitors permanently mounted;

a case, with casters, containing

back live, when we have a line -of -sight

path. It will carry a 27 -foot mast and
will store the spare microwave transmitter when not needed for EJ operation. This will allow live pickups for
the program department without having to take a live news vehicle out of
service. It goes without saying that the
vehicle could easily be pressed into
live news service.
Continued on page 68
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Philips LDK 6
A giant leap forward in concept and
design. So far ahead of its time that it will
stay state-of-the-art for years to come due
to its software -based system. The LDK6.
The computer -controlled studio and field
camera from Philips.
With the brilliant picture quality
assured by optimized digital scan
correction. With the distributed
intelligence of four microprocessors. With
production memories of your day-to-day
set-ups giving unrivalled operational
flexibility and creative freedom. With triax
reliability and economy. With multi -level
diagnostics. And with minimum cost of
ownership.

Reader enquiry

no.©

A world of experience

Monitors of quality
& economy

High stability, quality, reliability - at
a very reasonable price. These are
the reasons for the international
success of the Philips LDH6200
14" color monitors.
These rugged yet stylish
monitors have a high specification
and many operational features only
found on more expensive units.
And monitor to monitor matching is
excellent.
Reader enquiry no. 102

Transmitters
a story of success
Pye TVT is famous for its UHF
television transmitters.
Thousands in many countries of
the world perform to perfection
every hour of every day of the
week. State-of-the-art
development - such as cost -

saving beam control klystrons ensures that the family covers
the requirements for reliable and
efficient medium and high
power transmission.

Reader enquiry no. 103

Television

systems

...and the perfect

portable partner
The LDK614 is the perfect portable
partner. This rugged yet lightweight triax
or multi -core RGB camera is equally at
home in the studio or mobile unit. It
operates independently or via the
standard LDK6 control units for
compatible colorimetry, performance and
versatility.

Reader enquiry

no.CD

Philips Television Systems
Inc. supply complete
customized systems for
the studio or mobile unit.
Designed to the highest
engineering standards.
Complementary to the
quality of all Philips
broadcast products.

Reader enquiry no. 104
For further information use the reader reply nos or send the coupon to:

PHILIPS TELEVISION SYSTEMS, INC.
900 Corporate Drive, PO Box 618, Mahwah, New Jersey 07430, USA
Tel: 201-529-1550 Telex: 37-62558
Canada. Electro & Optical Systems Ltd., 31 Progress Court,
Scarborough, Ontario, Canada M1G 3V5 Tel: (416) 439-9333 Telex: 065-25431

Please send me further

I information on

I

PHILIPS

Name
Inquiry

I

no.

LDK6 cameras
LDK614 cameras
LDH6200 Color monitors

100
101

Organisation

Address

102

1_1 UHF Television transmitters 103
104
Television systems
8E1184

I
I

Continued from page 64

System uses
Previously, if the program or news
departments wanted to do anything
more than a single camera pickup, fed
back to the studio via microwave, we

Also in the video switcher rack are distribution equipment and an off -air
demod. Line monitoring equipment
pulls out for use atop the camera
monitor case.

had to pre -arrange the rental of a

control area was located in an adja-

traditional mobile unit. If luck was

cent vacant shop.

with us, and a local unit was available,
we could expect to pay $4000 to $5000

Another typical use of the equipment would be for the pre -taping of a
play in an intimate theater. The small
size of the cameras makes them less of

per use. Inconvenience and accumulating costs were obvious deterrents,

a distraction. One or two cameras
may be used in the hand-held mode,
which allows needed mobility. For a
play, as was done last year, the show

was shot as though going live and
mixed through the switcher with the
output fed to a recorder. Simultane-

41.

ously, the hand-held cameras were fed

Of

L

to individual recorders. All of the

1 11 LI LI

tapes were later re-edited at the studio
into a better package than could have
been achieved on location. The time-

Imma

saving advantage of using the video
The director's communications set

switcher as a pre -editing device is obvious. As soon as it becomes available,
an Ampex/Nagra portable 1 -inch recorder will be added to the total equipment package.
An example of an unusual applica-

in-

cludes a timer, microphone and IFB

selections. The phone pad may be used
with a telephone pair to communicate
with the studio.

tion of the system was an hour-long

as were the limitations-parking

program taped on a cruise boat on
Lake Erie. The control area for that

space and a circuitous string of
camera cables-of that type of unit.

production was a lounge area below

Field

stripping traditional mobile
units for inside installation of the con-

deck.

trol equipment also was out of the

at the Cleveland Zoo. In an area in-

question.

accessible to a traditional mobile unit,
the equipment will be set up using an
amphitheater as the staging area. The
animals will be brought to television,
instead of the reverse process of setting up and tearing down equipment,
exhibit by exhibit. Consider the time
savings and control of subjects.

Plans include a program to be done

The negatives have been overcome

since the equipment described previously was placed on-line. For instance, a recent hour-long program
was televised in the public area of an
indoor shopping mall. The environ-

ment provided an exciting staging
area and regular business activities

IFB/PL circuitry, video patching and

provided a 1000 -person audience. The

case..

camera inputs easily fit into a single

The list of system applications is

growing rapidly with fresh ideas still
forming in the minds of the program,
news and commercial sales people.

Final notes
The problem we faced was how to
take the program and news department activities on the road without
facing the handicaps of remote broadcasting using traditional TV mobile
units. Having decided that some compromises could be made to still turn
out a respectable product, a packaging
scheme was developed that had utility,
not aesthetics, as its goal. Com-

ponents were chosen that permitted
straightforward, high density systems

engineering. The concentration has
been on implementing good ideas, not
demonstrating spectacular engineer-

ing. The result has been a broadcast
tool that considerably enhances the
Most equipment needed for an on -location production is contained in this group.
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ability of WKYC-TV to participate in
the trend toward more local
television.
:r4))1

All cassettes actual sza

Theirs.
In the current debate concerning 1/2 -inch and
1/4 -inch recorder -camera videotape formals, we ask
you to consider these simple facts:
There are two 1/2 -inch incompatible formats, VHS
and Beta. And the broadcast quality 1A -inch
QuartercamTM from Bosch.

Quartercam 20 -minute cassettes
occupy one -fifth the volume of VHS
and one-third the volume of Beta
20 -minute cassettes.
You can fit a Quartercam cassette

in your shirt pocket You can't with

VHS or Beta. You can save a lot of archive space
and shipping costs.
The logical ENG/EFP successor to 3/4 -inch is 1/4inch-not 1/2 -inch. If you're going'/a--inch you're only
going half -way.

Call your local Bosch-Fernseh office, or
Fernseh Inc., P.O. Box 31816, Salt
Lake City, UT 84131, (801)

972-8000.

BOSCH
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KPRC-TV:
At the eye
of the storm
By Ed Schafer, ENG engineering supervisor, KPRC-TV 2, Houston, TX

Residents and media along the coast
of the Gulf of Mexico know the poten-

tial danger of a hurricane. The media
watches any tropical disturbance

closely and tracks its path so that
news departments, with the aid of
engineering, can cover the hurricane.

No matter how complete the preparation, however, there always will be
surprises.
From years of experience in news
coverage of hurricanes in the Houston
area, KPRC-TV has developed good
engineering practices to meet the
needs of the news department.
KPRC-TV has three live microwave-

equipped Chevrolet Suburban
hicles. Each unit features not

veonly a

microwave transmitter, but also is fully

equipped with Sony BVU-200

machines and a BVE-500 editor for
field use. The necessary switching
equipment, audio mixers, color bar
generator, IFB equipment, audio and
video monitors and 2 -way radio make

each unit a mobile studio. The units
are used constantly and maintained to
be capable of moving on a moment's
notice, as the need arises. An
engineer, assigned to each unit, is fully aware of the total operation of the
equipment contained.
When the expected path of the hur-

ricane approaches and an estimated
timetable can be set up, arrangements

KPRC-TV has an emergency generator
with automatic switching at the studio
and transmitter sites. The generator at
the studio supplies power to the radio
and TV studios. To avoid creating an

overload with the full TV control
room equipment, a smaller power generator is set up to supply power to an
ENG camera and lights, along with an
audio mixer, to be capable of maintaining a continued feed if needed. An

auxiliary switcher is set up in the

master control room with inputs from
a videocassette machine, ENG camera

and microwave repeaters, which
receive power from the regular

emergency power generator.
KPRC-TV engineering personnel are
alerted for schedule changes to meet
the needs of extended air time. Plans
are made to be sure all studio equip-

ment will be functional for the

ex-

pected extended air time.
These plans were put into effect on
Aug. 16, 1983, when hurricane Alicia
began to pose a threat to the upper

Gulf Coast. Tracking was done
through weather bureau information,
satellite pictures, weather radar called

up along the coast from Florida to

feed points, beyond the live units'

Mexico, and our radar when the hurricane came within its range.
KPRC-TV was well -prepared when
it became obvious that its immediate

through Western Union facilities.

landfall. A live unit was sent to Gal-

are made to feed from key points

along the full Texas Gulf Coast. These

microwave range, usually are made

Crews are dispatched to these points
in advance, to be on location when the
hurricane arrives. Arrangements are
made with stations in those areas to
feed videotape, when possible, or the
crew may carry a feedpack equipped

70

to feed directly into Western Union's
terminal.
Because there is always a potential
for losing incoming electrical power,
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area was the site of the impending

veston, TX, and began feeding reports
from locations along the sea wall on
the Gulf. As wind velocity increased,
this unit moved to the Galveston post

office building, which housed the
weather bureau. Editing facilities

were set up along with a microwave
link to KPRC-TV's Houston repeater.
The other live units were dispatched
to other coastal areas within the range
of our two repeaters.
On Aug. 18, when hurricane Alicia
moved inland, the planning began to
pay off. At no time did our station lose
any of its microwave signals. We were
able to go live from protected areas

and from the Galveston weather
bureau. KPRC-TV continued full
coverage with only minor electrical
power kicks. So successful was the
operation of our remote location in

Galveston, along with our own news
feeds, that NBC and CBS asked for
feeds from there also. At our studio,
we had sufficient editing facilities to
allow other stations to edit packages
for outgoing transmissions not only
into Texas, but also as far away as the
BBC (United Kingdom).

As expected, there were problems.
All were minor, with one exception.
The live unit in Galveston was parked
on the sheltered side of the post office
building. In spite of this, five windows
were lost as a result of the wind pressure. All equipment in the vehicle, except the microwave equipment, was a

total loss because of damage from
high -salt -content

water. The loss
amounted to approximately $70,000,
but no staff members were injured.
After any disaster is over, an interdepartmental meeting is held to see
what problems arose and what steps

might eliminate them in the future.

Suggestions are made along with dis-

cussions to further improve future
coverage. With plans such as these,
KPRC-TV remains ready to move at a

moment's notice to cover hurricanes
or natural disasters, even in
the eye of the storm.
r:))))1

LET MILL
ON Panasonic.
SET YOUR FOCUS
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-4V-9240

NV -96(o

Droduction Recorder

3/4" Editing%corder

.

NV -A50:

Automatic Editing Controller

T-4.147

^
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Aka* Ot

W. -5500B Deluxe Color
Special Effects Ge-ierator

1

L. MATTHEW MILLER ASSOC'ATES
48 West 2- st St. NY NY 10010
Please send me a FREE MILLER Product Catalog:

The Professional Video Source
Title

Name

Company _

-1350 MG
NTSC/RGB

Address
City__

State

Color Monitor

Zip

Phone

ILLER

48 West 21st Street, New York, New York 10010
EQUIPMENT

TAPE

RENTALS

The

Professional
Video Source

(212) 741-B011
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The Internal Bias Light
I
Internal bias light built
into Amperex Plumbicon
tubes, increases the speed of
response and virtually
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The Pb0 Lead Oxide Layer
The basic pick up

tube development that
combines excellent color
fidelity with high sensitivity
and resolution, plus
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The Diode Gun

This patented Amperex
breakthrough in TV tube
technology provides improved 1:
resolution. lag performance,
handling of highlights and /
dynamic range.
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The Anti -Comet Tail Tube

The high beam current
of the Amperex ACT Tube
stabilizes highlights that
would otherwise comet tail
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Eight brilliant ideas in TV
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The Non-Microphonic Mesh
The mesh design of
Amperex Plumbicon tubes
stops microphonics at the
source by preventing the

buildup of vibrations.
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This new aevelopment,
a rebalancing of layer physics
and semiconductor properties,
allows for the coverage of
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Low Output
Capacitance (LOC)

By redesigning the

transparert conductive film
on the target and utilizing
a feedthrough target
connection, Amperex
has reduced the output
capacitance of the tube
and improved
sigral-to-noise.

Range of Tube Size from

30/45mm to 1/2 Inch
The broadest line of pick
up tubes allows color came
users to obtain optimum
performance in virtually
every production and
broadcast situation.
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technology and what they mean to you.
The current high state-of-the-art of TV color
cameras owes a great deal to the ideas and insights
generated by Amperex and Philips. In fact, our
corporate family has developed more innovations
and refinements in pick up tube technology than
anyone else.

Behind each flash of brilliance is a deep understanding of the broadcasting industry. We know, for
example, how competitive pressures have created a
need for cameras that deliver increasingly better
performance in a variety of difficult situations.
We've responded...with one innovation after
another until today, we offer the broadest li.le of
extended performance Plumbicon tubes. No matter

what cameras you use-domestic or imported-we
have the tube that can optimize their performance.
Which makes the specifying of Amperex Plumbicon
tubes a pretty bright idea in itself.
For more information call or write Amperex
Electronic Corporaton, Slatersville Division, Slatersville, Rhode Island 02876. (401) 762-3800. Made in
Rhode Island, U.S.A. Delivered to you in twenty-four
hours or less.

Amperex®
WE MAKE IT HAPPEN
A NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY
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When CBS Washington
needed a new mobile van...
'Various customer needs had to be
considered in the planning stages of
selecting a mobile unit design for the

Not only did the van design have to
meet the news application, but also it
had to serve a multitude of requirements, addressing a perceived size

CBS Washington operation. Although
it is a part of the CBS Broadcast Group
Operations and Engineering Division,

and capability level. It also had to pro-

CBS Washington has a primary re-

that normally associated with the

sponsibility to serve CBS News. Often,
however, the Washington -based group

also must provide services for the
Sports and Entertainment Divisions.

vide a quality equal to or better than
larger mobile vans presently in use.
*There was no prerequisite that the

unit would be used for daily ENG
assignments, but among the assign-

ments identified would be presidential press conferences, area sports,
emergency coverage and Washington,
DC, activities. To handle such assignments, however, limitations were
needed. A large semitrailer -type

A 3-D rendering shows the three areas of

system is not allowed at the White

the mobile production facility.

House or on Capitol

Hill, or, in

general, on Washington, DC, streets
during peak traffic periods.
"As opposed to the usual CBS van
design with an "A" van for the main
operating vehicle and a "B" van for
storage and hauling, this unit would

be as self-contained as possible. A
single

vehicle would be used

to

Editors note:
Mobile vans are crucial to most ENG/EFP opera-

tions and all are custom-built to meet customers'
needs. To round out our coverage, we have taken a
look at design considerations behind CBS
Washington's Mobile Unit #10. A formal paper describ-

ing this van was presented at the SMPTE-'83/Los
Angeles Conference by Hy Badler, vice president, pro-

CBS Washington Mobile Unit #10, designed by AF Associates.

Dwarfed by the Capitol, Mobile Unit #10
is in place to televise the president's address to a joint session of Congress.

duction facilities and engineering, CBS Television
Network, Washington, DC. The van description
presented here is prepared with permission from
Badler's notes and slide collection.
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Whether you're covering an event, spot news or a scheduled report - satellite is the best way to bring the news home fast.

Wherever News happens
Bonneville Satellite helps you bring it home.
In Washington and across the
nation, reporters scramble to bring
home the news. Now, Bonneville
Satellite makes it easier with a
Washington -based news distribu-

tion network.

No matter where it happens.
Whether you're handling spot
news stories, or scheduled reports

- anywhere in the country - BSC
is the company to call. Bonneville
owns and operates facilities in
major cities throughout the country and can provide fixed or transportable uplinks and downlinks
almost anywhere. Even international
connections are just one call away.

No matter when it happens.
Anytime - 24 hours a day -

BSC can guarantee the most deMI NEWS SERVICES

III FACILITIES

PEOPLE

pendable satellite connections.
Because news broadcasting is our
background, our people know what
you need to get the job done.

When it's happening
in Washington.
Covering the Federal government, from Congress to committees and agencies, inaugurations,
political conventions - all are
easier for you to cover through
BSC's Washington, D.C. facilities.
This full -service facility includes

live or taped origination from a
full-size studio, or outside with the
Capitol as a backdrop.

Space Segment: Flexibility
through ownership.
Owned transponder inventory
makes access easier. Your project
111 CONSULTING In HARDWARE

benefits and so does your bottom
line.

Join some of the nation's most
prestigious news organizations and
depend on Bonneville's facilities
and staff for your 24 -hour news
connections. For more information, or immediate service, call
1-800-752-8469, 24 hours a day,
toll free.
The full -spectrum
company.
+4 satellite
Bonneville Satellite

Communications

Salt Lake City, 801-137-2450/New York, 211.935.5150
Washington. D.C., 202.737-4440/San Diego, 619-569-8451
Los Angeles, Z13-467-7081

A subsidiary of Bonneville International Corporation

165 Social Hall Avenue, Salt Lake City, Utah 84111

PROGRAM DISTRIBLITION

SPORTS EVENTS

TELECONFERENCE
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THE SOURCE
For all your equipment needs
AKG Amperex Ampex
Atlas Audiopok
AudioTechnico Belden
Broadcast Electronics
CRL CSI Crown
Cablewave Systems DBX

Deltalab Electro-Voice EXR
Fidelipac Inovonics
Jampro-Cetec JBL Leader
Instruments Lexicon 3-M
) Marti Micro-Trak Nortronics
Orbon Associates Otari Phelps Dodge Revox Russco

'Shure Solo Stoco Stanton Surcom Tapco
Technics Telex Urei VIF and many more.

,n,
UJ

Call us for fast shipmenstockts

C
_....,...........

Two 1 -inch VTRs have slow-motion controls, individual input selectors, both
audio channels routed through the audio

routing switcher and all the necessary
monitoring Items.

651-5752

Telex 51-4733 ELEGREX MIA

i qL"ECT

ANY,.,

18680 N E '2nd Avenue Miami Florida 331 79
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BI -AMP AND TRI-AMP CROSSOVERS
Low-level at any frequency and slope

wr

To the right of the Neve audio mixer is
the 25x25 routing switcher, which simpli-

fies audio interconnection into, out of

NARROW BANDWIDTH NOTCH FILT

R

Control of room feedback and ring modes

CUSTOM FILTERS FOR AUDIO APPL C
High-pass low -paps band-pass notch

S :ND FOR OUR CQM LETE PRODUCT CATALOG

-11-1
INSTRUMENTS, INCORPORATED
P.O. BOX 698
AUSTIN, TX 78767
(512) 892-0752
TELEX 776409 WHITE INST AUS
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and throughout the vehicle.

simplify and shorten setup times and
to reduce parking problems.

*Mobile Unit #10 was designed

around hand-held cameras. Previous
experience in covering presidential
press conferences, State -of -the -Union

addresses and interviews with prominent figures showed that ENG
cameras offered good quality. Also,
they could be used in studio or field

production, were backed by a large

family of optics, required far less
operational equipment or storage
space and provided needed flexibility.

Simply Stated,
COMTECH Performs.

Here's WhyMaximum Gain/Antenna Size Ratio.

Transportable Antennas.

Comtech Antennas corsistaitly out -perform other
antennas of similar size. Yoe get more efficient reflective
energy concentrated in a smaller area.

Low -profile 3.8 and 5 meter transportable versions are
available. Both units also Fave uplink ccpability.

Complete TVRO Communications Systems.

Meets Future Satellite Spacing Requirements.
A Comtech Antenna is designed to stay interference free
with optimized sidelobe performance and a superior
carrier to interference (C/I) ratio. Sidelobe performance
is critical in view of reduced satellite spacing. Comtech
Antennas are ahead of time in this area.

ComtecF designed and procuced components include
down converters, low noise amplifiers, agile satellite
receivers, RF modulators, ccmbiners and headend
systems. These products a -e available individually or as
complete systems from one single source-Comtech.

Price and Delivery.

Dual/Triple Feed Options.
Comtech 3.8 and 5 Meter Antennas provide crystcl-clear
simultaneous transmissions from up to three ad acent
satellites. Dual/Triple feed retrofit is available.

When it comes to performance, reliability and high-tech
quality, Comtech Antenna; c re one of the best buys on
the market today and are available fron stock.

Technical Assistance and Service Backup.

Installation Simplicity.

When you purchase a Comtech produc-, you are

The 3 -piece fiberglass panels (3.0, 3.8 and 5.0 meter) go
together swiftly to form an accurate parobolic reflective
surface utilizing Comtech's .unique splice -strap de;ign.
Comtech's polar or EL'AZ mounts are simple to irsta I
and aim.

Automated Pointing System.

purchasing the finest engiiring and service backup
team in the country.

At Cormech Antenna performance comes first. You

have our name on it. Call Comtech Antenna
Corporation, 3100 Con munications Road, St. Cloud,
Florida 32769.

In addition to manual and motorized drive systems, you
can specify a fully automated microprocessor -controlled

(305) 892-6111

drive system.

3.0 and 3.8 Meter

3.8 and 5.0 Meter Dual/Triple Feed

5.0 Meter

7.3 Meter

OUTSTANDING RECEPTION WITH A PERFORMANCE GUARANTEE.

COMTECH Antenna Corporation
A Subsidiary of Comtech Telecommunications Corp.
Circle (55) on Reply Card

The production area of the truck contains 26 monitors, video switching and positions
for the director and producer.

In addition to cartridge audio,a TASCAM
133 cassette recorder/player is available
in the audio area.

To satisfy some requirements of the
ENG camera in a long -lens, tripod mounted application, CBS developed

BIG CLAIMS FROM THE
SMALLEST CONTENDER
The HME System 82

Wireless Microphone!
Smallest professional
body-pac transmitter

Dynamic Expansion II

- Provides highest
dynamic range of any
wireless microphone
toddy (over 115dB!)

mode Weighs only
21 2 oz., without
battery. Easy to

conceal, stays
in place

Improved RF
performance reduces
multi -system
interference. Over 20
systems can be used
interchangeably.

High -impact r
ABS plastic c.
molded -in
paint to woof
keeps Its

Easy access battery
comportment is separate
from electronics
enclosure. Prevents
moisture and
unauthorized fingers from
damaging PC board

Detachable, r

belt clip - Al
antenna and
cables to be
either up or

without damn.'"
kinking.
Color Iddl tRcation
dot matches
transmitter to receiver,
prevents contusion in

L

multi -system

applications.

Four pin microphone
connector allows
interchangeable use
of dynamic, positive
or negative -ground
electret elements
no switching needed.

Rock -solid radio performance, sound quality mars indistinguishr
om a co.'end
day-to-day reliability our competitors would rather not discuss. These are benefits our
professional users have enjoyed for years. So how did HME improve the System 82 over
the legendary System 22? We made it a delight to use. Look at the thoughtful convenience
features above, starting with a transmitter package that's 9cc smiler than our closest
competitor. We designed a belt clip that can quickly be added or rtrmoved, and which
allows the transmitter to be mounted top -up or top -down for versctility. Color -coded dots
match transmitters to receivers to prevent confusion in multiple -s stem applications; this
is important since you can use up to twenty systems together now, thanks to advanced
RF technology. Join the thousands of users who have put HME out in front in wireless
microphone acceptance. The all -new HME System
82 is waiting for your evaluation
contact your
nearest HME dealer or the factory for a demo.
HME also makes the world's most advanced
wireless and cabled Intercom Systems.
.

.

h m e

NM ELECTRONICS, INC.

6151 Fairmount Ave San Diego. CA 92120 Phone (619) 28C-6050 Telex: 697-122
Circle (50) on Reply Card
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its own quick -release camera -to -lens

a tripod mount that
the mass of the larger

mount and
simulated
camera.

The final product was a

self-

contained, versatile, 34 -foot vehicle
containing three main areas for production, audio and video. In the front,
the production area for the director,
video switcher and associate director
also allows space for the producers
and their associates. To monitor the
production activity, each of 26

monitors have video and tally terminations on a jackfield to simplify individual situation needs.

'Communications were considered

heavily. The intercom, interphone,
program interrupt/IFB and telephone
system had to provide selectable service to any instrument, for MB and PL
operation. The intercom provides 12
stations at each position of the truck,
with the capability to have 10 remote
locations tied together. Two -wire and
4 -wire interphone capability required
a variety of adapter boxes to mix the
various interphone systems found in a

complex production situation. The

telephone system assigns any input to
any position on any of the 10 -button
telephone sets. Included in communications is a 450MHz radio system.
A Grass Valley 2-mix/effect,
24 -input model 1600 system was
selected, with plans to replace it with
a 1680. To increase video flexibility, a
single -channel DVE is planned for the
production area as well.

"The audio area was designed for
quick changes. Eleven of the 16 inputs
on a Neve mixer are connected

through a 25x25 routing switcher for

input flexibility. Each input to the

mixer is routed, pre -fader, to a 16x4
mix -minus matrix. Four mixer sub masters and three masters all provide
OdBm outputs. An access panel on the

outside of the truck provides input
and output connections to the routing
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RM1608
SPECIFICATIONS
TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION (T.H.D.)
Less than 0.1% at +4dB *output, 20Hz to 20kHz (all Faders and controls at nominal)
HUM & NOISE (20Hz to 20kHz) Rs = 150 ohms
(INPUT GAIN "- 60" )
- 128dB
Equivalent Input Noise (E.I.N.)
- 95dB
residual output noise: all Faders down.
- 80dB
(84dB S/N) PGM Master volume control at maximum and all CH PGM assign switches off.
- 64dB
(68dB S/N) PGM Master volume control at maximum and one CH Fader at nominal level.
- 73dB
(77dB S/N) STEREO Master Fader at maximum and all CH STEREO level controls at minimum level.
- 64dB
(68dB S/N) STEREO Master Fader at maximum and one CH STEREO level control at nominal level.
- 80dB
(70dB S/N) ECHO SEND volume at maximum and all CH ECHO volumes at minimum level.
- 75dB
(65dB S/N) ECHO SEND volume at maximum and one CH ECHO volume at nominal level.
CROSSTALK
- 70db at 1kHz: adjacent Input.
- 70db at 1kHz: Input to Output.
MAXIMUM VOLTAGE GAIN (INPUT GAIN "- 60")
PGM
74dB: MIC IN to PGM OUT
ECHO
70dB: MIC IN to ECHO SEND.
24dB: TAPE IN to PGM OUT
C/R
74dB: MIC IN to C/R OUT.
34dB: ECHO RETURN to PGM OUT
24dB: 2 TRK IN to C/R OUT.
14dB: PGM SUB IN to PGM OUT
STUDIO
74dB: MIC IN to STUDIO OUT
STEREO 74dB: MIC IN to STEREO OUT
24dB: 2 TRK IN to STUDIO OUT
24dB: TAPE IN to STEREO OUT
34dB: ECHO RETURN to STEREO OUT
CHANNEL EQUALIZATION
± 15 dB maximum
HIGH: from 2k to 20kHz PEAKING. MID: from 0.35k to 5kHz PEAKING. LOW: from 50 to 700 Hz PEAKING.
HIGH PASS FILTER - 12dB/octave cut off below 80Hz.
OSCILLATOR Switchable sine wave 100Hz, lkHz,10Hz
PHANTOM POWER 48V DC is applied to XLR type connector's 2 pin and 3 pin for powering condenser microphone.
DIMENSION (W x H x D) 37-1/2" x 11" x 30-1/4" (953 mm x 279.6 mm x 769 mm)
Hum and Noise are measured with a -6dB/octave filter at 12.47kHz; equivalent to a 20 kHz filter with infinite dB/octave attenuation.
0dB is referenced to 0.775V RMS.
Sensitivity is the lowest level that will produce an output of - 10dB (245mV),or the nominal output level when the unit is set to maximum gain.
All specifications subject to change without notice.

The specs speak for themselves. But they can't tell you how natural, logical and
easy the RM1608 is to work. All the controls and switches are logically arranged to help
you get the job done quickly and accurately.
And in the tradition of Yamaha's sound reinforcement mixers, the RM1608 sets
new standards of reliability as well as ease of operation. For complete information,
write: Yamaha International Corporation, P.O. Box 6600, Buena Park, CA 90622.
In Canada,Yamaha Canada Music Ltd., 135 Milner Ave., Scarborough, Ont. M1S 3R1.
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The video operator area provides controls for up to six hand-held cameras, along with monitoring and ancillary equipment for
video, as well as microwave transmitter/receiver and antenna controls.

switcher. Cartridge and cassette audio
record/playback capability are included.

The video area would house the

video operator(s), camera controls and
appropriate monitoring equipment.
Also, two 1 -inch video recorders, all

video and pulse DAs, microwave
transmitter/receiver equipment,

microwave antenna remote controls
and two tape operators are accommodated.

No provision originally was made
for source identification on camera in-

puts. However, after the first non news remote (the Atlanta Open golf
tournament), source ID generators

were included, each capable of storing
CBS technicians developed a quick -release camera mount to make tripod -mounted
ENG cameras feel like big cameras.

up to 80 different source addresses,
address consisting of eight
characters.
each

Plans were made for additional

VTRs, character generators and other

unusual equipment, in terms of the
typical assignments, to be housed in a
support vehicle. Mobile Unit #10,

however, would contain five or six
hand-held cameras with 30mm, 22mm
and 17mm interchangeable lenses;
two 1 -inch video recorders with slow-

motion control heads operable from
the tape or production areas; a 2 -way

microwave ENG link system with

telescoping tower; simplified, but sufficient audio with enough IFB
capability, flexible routing and ease of
lug -in connections; air conditioning;
inputs for single- or 3 -phase ac or a
Viewed from the back, Mobile Unit #10 carries its own air conditioners and may tow a
power generator, if required.

power generator; and the capability
for being an almost totally self-contained remote production
:I:))))1
mobile unit.
January 1984
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LEDs. Yellow indicators cover the
- 10dBm to - 2dBm and + 2dBm to
+ 11dBm regions, while red LEDs

Field report:

serve - 1dBm to + 1dBm and + 12dBm
to + 14dBm levels. (See Figure 1.)

Dorrough
Loudness Meter

Reading the meter is fairly simple
for program monitoring. The meter is
adjusted with a sine wave for a zero
indication (or - 6dBm per channel for
stereo) at the normal output level of

the console. Program levels are adjusted so that the loudest material puts
the top of the persistence bar high in
the first yellow section, occasionally
lighting a red LED. Normal material
then will show peak indications in the

By John Morris, chief engineer, WGBS/WLYF Radio, Miami, FL

Dorrough Electronics, best known
for its audio processing equipment, is
gaining recognition for its development of an innovative loudness meter
for broadcast production rooms and
air signal chains. WGBSIWLYF re-

dot display. The bar -graph section
forms the persistence scale, which is
the primary indication of loudness.
Peak information is indicated by the

evaluation before official introduction

peak LED is brighter than the persistence bar LEDs to eliminate any

ceived two prototype models for
of the Dorrough Loudness Meter

(DLM) model 40A about two years
ago. The prototype and current production models differ cosmetically,
but the circuitry and functions are the
same.

The DLM is actually two meters

combined in one. A dot/bar display driver provides a variable LED bar
graph and simultaneous single LED

dot display, which "dances" above the
persistence bar on the same scale indicating the peak level. By design, the
possible confusion.
The appearance of the meter is striking. The front panel consists of an arc

of green, red and yellow rectangular
LEDs in an etched transparent front
panel with a solid black background.
The LED bar graph is scaled from
- 25dBm to + 14dBm. The range from

- 25dBm to - 11dBm reads in green

upper yellow section. For most applications, if the persistence or peak
indicators are frequently in the red,
the level can be considered too high.

This makes meter reading easy for
VU -oriented operators. If the persist-

ence bar stays mostly in the green

zone with peaks below the peak yellow zone, the level can be considered
too low.

Evaluation of most new equipment

can be done on the test bench, but
measuring the performance of a loudness meter is a task for which sophisticated test equipment is unnecessary.

Because loudness is something perceived by the listener, it cannot be
directly translated into voltage, power

or sound pressure level. The only

A no-nonsense solution for
The new Harris 550 TBC.
This new TBC means business, and it's designed to
solve the problems of your business.
Frustrated with TBCs that won't track during editing
shuttle operations? The 550 tracks at 10X normal speednow you can see the picture!
Ever wish your TBC's front panel controls were close

at hand? The 550's remote unit puts these controls at your
fingertips, and it operates from as far away as 1000 feet.
Tired of the "bottom -of -the -picture -scramble" you have
to contend with on some VTRs? The 550 cleans it up.
You have an "older" VTR and its tape wrap geometry
seems to trip up the best TBCs you've tried? And you're
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bench test we could perform on the
meter was its response to tones. The
meter was calibrated to a reference

The front panel of the 40A loudness meter in the table -top format.

sine wave of 1kHz at OdBm. Precision

attenuators were used to determine
tracking over the range of - 25dB to

DORROUGH LOUDNESS MONITOR

knott 40-A

+ 14dB. Because each LED represents

1dB, no greater accuracy can be

realized (remember, it is a loudness
meter, not a voltmeter.) The DLM followed the step attenuators perfectly at
all test frequencies. Various reference

levels were tried from - 20dBm to
+ 10dBm, with the same results.

The next test focused on frequency
response, and the results were surprising. I would have expected a loudness
meter to be frequency -weighted. It

was flat (within 1dB) from 30Hz to
18kHz, with a 2dB roll -off at 20kHz.

Other tests, with different wave-

forms, multiple frequencies, etc., were
inconclusive and no performance pat-

terns could be established. Another
surprising fact was that, with a sine
wave input, the peak indicator (the
brighter LED) sat at the top of the persistence bar, rather than 3dB above it,
as I would have expected. I think the
surprise is the result of years of thinking in terms of rms and peak voltage,

which apparently

is

not what the

DLM is measuring.
We decided the best test would be to
place it in a control room to see how it

A prototype o- the 40A mounted or top of the air console at WGBS-AM.

performed with program material and
if its indication of loudness correlated
with the perception of loudness from

the speaker. The meter was bridged
on the left and right outputs of the
console (the DLM sums stereo internally) and adjusted so that + 8dBm

(0dB on the console meters) read

- 6dB for each channel. With both
channels on, the meter read OdB,
which is the proper sum of in -phase
stereo channels.
The meter begins to show its stuff
with program material. We tried many
different kinds of music. With mellow
music or highly compressed records,

time -base error problems:
blessed with a mixture of 3/4" VTRs, some without 3.58
feedback? The 550 works with all heterodyne VTRs, not
just the ones you don't have.
Your budget has just been cut, and it was too small to
start with? You'll be pleased with the 550's low price.
More solutions? How about RS -170A; front loading

circuit boards; a proc amp with preset and adjustable
controls; black burst output; RF or TTL DOC inputs, and
the best specs you've ever tested in a TBC at this price.
Call us for a demo. You'll find the 550 has features and
performance a professional needs. Then again, it should.
We invented the digital TBC.
For information on TBC application, send for our handy
booklet, The What, How and Why of Timebase Correction.
tin
tin

HARRIS

The 550's "put it anywhere" remote panel. Two will fit side -by -side
in a 13A" rack space.

Harris Corporation, Harris Video Systems Operation,
1255 E. Argues Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 737-2100 Telex: 4992172
Circle (57) on Reply Card
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Figure 1. The Dorrough 40A meter scale.

the DLM tended to give the same indication as the VU meters, however,
on material with percussion, staccato
sounds or records with wide dynamic

me that the voice portion of the spot

range, there was a marked difference.
The persistence scale seemed to
follow the perception of loudness, ex-

cart again with the DLM. The per-

cept in material with lots of peak

was louder than the jingle. I had
checked the spot previously and all
the levels looked good. I checked the
sistence scale showed the voice to be
about 3dB louder than the jingle and
the peak scale indicated a difference

energy, when the peak scale took over.

of 5dB. In more than 20 years of

We found that a good demonstration
of the peak indicator was shown by
tapping on a microphone. This sound
makes quite a thump in a speaker, but

broadcasting, this is the closest match
I have seen between meter and ear!

The real test of any equipment is

procedures must be exact and
changes create unknown variables.
The DLM was first looked upon with
skepticism by the programming people, but after a week of operation, a
slow transition from VU to DLM and
lots of listening, we determined that by

using the DLM as a reference, the
voice -to -music, voice -to -production

and voice -to -voice transition levels
could be more closely controlled.
A second DLM was installed in the

how it operates on-line, and how it is
received by the people who have to

production room, and the age-old

live with it. A DLM was installed in

cartridges seems to have disappeared.

the WLYF (FM) control room. WLYF
is a manually operated beautiful

With the two DLMs in operation on
WLYF, differences in relative loud-

I used it to look at a doughnut spot
that had been running on the air for

music station that places extreme emphasis on detail in execution and uses
almost no compression. Any change

some time. It had a jingle open, voice

in the control room usually is met

ness of various program components
have ceased to be a problem, as long
as the operators pay attention to the

will barely indicate on a VU meter.
The DLM showed a low persistence
reading, but the peak indicator hit the
maximum limit ( + 14dBm).
The meter proved itself to me when

insert and jingle close. It seemed to

with resistance, because the operating

problem of level differences between

meter. Dorrough meters also have
been installed in the WGBS-AM con-

Anton/Bauer 30/13.
The Only Universal Battery Belt.
Exclusive Featur'----ti Selectable output voltage...30 volts
at 4 AH or 13.5 volts at 8 AH,
switchable.
115/230 volt internal charger, switchable...charges at the overnight rate.
Rugged construction...leather belt,
Texan® battery cell modules, adjustable military quick release buckle.
Ergonomic design...supple leather
with anatomical contours is the
most comfortable belt both around
waist or over shoulder.
Premium fast charge NiCad cells...
includes unique Anton/Bauer charge
sensing system that monitors every cell.
100% computer tested...a printout
of test results is delivered with each
battery belt.

181#115MEP

The quality standard
of the video ino'ustry.

Anton/Bauer, Inc One Controls Drive, Shelton, CT 06484 203-929-1100
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The Anton/Bauer Lifesaver Fast Charger,
LSFC, safely charges the 30/13 in one hour.

Quad -Eight Automated Custom
Console, Alfred Hitchcock Theate,
Universal Studios.

The lineage oi the
248 Component Series
includes the largest and
most sDphisticated audio
consoles in the world, and
over 50 years of Westrex
film and record:rig expertise.

248-a manufactured :onsole
with cus7om capabilities and

an uncornpromied hentage Quad Eight/Westrex quality
and experience!

Westrex
11929 Vose St., No. Hollywood, CA 91605 USA Telephone: 818-764-1516 Telex: 662446
t 1, Fairway Dr., Bilton Fairway Industrial Estate Greenford, Middlesex UB6 8PW England Telephone: (10)578-0957 Telex- 923003
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Table I.
Manufacturer's specifications for the Dorrough 40A loudness meter
Input level
-30dBm to +20dBm
Input impedance
201q2, balanced, 10k4, unbalanced
Power
110Vac, 50Hz/60Hz
Size
81/2"x3"x63/s", table -top style
Weight
234 pounds

trot and production rooms. The same
transition with better board operation
took place.
We found the DLM to be a useful
engineering tool. It can be used to take
a quick A -B look at the processing
equipment to see the effects of com-

pression and peak limiting or clipping. A piece of headroom equipment

can be checked without taking it off
line. A DLM can even be hooked to
the output of a high quality tuner to
see just how much louder "the other
guy" really is.

The response of programming peo-

ple to the introduction of the DLM

was more positive than I would have
believed. Programmers usually do not

first time, get a true visual indication

of what they are hearing from the

monitor speaker or headphones. Or
perhaps it is because the meter is so
easy to use. An engineer need only tell
the jock "lots of yellow and not much
red" to get good levels from the studio
and to cut back on the compression.

The only problems that were encountered with the DLM were with
panel lights in the prototypes, but the
lights were redesigned and were
working fine after a 2 -month test. I
found the internal display calibration
controls to be touchy and interactive,
although none of the meters have ever
gone out of calibration.

Having seen a number of gizmos

Editor's note:
The field report is an exclusive BE feature for broadcasters. Each will be prepared by the staff of a broad-

cast station, production facility or consulting firm.
The intent is to have the equipment tested on -site. The

author Is at liberty to discuss his research with industry leaders and to visit other broadcasters and/or
the manufacturer to track down pertinent facts.
In each field report, the author will discuss the full

applicability of the equipment to broadcasting, Including personal opinions on good features and
serious limitations- if any.
In essence, these field reports are prepared by the
industry and for the Industry. Manufacturer's support

will be limited to providing loan equipment and to
aiding the author if support is requested In some area.
It is the responsibility of Broadcast Engineering to

publish the results of any piece tested, whether
positive or negative. No report should be considered

get excited about meters, but those
who have worked with a DLM for a
while consider it a necessity. Even
notorious pin slammers run a better

come and go, and having seen a

board with a DLM sitting on the console, perhaps because they can, for the

number of products claim to be "the
answer" and prove only to complicate
the problem, I am not easily enthused

against a product.
The equipment used in this report was obtained by

by new, unproven products. The inter-

1:r:))))1

est shown by seasoned professional

From
Porta-BraceTM

The
Classic
Case
The PORTA-BRACETPA Video
Recorder Case.

Our ENG/EFP special includes: leather handle heavyduty, non-skid shoulder strap
swivel hooks waist belt extra capacity side pouch with mike

pouch front slip pocket two
sewn -in front pockets cable
strain -relief loops velcro cable
and headset hangers sewn -in

and removable white balance
cards. It's protection and portability and we care about the
details.

K and H Products, Ltd.

mace

Box 246, North Bennington
Vermont 05257 (802) 442-9118
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programmers in the Dorrough Loudness Meter confirms my belief that it
is a useful tool to programmers and
engineers that will soon be considered
indispensable in radio production and
programming. I think it will soon find
its way into television and recording,
where it will find similar acceptance.
The DLM offers us our first opportunity to stop measuring voltages and
to start looking at what the listener actually is hearing.
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an endorsement by Broadcast Engineering for or
the author directly from the manufacturer. Data for
this equipment may be obtained by writing Dorrough
Electronics, 5221 Collier Place,
Woodland Hills, CA 91364.

Two standalone Tine Base
Correctors (T -120D), an

Effects Processor (E-120)
and an Effects Control for a
remarkably low price.

Now you don't have to pay
a lot for an effects system
that does a lot. The Micrctime
T2E-12C Digital Effects Sjstem.
For A,13 roll, Digital Effects
and DYNAMIC TRACKING*
capabilities.
Effects such as push cff,
push on, pull off. Square wipe,
corner wipe, horizontal w-pe,
vertical wipe. Dissolves and
fade to black. All effect rates
are selectable by push-button.
All wipe transitions have
controlled -ise and fall times to
minimize ringing. And the
system features a hand-held
effects control with a 75--oot
cable for convenient placement.

T2E-120 Digital Effects System.
At $20,900, the most cost-effective effects.

116 H- ine merncry raige,
easiy handles large gyro errors.
8 bit, 4x sulocarrier digital
design for higl- reliability and
transcarF.-_nt performance.

DT- :peration wits SONY*
BVU-82') U-MATIC*, VTR plug
corn
Cperates with all 1/2" and 3/4"

heterbdre VTF fo-mats, with
or 14.1.170_,I 3.58 subcarrier

feedback.

El Effec.s can be externally
trigge-ec from al edi: controller
or snitcher.
Tie Mcrotime T2E-120 Digital
Effects System. The effects
maker ith the price -.ha-'s some thin. spacial. For full information,
con:ac: MICROTIVE, INC.,
1280 Blue Hills Ave., Bloomfield,
CT 06002. (2C3) 2L2-4242.
TWX 710-425-1165.

MICR011ME
A st bsidiary cf AI:DERSEN GROUP
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*IDYNAMIC TRA3K1NG SONY and
U-MATIC asp, registered

trademarks of
Sony Corp.
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JOGGING
DURABILITY
SIGNAL
WEAR

GUIDE

WEAR -OFF

STILL TEST

MEASURE.PE
THE VIDEOTAPE THAT ACHIEVES
THE OPTIMUM BALANCE BETWEEN THESE
16 VITAL ELEMENTS.
What good is a recording tape that gives you a terrific video signal-tonoise ratio but falls short in signal wear? Or one that excels in vkleo
sensitivity 1L.t is dismal in dropouts? Or, for tha: matter, one that reduces
head wear but sticks and slips in the jogging mode?
The answers bear the simplicity of common sense: no good. Which is
why Sony created the yardstick fcr all 1" videotape: the Sony
The V-16 is based on the assumption that the only good tape is a perfectly consistent tape. And to achieve this consistency Sony has developed
exclusive tape production techniques, created special binding materials,
lubricating oils and additives. And then each bath of V-16 is submitted to
over 16 quaLty-control checks where meticulous attention is paid to every
detail from Oppouts to print-thrcughs.
Any Sony tape that isn't perfectly balanced in picture quality. runnability,
durability and audio will never find its way into your editing suite.
So if you're looking for the hest overall performance in a I" tape, look for the one that's superior
in 16 points. not just some of them V-16 from Sony. Industrial Tape Division

S ON -Y.

e

4-i.4 Sony Tape Sale' t omp,nyi division of Sony Corpora ion of Arnerica. Sony Drive, Park Fidge, New Jersey 07656. Stir!, i..t registered trademark
Soiy Corricrai
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SMPTE-'83/LOS Angeles:
Future sights and sounds
By Bill Rhodes, editorial director, and Carl Bentz, television editor

Oct. 30 -Nov. 4, 1983

Los Angeles Convention Center
12,953 registered attendees

258 exhibitors

til the NAB show for such disclosures.

The move to the convention center
was significant because it released ex-

hibitors from space constraints associated with hotel locations. Also,
with meeting rooms conveniently adjacent to the exhibits, attendees could

participate easily in both important
Bigger and better than ever describes

the 125th SMPTE Technical Conference and Equipment Exhibition. With

a theme of "Future Sights and
Sounds," the conference gave its first

strong emphasis to the quality of
audio.

There were new dimensions to this
convention that made it especially exciting. First, it being held in the convention center marks a precedent for
this show, although next year's event
in New York will return to hotels. Second, the attention to audio accompanying video brought audio people in-

to the picture, in technical sessions
and as exhibitors. Third, many exhibitors decided to launch new pro-

ducts at the SMPTE convention,
where previously they had waited un-

aspects of the fall event. Thus, all par-

ties benefited from the high attendance in sessions and at the exhibits.

As previously noted, many com-

panies used this year's SMPTE exhibition to introduce new products, an activity normally saved for the NAB convention. Harris Corporation led all ex-

hibitors with 11 major equipment
items. With the complement of audio,

the new products kept every exhibit
stand busy with prospective buyers.

Conference opening

Before the official opening of

SMPTE-'83, and continuing during
the week, 28 Working Groups and
Study Groups met to pursue a major
purpose of SMPTE, the development
of technical standards in the motion
picture and TV industries. The official

The availability of the convention hall in Los Angeles made it possible to accommodate more exhibitors at the 125th SMPTE exhibit, and this was especially important as audio became a serious part of the program.
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program began on Monday morning
in the opening session, hosted by Bill
Hogan, program chairman. Charles
Kircher, general arrangements chairman, read portions of Charles Jenkins'
address to the 1917 SMPTE convention. (See the Editorial on page 10.)
Cooperative efforts toward standardization were called for even then.

In his remarks as guest speaker,
Julius Barnathan, ABC Television,

challenged the motion picture industry to take advantage of advances

in video technology, rather than to
fear magnetic tape and electronic
visual displays. Barnathan said that
through the dazzle and sophistication
of new equipment we must keep people in mind. According to Barnathan's

First Law: "The only answer to the
question of what machines can do is:
'Nothing.' "
Referencing the Wizard of Oz, Bar-

nathan said that Dorothy and friends
found, as we must, that the wizardry
of new equipment may not provide all

the solutions to future problems.

Creative people, using imagination
and the right tools, make magic. An

The new
30 -kilowatt high band
overachiever
The Harris TV -30H does it better

at 30 kilowatts than any other
high band TV transmitter. By
design.

Better Performance
Specifications approach the
measuring limits of the very best
television test demodulators to
easily handle the demands of
new technology.
For example, highly linear amplifiers and the Harris Quadrature Corrector hold incidental
phase modulation to ±1.5°.
Our unique VIDEO* SAW filter
provides visual sideband attenuation of -10 dB at 4.5 MHz.
*Visual IF Delay Equalized Output

These specs-vital for transmitting high -quality multi -channel

(stereo) sound-are unmatched
in the industry.

Greater Reliability
Because of the VIDEO SAW

filter's built-in FCC receiver
group delay pre -correction, the
TV -30H is the only 30 -kilowatt

high band transmitter that needs
no complicated receiver
equalizer circuitry. Fewer
circuits mean greater reliability.
And this is the only 30 -kilowatt
design linear enough to combine
aural and visual signals at the
exciter outputs for emergency
multiplex operation (available
as an option).

More Headroom
Other than the visual cavity and
the cooling system-which were
redesigned for maximum efficiency at 30 kilowatts-the
TV -30H uses the same components and circuits as our field proven 50 -kilowatt high band

transmitter. Result: a greater degree of headroom for added depen-

dability, longer component life.
Find out more on why the new
Harris Overachiever is your best
buy at 30 kilowatts. Contact:
Harris Corporation, Broadcast
Transmission Division, P.O. Box
4290, Quincy, Illinois 62305.
217/222-8200.

HARRIS
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Theater Audio Reproduction

Olympic athlete who breaks a world
record makes magic. It should be the
most important standard of the visual
transmission/display community to
get that magic to the home screen and

Technology

Audio Post -production (two sessions)

Laboratory Practices for Film

viewer, not to entertain itself with

(two sessions)

dazzling hardware.
The opening session also featured a

Production for Film and Tele-

review of the SMPTE's role toward
the documentation and development
of standards for creativity, presented

Post -production for Film and

by Roland Zavada, SMPTE engineering vice president. News to many was
the involvement of the society in image display technology standardization for the medical community and

New Technology for Video and

vision
Television

High Definition Television
Graphics

New Technology for Projection
and Display

Component Television-Analog

NASA.

Linwood G. Dunn, ASC, concluded
the session. He provided an interest-

ing insight to many older films and
their special effects procedures.
Through the use of visual examples,
Dunn's talk showed the simplicity of
special effects possible with equipment available for TV production.

and Digital (two sessions)

Production and Special Effects
Advances in Video Technology
Ray Dolby (left) receives the Progress

(two sessions)

Component TV Technical Presentation
Although two sessions were always

scheduled concurrently, there were
few vacant seats in the meeting
rooms.

Technical sessions
Beginning on Monday afternoon,
and continuing until late Friday, the
technical sessions offered 110 papers
dealing with film and TV visual and

audio engineering, plus production

techniques and technology. The range
of topics is indicated by the following
session titles:

Award from Coleman for his work in
noise reduction, and audio and video
systems.

telecine equipment and the interface
between motion pictures and TV imaging.

Awards luncheon
Leonard Coleman, SMPTE president, presided over the presentation
of awards.
Karel G.M. Staes, Agfa-Gevaert,
Mortsel, Belgium, received the AgfaGevaert Gold Medal Award for his
work throughout Europe in improving

The Progress Medal was presented to Ray M. Dolby, president,
Dolby Laboratories, San Francisco,
for his contributions in noise reduction systems, in theater sound, and im-

provements to audio and video systems. Dolby also is recognized by the

award as a prime inventor of the
videotape recorder.

VYour best value in wireless.

Cetec Vega's R-31 PRO is your best value
in a wireless -microphone receiver. When
you compare the price, compare the
performance too. And the size. And
the features:

"Infinite gain" receiver technology.
Improved performance in the critical
threshold region, superior accommodation of multipath conditions, better
signal-to-noise ratio, and constant
receiver audio level output

High signal-to-noise ratio and wide
dynamic range.
97 dB (103 dB A -weighted) with
DYNEX ® II; 77 dB (83 dB A -weighted)
non-DYNEX!'

DYNEr II, a new standard in audio
processing.
Can be switched in and out, to accommodate transmitters with or without
DYNEr H.
Power -source flexibility.
Dual 115/230 Vac, 50-60 Hz operation,
and external +12 to +24 Vdc for
vehicular and portable use.
Attractive, compact case.
Only 7.15 inches wide, 1.72 inches high,
and 8.25 inches deep.

True helical -resonator front-end
filter.
Plus all of the other standard features
expected in Cetec Vega's professional
Circle (46) on Reply Card
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wireless equipment, famous for quality
and reliability.

Write or call for further information
on the R-31 PRO wireless -microphone
receiver, and for the location of
your nearest dealer: Cetec Vega,
P.O. Box 5348. El Monte, CA 91734.
(213) 442-0782. TWX: 910-587-3539.

(Cetec Vega
the protesstonats wtreh,ss

Rough edges bend
Arthur out of shape.
Sometimes, under our optical comparator, the
edges of tape we receive from a supplier look
like the teeth of a crosscut saw. Those poorly
slit edges could cause a loss of phase stability.
And when Arthur Constantine, our VP Sales,
sees them, he really gets bent out of shape.
Next thing you know, that tape is on our
loading dock to be shipped back to where it
came from.

The same thing happens when Arthur
spots uneven oxide coating, poor surface

C

bonding or spotty lubrication.
Our specifications are tough to meet.
But, we require our suppliers to meet them.
We'll ship a whole batch of sub -standard
tape back, before we'll send one defective
cartridge out to you.
That's why seven out of ten radio stations around the world rely on Fidelipac
Tape Cartridges.
We simply will not compromise the
consistent quality of our product.

1 FIDELIPAC
BROADCAST TAPE PRODUCTS

LJ

boa dub U Mourt

.

0 USA 0,
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Frank Davidoff, recently retired
from CBS Television, accepted the
David Sarnoff Gold Medal Award for
his liaison efforts with the European
Broadcast Union while chairman of
the SMPTE task force on component
digital coding. The award also cited
his previous contributions toward TV
signal synchronization, SCH-phase

relationships and the design of a
Rubidium standard.

Dr. Harold E. Edgerton, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, was
given the Eastman Kodak Gold Medal
Award. The citation honors his con-

tributions in stroboscopy and high

speed photography, sonar for use in
archeology, geology and underwater
research and the design of watertight
cameras and strobes for marine exploration.

The John Grierson International

Gold Medal Award was given to
Stefan Kudelski, president of
Kudelski SA, for his engineering
achievements leading to the lightweight, portable Nagra recorder,

crystal -controlled camera drives and
high quality sound recording in
remote locations.
For contributions to the advance-

ment of magnetic video recording,

Frank Davidoff (left) accepts the David
Sarnoff Gold Medal from Leonard Coleman, SMPTE president.

st
P, Patented

100% LIGHTNING STRIKE
PROTECTION. GUARANTEED.
You name it LEA protects it.
Broadcast towers, buildings, power lines,
plant sites, tank farms, substations, water
towers, radar installations, missile launch

pads...any application.

William Hogan, program chairman, welcomes attendees to the conference.

LIGHTNING BARRIER Dissipation Array

Systems from LEA bleed off and control high
energy electrostatic buildup between the
clouds and the ground.
LIGHTNING BARRIER Dissipation Array

Systems take full account of differences in
structure size and height storm patterns,
altitude, and Keraunic Number.
And LIGHTNING BARRIER Dissipation

Arrays are storm activated, so there is no
power consumption.
No conventional lightning rod approach
can possibly give you the protection that
LEA'S LIGHTNING BARRIER Dissipation Array
Systems provide.

LEA LIGH"NING BARRIER. Typical

rlenispherical Dissipchon 4rray in
use at a troadcast sie.

So strike back at lightning. Get complete
details today from LEA, Inc., a Dynatech
Company,12516 Lakeland Road, Santa Fe
Springs, California, 90670 (213) 944-0916,
TWX 910-586-1381.

"the LEAder In pure power technology"
Circle (64) on Reply Card
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Michael 0. Felix, vice president of
Ampex Advanced Technology Division, received the Alexander M.
Poniatoff Gold Medal of Technical Ex-

cellence. Felix's efforts in the principles of highband recording resulted

in vastly improved quality of color
video recordings.

The SMPTE Journal Award for a
TV article was presented to Ralph C.
Brainard, Bell Telephone Labora-

tories, Dr. Arun N. Netravali, Bell

Labs Computer Technology Research
Labs, and Dr. D.E. Pearson, electrical
engineering science department, University of Essex, UK. The article was
titled, "Predictive Coding of Com-

posite NTSC Color Television

Signals," SMPTE Journal, March 1982.

Also presented at the luncheon

were individuals elected to become

KDAY
Los Angeles, CA

KABC

KNBR

Chicago, IL

Philadelphia, FA

San Francisco, CA

WNOE

WFIL

WPTF

Los Angeles, CA

Philadelphia, PA

KEEN

WCAO

KENR

KIBE

KNEW

WPTF

Raleigh, NC

WCOS

Columbus, SC

Houston, TX

WWL

KKBQ

WQXR

San Francisco, CA

Rs al

Statiort o,

KUGN

with the 0

the
CDepreetor

Eugere, OR

ACCESSOR- tS (Spec:

Retro

Baltimore, MD

New York, NY

WWDC

Washington, D.C.

ofS"4

New Orleans, LA

San Jose, CA

441t

WLS

Joplir, MO

WESC

Houston, TX

New Orleans, LA

Greenville, SC

KTIA

KRDS

KAAM

.40.

Oakland, CA

WMAQ

Phoenix, AZ

Ft. Worth, TX

Raleigh, NC

WISN

KTSA

WGAR
Cleveland, OH

San Antonio, TX

WPLO

WSPD

WISM

Atlanta, GA

Toledo, OH

wax'

Portland, OR

Chicago, IL

Atlanta. GA

KGW

Minneapolis, MN

KRE

Berkeley, CA

Madison, WI

WKAT

KYA

San Francisco, CA

Miami Beach, FL

Dallas, TX

WKIX

Raleigh NC

WAKY

Louisville, KY

KUBA

Yuba City, CA

KLAT

Houston, TX
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The new Optimod-AM:
Who nee it?
Simple: Any AM broadcaster
who is fighting the increasing
competition from FM, the new
video services, and the high audio
quality of consumer discs and cassettes. The second -generation
Optimod-AM Model 9100A can
deliver strikingly good sound

These stations have already
decided that they needed the
Optimod-AM edge...in stereo or
mono. They knew that they
couldn't afford any less in a world
where the rules have changed and
where second class audio just
doesn't cut it anymore.

quality at the output of common,
everyday AM radios-sound quality which the average consumer is
likely to prefer in the car because

Who needs Optimod-AM? Probably you. Your Orban Broadcast

the AM signal doesn't suffer from
the classic FM problems (like
multipath bursts, signal dropouts,
and "picket -fencing").
There are already hundreds of
9100A's on the air hn every format.
They are giving some of the top rated majors their competitive audio
edge-and giving small market stations major market sound quality.
This sound is not only

us.

Products dealer can give you the
technical details. Or write or call

Orban Associates Inc.

6

loud-it is also out-

standingly clean, open,
and free from the processing artifacts which
say "We're only AM"
to your audience.

OPTIMOD-AM

oboe
MODEL MO -

orbon

ORBAN. PROCEWNC,i K EPS YOU C I
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645 Bryant Street
San Francisco, CA 94107
Toll Free: :800) 227-4498
In California: (415) 957-1067
Telex: 17-1480
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Fellows of the society. They included

SMPTE-'83

Ioan R. Allen, Dolby Laboratories;
John L. Baptista, MGM Laboratories;

Tektronix announced the signing

Bernard Dickens, CBS Technology
Center; Leo Diner, Leo Diner Films;
Joseph A. Flaherty, Sr.; Ronald N.
Haig, consultant; Thomas E.
Mehrens, Sony Broadcast Products;
Michael J. Milne -Smith, Rank Film
Laboratories; Kerns H. Powers, RCA
Laboratories; John P. Putlak, Eastman Kodak; Donald C. Rogers,
Warner Hollywood Studios; Charles
A. Steinberg, Ampex; Michael J.
Strong, World Wide Pictures; Hirozo
Ueda, Fuji Photo Film; and Howard

of an agreement with ABC Television
for the lease/maintenance of 57 model

110-S synchronizers, as well as

a

number of 1910 digital signal
generators, 1740 waveform/vector
monitors, 2445 portable oscilloscopes

and other test/measurement equipment for the 1984 Summer Olympics.

RCA and Ampex announced an

OEM agreement in which RCA will

market and support the Ampex
VPR-80 video recorder. The unit appears as the model TH-400.

E. Wilkinson, Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation.

RCA again showed, as it did at

NAB -'83 and Montreux -'83, its CCD

camera to the press and attendees.

Progress in standards

General Electric Lighting Division introduced an increased efficiency lamp. The FWM Watt

One of the SMPTE's major contributions is its development of recom-

mendations and standards that guide

Miser Quartzline lamp allows a 650W
unit to produce as much 3200K° light

TV and motion picture progress. In an
article on page 108, Blair Benson, BE

cast Operations and Engineering, the
first guest speaker at SMPTE-'83,

as a 1000W lamp with a 35% reduction in produced heat. Besides paying
for its cost in terms of energy saved,
the new lamp is considerably more
comfortable for performers.
Harris, besides introducing a
number of new products on the floor,

challenges the industry to use new technologies to improve production efficiency and to control costs.

private showings of new products being considered for the future.

TV technology consultant, reviews
some of the efforts and trends that he
saw in standardization at SMPTE-'83.

Special activities
Among convention activities are announcements of business transactions
and technical advances at press meetings and booth showings. Some

Misted

highlights are included

here.

Julius Barnathan, president, ABC Broad-

up MC

THE PERFECT MATCH
for your video equipment

SYSTEM/85

invited the press and attendees to

from CALAWAY ENGINEERING

upMC is today's

MODULAR
VIDEO
CONSOLES

interface for

today's machines
A new generation of
professional modular

systems, developed by

Winsted for use with the
Sony "800 and Type 5"
MODEL
85-20

A111111111111111k

series video equipment.

available for:

These rugged 19" EIA modular units offer easily assembled welded and bolted stability. Units assemble
in any configuration to suit your needs. The basic module is expandable to any size system with add -on -units.

FOR FULL -LINE CATALOG of the most complete
line of customized videoproduction equipment, call
or write:

11TH -116/126* BYE -800/820* HVII-2000*
VP11-2/211* ADAMS - SMITH 2600
TEAC/TASCAM 50
Compatible with ISC Superedit" and
CMX* Computer Editing Systems
*Registered Trademarks of Ampex, Sony,
Orrox Corporations & Interactive Systems Company

THE WINSTED CORPORATION
9801 James Circle

Minneapolis, MN 55431

612-888-1957

TZTREEE 1-800-328-2962

CALL OR WRITE

CE

CALAWAY ENGINEERING
49 SOUTH BALDWIN AVENUE / P.O. BOX 323

SIERRA MADRE, CA 91024 / (818) 355-20942

TELEX: 910-576-2740
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The brightness
you neebig
show it
General Electric Professional
Large Screen Video Projection
With General Electric s exclusive sealed light valve and
sealed Xenon lamp system, in both color and monochrome
General Electric Professional Large Screen Video Projectors, you can depend on sharp pictures from 2 to 25 feet
wide. New high brightness models allow the room lighting
viewers need to take notes and refer to written material.
The color projectors reproduce every color accurately,
with the convenience of inherent color registration. Gereral
Electric's exclusive single gun, single optical path light valve
system eliminates the need for manual color convergence.
Portable and flexible, the projectors are being used for a
wide variety of applications, including front and rear
projection. Our applications experts will tell you whether
yours can be added to the growing list, which includes:
Education: Medical, dental, engineering, computer science
instruction.
Business: Sales meetings, industrial training, product
presentations, real-time display of computer -generated data,
teleconferences.
Aerospace and Defense: Situation displays, simulator
training.
Entertainment: Theatre television, closed-circuit TV events,
overflow crowds, special effects.
Television Production: Backgrounds for news programs,
special effects, data display, program previewing.
Call or write: General Electric Company, Projection Display
Products Operation, Electronics Park 6-206, Syracuse, NY
13221. Phone: (315) 456-2152. TWX 710-541-0498.

NEWS BACKGROUND at KBTV-TV, Denver, is displayed by
General Electric PJ5055 Talaria projector.

SELL-OUT CROWDS at Fiske Planetarium, Boulder,
watched live NASA transmission presented by General
Electric projector.

GE Professional Large Screen Television Projector Specifications
COLOR PROJECTORS
ResolutioninTVLines
Light Output in Lumens
per Picture Height
Open Gate Modulated Modulated
Model
PJ 5050

PJ 50554
PJ 5800
PJ 5850
PJ 585%n,

PJ 5100
PJ 5150
PJ 515S

Min.

TV, Min.

TV, Typ.

1000
2000
500
1000
2000
500
1000
2000

500
1000
250
500
1000
250
500
1000

650
1300
300
600
1200

300
600
1200

Input Power Req.
Max.
Watts

Min. Horiz. Min. Vert.
750
750
750
750
750
750
750
750

300
300
600
600
600
650
650
650

800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800

400
400
475
650
650
650
750
750
750

_

1100
1750
900
1100
1750
900
1100
1750

Scan Standards*"

Video
Input**

52511./60 fps, 62511./50 fps
5251060 fps, 62511150 fps

(1)

875 lines/60 fps
875 lines/60 fps
875 lines/60 fps
023 lines/60 fps
023 lines/60 fps
1023 lines/60 fps

(2)

1350
1350
1550
1350
1350

52511/60 fps, 625 Ii/50 fps

(31

52511./60 fps. 62511./50 fps
525 li /60 fps. 62511./50 fps
875 lines, 60 fps
875 lines, 60 fps

(3)

1550
1350
1350
1550

875 lines. 60 fps
1023 lines, 60 fps
1023 lines, 60 fps
1023 lines, 60 fps

(3)

Max. VoltAmps
1550
2600
1350
1550

2600
1350
1550

2600

MONOCHROME PROJECTORS
PJ 7000
PJ 7050
PJ 7055
PJ 7800
PJ 7850
PJ 7855
PJ 7100
PJ 7150
PJ 7155

'

900
1500
3000
900
1500
3000
900
1500
3000

600
1000
2000
600
1000
2000
600
1000

750
1250
2400
750
1250
2400
750
1250

2000

2400

900
900
1100
900
900
1100
900
900
1100

(1)

(21
12)

(2)
(2)
(2)

(3)
(3)
(31

(3)
(3)

Resolution measurements made wilh wide -band monochrome video input -- Video Input Key III NTSC or ROB Standard NTSC/PAL/SECAM Switchable as Option. i2i RGB.
(3) Wide -Band monochrome. -For use at other scanning rates, contact General Electric Projection Display Equipment Operation for special application/model
information. Projector line voltage 105 to 132v or 190 to 260 volts 50/60 Hz except those marked (Q I above, which are 190 to 260 volts 50/60 Hz only.

GENERAL

D ELECTRIC
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SMPTE exhibitors
This list of manufacturers from the SMPTE exhibit hail includes only those of
specific interest to the broadcast industry. Reader Service Numbers are provided for convenience in obtaining data on new products introduced.

ADC Magnetic Controls

(425)
(426)
(427)
(428)
(429)
(430)

ADDA

ADM Technology
AF Associates
AMP Special Ind
Abekas Video Systems
Adams -Smith ............(431)
Agfa-Gevaert
(432)
Alan Gordon
.(433)
Alpha Audio
(434)
Amperex
(435)
Ampex
(436)
Amtel Systems
(437)
Angenieux
(438)
Antenna Technology
(439)
Anton -Bauer
(440)
Anvil Cases
(441)
Apert-Herzog
(442)
(443)
Asaca/Shibasoku
Assoc. Production Music ....(444)
Audico
(445)
Audio & Design Recording ...(446)
Audio Developments
(447)
Audio Kinetics
(448)
Aurora Systems
(449)
Automated Studio Tech. .... (450)
B & B Systems
(451)
BGW Systems
(452)

Belden Communications ....(453)
Beston
(454)
Birns & Sawyer
(455)
Bosch Fernseh)
(456)
Broadcast Video Systems ...(457)
Canare Cable
(458)
Canon USA
(459)
Centrar Dynamics
(460)
Centro
(461)
Century Precision Optics .. . (462)
Cetec Vega
(463)
Christie Electric
(464)
Chyron
(465)
Cinema Products
(*)
Cinermils
(466)
.

Cine 60

(467)
(468)

Cipher Digital
Clear -Corn Intercom Systems (469)
Coherent Comm
(470)
(471)
Colortran
Comprehensive Video
(472)
Contrcl Video
(473)
Conve-gence
(474)
Cool Light
(475)
Corp. Comm. Consultants ...(476)
Crosspoint Latch
(477)
Datatron
(478)
Datum
(479)
Deselec
(480)
Desisti Americas
(481)
Digital Video Systems
(482)
Digitrol
(483)

Digivision
Dolby
Dreamdata
Dubner Computer Systems
Dwight Cavendish
ECD Industries
EECO
EEV
ESE

Eastman Kodak
Echolab
Elector USA
Euro Equipment
Film Processing
Film/Video Equipment
For -A

Forte!
Frezzolini
Fujinon
Fuji Photo Film
G & M Power Products
GTE/Sylvania
Garner Industries
General Electric Lamps
Grass Valley Group
Gray Engineering

.

(484)
(485)
(486)

.(487)
(488)
(489)
(490)
(491)
(492)
(493)
(604)
(494)
(495)
(496)
(497)
(498)
(499)
(500)
(501)
(502)

.(503)
(504)
(505)
(506)
(507)
(508)

Grumman Aerospace .... ..(509)
HEDCO

Harris
Harrison Systems
Karl Heitz
Hitachi Denshi America
Hotronics
Ikegami
Image Video
Industrial Sciences
JVC

KEM Elektronik Mechanik
Kliegl
Knox Video
Kobold
LTM
L -W

(510)
(511)
(512)
(513)
(514)
(515)
(516)
(517)
(518)
(519)
. (520)
(521)
(522)
(523)
(524)
(525)
(526)
(527)
(528)
(529)
(530)

Lang Video Systems
Lake Systems
Leitch Video
Lenco
Lexicon
Libin & Associates/Sanyo
.(531)
Lipsner-Smith
(532)
Listec TV Equipment
(533)
Lowel-Light Mfg
(534)
MIA-COM Video Systems ....(535)
MCl/Quantel
(536)
Magnasync/Moviola
(537)
Magna -Tech Electronic
(538)
Matthews
(539)
Maxell
(540)
Merlin Engineering
(541)
Micron Audio
(542)

Microtime
Midwest
Minolta
Mitchell Camera
Mole -Richardson
Motorola C & E
Multi -Track Magnetics
NEC America
Nagra Magnetic Recorders
Nalpak Sales

North American Philips
Nova Systems
Nurad
O'Connor Engineering
Omnicron Video
J. Osawa & Co.
Osram Sales
Otari
PEP
PRC

(543)
(544)
(545)
(546)
(547)
(548)
(549)
(550)
.

. (551)

(552)
(553)
(554)
(555)
(556)
(557)
(558)
(559)
(560)
(551)
(562)
(563)
(564)
(565)

Panasonic Industrial
Perrott
Philips TV Systems
Picture Element Ltd. (PEL) ...(556)
Precision Echo
(567)
Proton
(568)
Q -TV

Quanta
Quante
RCA

R -Columbia Products
RTS Systems
Rank Cintel
Research Tech. Int'l
Rosco Labs
Rupert Neve

Sachtler
Sennheiser Electric
Sharp Electronics
Shintron
Shure Brothers
Sigma Electronics
Solid State Logic
Sony

Soundcraft Electronics
Sound Ideas
Sound Technology
Stantron
Steenbeck
Stellavox
Strand Century
Studer Revox
Symtec
TASCAM/TEAC
Tektronix
Tele-Cine
Telescript
Tele-State Associates
TV Equip. Assoc
Tentel
Theatre Vision

(569)
(570)
(571)
(572)
(573)
(574)
(575)
(576)
(577)
(578)
(579)
(580)
(581)
(.582)

(583)
(584)
(585)
(586)
(587)
(588)
(589)
(590)
(591)
(592)
(593)
(594)
(595)
(596)
(597)
(598)
(599)
(600)
(601)
(602)
(603)

'For mow informa-ion, contact Cinema Products Corporation, 2037 Granville Ave.. Los Angeles,
CA 90025.
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Why is TOMCAT in use by
ABC, Bonneville, Capitcl Cities,

Capitol, Cox, Gannett, GE, Katz,
Meredith, Metromedia, Mutual, NBC, RKO,
Sudbrink, Susquehanna, Westinghouse and
other broadcasters who
demand the best?

BECAUSE
IT SOUNDS

GREAT !

E] El

C3

TOMCAT 131)

TOMCAT

co
TOMCAT 49

Call toll -free 800-874-2172 for
technical information and quotation.
Isn't it time for a change to the
best?
In California call 1-(619) 438-3911

PACIF C RECORDERS &
ENGINEERING CORPORATION
)70 Les Palmas Drive - Carlsbad,
CA 9200B - 619

Circle (117) on Reply Card
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The new professional modular CD control/player system is one of several products discussed by Sony at its press
meeting.

William Connolly, president, Sony Broadcast Products, welcomes the press to
Sony's presentation on broadcast market trends.

Representatives from Harris Studio
Systems Division also were available
new products

introduced at the exhibition hall. In

the video area, two options were

shown for the enhanced IRIS still -

SHIBASOKU MONITORS

the true measure
of performance.

store. One, the IRIS Composition Station (ICS), adds production effects to
the still -store system, while the second, the 650 frame -store, includes a
4 -frame memory and is usable from
two of up to six work stations attached
to the IRIS. Time base correction and
frame synchronization also were

covered by introductions of the 550
TBC and 650 synchronizer. The TC-90
ASACA/SHIBASOKU CORP.
OF AMERICA
12509 Beatrice St.
Los Angeles. CA 90066
(213) 827-7144

(800)-423-6347

camera was shown with the smart option, which improves operational
simplicity of the ENG unit. Also in the

video area was the VG Electronics
TTS teletext system, for which Harris
is the US representative.
In audio equipment, two new
models of the Medalist audio console
included 8- and 10 -channel capability
for on-air/production applications.
Harris Microwave Video was represented by the new 13GHz microwave
link equipment, designed with CATV
applications in mind.

Hitachi held a ceremony, open to
all conferees, with presentations by
factory people from Japan and by Arnold Taylor, its new vice president for
sales and marketing.

Sony

made

several

an-

nouncements at the convention. First,

William Connolly, has been named
president of Sony Broadcast Products.
Circle (70) on Reply Card
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Second, Sony has entered the test
market field with its HDTV test signal

camera/recorder now numbers more
than 1000 systems in 20 countries.
Fourth, a strong statement of Sony's
position regarding 1/2 -inch vs.

1/4 -inch

tape systems was presented by Larry
Thorpe, manager, studio products. In
introducing Betacam, he said, "Sony
offered evolution...an orderly, logical
enhancement to facilities using professional U-matic systems. While
Betacam enhances the present 3/4 -inch
world, it too has been planned to
evolve into a higher -performing total
1/2 -inch system." The bottom line of his

address, as interpreted by the press, is
that Sony will concentrate its efforts
on the 1/2 -inch systems and leave the
1/4 -inch area for others to pursue.

Fifth, orders for U-matic videocassettes and 1 -inch tape for broadcast
and industrial markets have increased
significantly.
As it did at AES-'83/New York, Sony

introduced its new professional CD
modular system for multiple compact

disc players, the CDS-3000 control
unit and the CDP-3000 player.
Sony's new BVH-2500, which represents a significant advance in Type C
technology, was also shown. In addition to functioning as a standard VTR,
the BVH-2500 uses a refined form for

time lapse (delta time recording) for
computer graphics and
animation applications.
:r:-))))1

Microdyne Satellite
Receiving Equipment
is backed by the Most
Responsive Service Policy
in the Industry

Microdyne equipment is
designed to the highest achevable standards of reliability and
we are very successful in
meeting these standards.
But even Microdyne products fail on occasion. So we
provide our customers with this
assurance.

If your Microdyne equipment fails, ship it to our service
depot. Within 48 hours of our

W

returning the equipment. There are no
surprises, no delays.
If it becomes necessary to
ship a new replacement unit,
there is no additional charge.

receivirg it, it will be repaired
and on its way back to you. If
we cannot repair it witriin 48
hours, we ship a new replacement unit.
If your equipment is in
warranty, there is no charge for

This is an exceptional
service policy.
It's from Microdyne.
An exceptional company.

this service.

If the equipment is out of
warranty, you pay only our
published flat repair charge
which is quoted prior to your

Microdyne Corporation
P.O. Sox 7213 Ocala, FL 32672 (904) 687-4633 TWX: 810-858-0307
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Cetec
CP/TV

PAYS OFF WITH

HANDSOME
DIVIDENDS!
* INCREASE YOUR AUDIENCE
PENETRATION

* IMPROVED MARKET SHARE
* CETEC ADDS:
TECHNICAL EXCELLENCE
PROVEN PERFORMANCE

Coming events
Jan. 14.18

Association of Independent Television Stations (INTV) 11th Annual
Convention, Los Angeles, CA
Jan. 20-23
COMMTEX/NAVA, Dallas, TX
Jan. 29 -Feb. 1

National Religious Broadcasters
(NRB), Washington, DC
Feb. 10.11

SMPTE 18th Winter TV Conference, Montreal, Canada
Feb. 10-14

National Association of Television Programming Executives
(NATPE) 21st Annual Conference,
San Francisco, CA
March 27.28
LPTV West, Anaheim, CA
March 27.30

QUICK DELIVERY

Audio Engineering Society (AES),
Paris, France

COMPETITIVE PRICING

April 8.12

NPR Annual Conference, Arlington, VA
April 29 -May 2
NAB 62nd Annual Convention, Las
Vegas, NV
May 3.6
ITVA, Las Vegas, NV
May 12.15

Audio Engineering Society (AES),
Anaheim, CA

33

Circle (76) on Reply Card

May 20.23

Broadcast Financial Management
Association (BFMA) 24th Annual
Conference, New York, NY
May 30 -June 2

American Women in Radio and
Television 33nd Annual Convention, Chicago, IL

NEW FROM

FRCII

PRO ADAPTER
MODEL 440

June 3.6

National Cable Television Association (NCTA) Annual Conven
tion, Las Vegas, NV
I ...r:.))11
Continued from page 98

YOU SHOULD GET THE CETEC
PICTURE

CETEC ANTENNAS, PIONEERS IN
CP TV

CALL FOR TECHNICAL DETAILS
AND TEST RESULTS

CCCircle (72) on Reply Card

Cetec
Antennas
The Edge In Coverage!
6939 Power Inn Road, Sacramento, California 95828
(916) 383-1177 Telex: 377321

Skotel
Thomson-CSF Broadcast
3M Magnetic A/V Products
Tri-Tronics Mfg.
Tyler Camera Systems
Union Connector
Ursa Major
Utah Scientific
VEAM/Litton Systems
Videomedia
Videotek
VideoTeleCom
Vital Industries
Weaver/Steadman
West Coast Audio
WESTREX/Litton

(325)
(326)
(327)
(328)
(329)
(330)
(331)
(332)
(333)
(334)
(335)
(336)
(337)
(338)
(339)
(340)

Wide Range Electronics.... (341)
Winsted
Xetron

(342)
(343)

I :r:))))I

A complete two channel amplifier
system providing proper interface
of pro and semi -pro gear. Its
balanced output drives 600 ohm
lines at +4 or +8 dBm, keeps on
going to +24 dBm before clipping.
Dual fixed attenuators provide
-10 dB nominal return. A tight
±1/4 dB response in a 20-20 KHz
bandwidth provides remarkably
transparent sound. A super tool
at an affordable price. Just
$219.95 at better Pro Audio
Dealers.

RVENGINEERED
II

AUDIO SYSTEMS

8550 Second Avenue
Silver Spring, MD 20910
(301) 587-1800
Circle (77) on Reply Card

World's most accommodating camera.
You'd expect the Ikegami HK -322
to make beautiful, crisp, color -true
pictures. It does. You'd also expect
it to offer the latest in computer
set-up convenience with its third
generation microprocessor control
plus comprehensive operational
automatics and 8 scene files and 8
lens files. It does that too. But what
you might not expect, is just how
incredibly flexible the HK -322 is.
Consider that you can specify
30mm or 25mm Plumbicons,*
and for each size select standard,
Anti Comet Tail or diode gun
operation. The same holds true for
cabling. You choose from triax,
multicore or, if you'd like, specify
an HK -322 version that's compatible with your existing TV 81 cable.
You also have a choice of optional
camera control configurations.

There are also some unique
features such as trim files that
compensate for differences
between the internal pattern projector and the external scene
caused by chromatic aberrations
in the lens.
Finally, compare its performance to any other camera. An
honest resolution of 800 lines at
center, a practically noiseless S/N
ratio of up to - 58 dB and a virtually unmeasurable .05% registration error over the entire raster.
Best of all, the HK -322 is
ready right now to fit into your
idea of an ideal studio/field camera. Without compromise, but with
plenty of accommodation.

Contact Ikegami. See for yourself.
Ikegami Electronics (USA) Inc.
37 Brook Avenue, Maywood,

NJ 07607

.T M of N V Philips

Northeast: (201) 368-9171
Midwest: (219) 277-8240
West Coast: (213) 534-0050
Southwest: (713) 445-0100
Southea5t: (813) 884-2046

HK -322
Circle (73) on Reply Card
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There has been mounting confusion over which combination camera/recorder format to choose. And for obvious
reasons. With the addition of so many new formats, nobody
wants to make a mistake that can range from thousands to
millions of dollars.
But if you follow these simple steps, you'll never get
caught with your wallet, or your neck, in the proverbial wringer.
LOOK FOR EVOLUTION. NOT REVOLUTION.
Apparently, many manufacturers feel it's in their best
interest to have you replace your existing U-matic TM equipment
with their new stand-alone systems.
At Sony, we think it's foolhardy to leave you no option but
to make a 180° turn and orphan your existing editing suite. So
we designed BetacamTM as an evolutionary system. One that
easily and efficiently plugs into what's come before.
This Sony theory of peaceful coexistence allows you
to enter the world of one-piece camera/recorders at your
own pace. And in this way you not only protect your existing

U-matic investment. You gain field equipment that's more
compact and portable, and a dramatic improvement in technical performance. Furthermore, dramatic improvements are
also on the horizon for Sony U-matic.The evolution of both
these formats is planned and it's total.
FIND A 1/2" SYSTEM THAT'S WHOLE.
For those of you who want to capitalize on the outstanding technical performance of an overall 1/2" system, scrutinize
carefully the complete system from Sony.
After all, who else has a portable color field player like
our BVW 20? Or our 1/2" edit -recorder, the BVW 40, which
looks and feels like the Sony U-matic equipment you're accustomed to using? And who else promises an ongoing commitment to 1/2" system expansion and refinements that you will
see next year and every other year?
BE PENNY-WISE
WITHOUT BEING POUND-FOOLISH.
The Sony Betacam system has proven itself on both the

fP 1983 Sony Corp. of America. Sony is a registered trademark and Betacam and U-matic are trademarks of the Sony Corp.

firing line in Nicaragua and the fifty -yard line at the Super Bowl.

That's because our format was chosen to be optimum for
both ENG and EFP, which is why Betacam is not just the
lightest, smallest, most compact 1/2" system you can buy (as
well as the least expensive), but its picture quality rivals 1".
Whatever you've been told you might gain from the various'/4" formats, when and if they become available, will be
totally erased by the fact that 1/4" is not at all suitable for high quality EFP. Which means, if you purchase 1/4" for ENG,
you'll no doubt have to purchase an entire new system for
field production.
THERE'S SAFETY IN NUMBERS.
With over 1,000 Betacams already sold to key end users,
Betacam is virtually the worldwide de facto standard now.
We believe Betacam is outselling all the others by such a
wide margin because it's better than all the others by such a
wide margin. It's the only camera/recorder that focuses on the
big picture. A picture that includes your existing investment;

your need Cur both ENG anG EFP; your desire for light weight
and high quality; and a total system approach.
If you want to make sure you'll own the standard of

excellence in the years ahead, insist on the camera/recorder
from the people who created the standard of excellence in the years past.
For a demonstration, in New York or
New Jersey call (201) 833-5350;
in the Northeast/Mid-Atlantic
(201) 833-5375; in the Midwest (312) 773-6045; in
the Southeast (404) 4517671; in the Southwest
(214) 659-3600; and in the
West (213) 841-8711.

SONY
Broadcast

Using a

minicomputer
for testing
By Bill Graham, audio-visual supervisor, Mutual Life Assurance Company of Canada, Waterloo, Ontario

Program
5

10

20
25
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190

200
210
220
500

GRAPHIC 1
POKE 36864,133
COLOR 2, 0, 5, 6
SOUND 0, 0, 0, 0, 0

FOR X = 0 TO 300: DRAW 2 X, 0 TO X, 1021 : NEXT X
FOR X = 750 TO 1021 : DRAW 3, X, 0 TO X, 1021 : NEXT X
SOUND 128, 0, 0, 0, 4
GOSUB 500
SOUND 158, 0, 0, 0, 4
GOSUB 500
SOUND 188, 0, 0, 0, 3
GOSUB 500
SOUND 218, 0, 0, 0, 3
GOSUB 500
SOUND 248, 0, 0, 0, 3
GOSUB 500
SOUND 0, 0, 231, 0, 3
GOSUB 500
SOUND 0, 0, 241, 0, 4
GOSUB 500
SOUND 0, 0, 251, 0, 15
GOSUB 500
SOUND 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
GO TO 220
FOR T = 1 TO 2000: NEXT T : RETURN

1

2
3

4
5

TYPE

+5V regulated

NOTE

10mA max.

GND

audio
video low
video high

Figure 1. The Vic -20 audio -video output.

A computer is a handy tool in the lab, but justifying
one to management can be a problem. However, sup-

the vectorscope, but using it will help in setting the

pose it would perform some useful testing. That

reference for some tests. The tones are all ± 1dB.
These are tones that suited my testing. It is easy for

coLld make it another story. The VIC-20 computer
may seem like a basic home computer, but it has a
fea-ure that makes it useful for cable companies, TV
stations and remote crews -one memory location.
When you enter POKE 36864,133, it goes into interlace mode and you can gen-lock to it. With a proc
amp, the output is good for simple testing and production work.
Add the VIC super extender cartridge and you can

use background colors and basic graphics, with
sound (optional). By making use of the keyboard, the
crew can send messages down the line during setup,
etc. Now that a small computer is available with interlace for under $1000 with the extras, the
possibilities are limited only by your imagination.
The program shown here will make color bars in

red, green and blue and a series of test tones. The
luminance levels of the colors do not look right on
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phase on the proc amp and will give a visual
you to change them to suit your needs. The last
number in each sound statement controls the level of
the sound. If you change the tones you may want to
put a meter on the output and adjust each level for
± 1dB.

In Figure 1, PIN 3's audio is a nominal 10k0 output. PIN 4 or PIN 5 provide video. Use one or the
other depending on your needs. Check it out with a
scope. I made up a cable with a DIN plug on one end,
a box with an RCA phono socket for audio, and two
BNC connectors for video. Using it with a proc amp
cleans up the levels.

When you get to know the machine a little better,
explore the user ports. With these you can use the
computer to remotely control various devices and to
set up a program to do it when you are not
I -I:N)1
there.

on the screen
Add some flash to your titles

Make a splash

NTI's new Multi Effect Keyer MEK 1000 can

provide a lightning halo effect around your
titles that up to now involved an expensive,
difficult, and time-consuming process. The

MEK 1000 is the world's first unit that delivers
this stunning effect digitally and instantly to
either title character input or chroma key
signals. The MEK 1000 can also color each
individual character in your titles differently.
Again, digitally and instantly.
In addition, you get all the functions of a conventional Downstream Keyer. An independent

ble 10 Wipe Pattern with three scanning directions. All operations are input from a compact
control panel. The MEK 1000 is a powerful
creative tool for on -air applications or in the

editing suite. And just by adding an optional

crosspoint module, you obtain the features of a
production switcher. Call NTI America for a
free demonstration. You'll be impressed. And
so will your viewers.

Tools for Creators

edge generator lets you select any desired

color. Edge, Shadow, Outline and Edge Softness and Thickness are also fully selectable.
You also get such features as Auto Transition,
Key Blink, Master Fade to Black, and a Selecta-

IA

NTI America, Inc.

1680. North Vine Street. Los Angeles. California 90028 Phone: (21-3) 462-8945

Inourr,PS frrlr ca/es ropresentative are invited
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TV standards:

SMPTE

efforts

By Blair Benson, TV technology consultant, Norwalk, CT

The question of standards was the

hottest topic at SMPTE-'83/Los

Angeles. It dominated the program
with more than 10 papers directly
concerned with the development of
standards and the practical application in equipment design and program
production.
Roland Zavada, SMPTE engineering vice president, emphasized standardization in the opening session in a

thought -provoking and informative
address titled, "Documenting Technology for Creativity." His discussion

centered on the role of engineering
societies as well as governmental
regulatory organizations in document-

ing technology, and the critical bal-

ance between standardization and

freedom of creativity. Zavada questioned whether future technology will
concede to effective documentation or

whether standards are too restrictive
to inventiveness and creativity. He
suggested that this dilemma may be
the case for regulatory standards, but
does not apply to voluntary standards
arrived at by consensus.
The SMPTE has been a major force,
worldwide, in reconciling a variety of

already -developed commercial approaches to a particular technology;
in developing a workable set of standards; and in recommending practices that do not inhibit use and further development of crucial technologies. An example of the SMPTE's
success in this type of standards work
is the Type C, 1 -inch videotape format.

standards committee activity, the
society has instituted a means to contribute constructively to evolving
technologies before formal standards
committee documentation. This is the
study group concept, under the direction of a new technology engineering
committee.
Study group features are as follows:
*no jurisdictional restraint;
*open or selected membership;
engineering or investigative function;

*preliminary role to standards documentation;

*freedom from antitrust concerns;
and

*an effective record for future consideration.

SMPTE study group concept
More recently, under Zavada's guidance, concurrent with the traditional

The effectiveness and kind of accomplishment that can evolve from
the study group process has been the
engineering development and leader -

The
M. HARRIS
Liu

690 Video Synchroniz
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The Harris 690
Digital Frame Synchronizer/Time Base Corrector

Harris Corporation, 1983

ship in a coordinated national position with the CCIR (International
Radio Consultative Committee) in arriving at a world digital video specifi-

cation. The value of this work was

confirmed by an Emmy Award from
the National Academy of Television

Robert Hopkins, Kenneth

burg,

Davies and Frank Davidoff.

Arts and Sciences this year to the
SMPTE, shared with Zavada and

National standardization
The American standards efforts of

committee chairmen Charles Gins -

the SMPTE are channeled through the
American National Standards In-

stitute (ANSI) committees-one for
Table I.
Committee activities coordinated by the SMPTE engineering vice president
ACVL - Association of Cinema and Video Laboratories

- Audio Engineering Society
- American Society of Cinematography
- Advanced Television Systems Committee
--Electronic Industries Association
- Foundation for the Preservation of Recordings
- Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
Illuminating Engineering Society
IES
ISCC
Inter -Society Color Council
ISCETP- Inter -Society Committee for the Enhancement of Theatrical
Presentation
JCIC
Joint Committee on Inter -Society Coordination
NAB
National Association of Broadcasters
NATO - National Association of Theatre Owners
NAVA - National Audio -Visual Association
NCTA - National Cable Television Association
RIAA
Recording industry Association of America
SPSE - Society of Photographic Scientists and Engineers
AES
ASC
ATSC
EIA
FPR
IEEE

-

motion pictures (PH -22) and the other
for TV magnetic recording (C-98). To
carry out the responsibilities assigned

to SMPTE by ANSI, liaison and co-

operation must be maintained with
many professional societies, trade
organizations and committees. Those

the engineering vice president currently must coordinate are listed in
Table I.

International standardization
Internationally, the SMPTE deals
principally with the International
Standards Organization (ISO) and the

International Electrotechnical Committee (IEC); five committees from
each. But, there also are a number of
other international and overseas
organizations with which SMPTE has
joint considerations of film and televi-

Forgettable Synchronizer
ti Forget Heat Problems

Forget Interface Problems
The Harris 690 Digital Frame Synchronizer/Time
Base Corrector provides high level signal performance and error correction with virtually any type of
heterodyne or direct VTR.

Cross -flow cooling and flat pack design let the 690
operate coolly and efficiently in tight spaces - in the
studio or mobile unit.

El Forget Signal Degradation Problems

We pioneered the development of digital signal processing equipment, and everything we've learned
over the past ten years has gone into the design of
this synchronizer. We build the 690 so you can install

9 bit quantizing and 4X subcarrier sampling with 59dB
signal-to-noise, 4.2MHz bandwidth, and 1% pulse
response characteristics in the direct mode provide
transparent signal performance.

Eg Forget Gyro Errors, Timing Errors
and Hot Switch Problems
A built-in TBC handles the extreme gyro error found
in tapes made on portable VCRs. And velocity compensation is standard to help you deal with direct signal errors and switching transients. These features,
plus six lines of hysteresis, let you master difficult
signal problems easily.

El Forget Maintenance Problems

it- and forget it.
For more information about the 690 Digital Frame
Synchronizer, call us at (408) 737-2100, or contact

Harris Video Systems, 1255 E. Argues Avenue,
Sunnyvale, CA 94086, Telex 4992172

Harris Studio Division
Circle (75) on Reply Card
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Table 11.

International organizations with which the SMPTE coordinates meetings
BKSTS
-British Kinematograph, Sound and Television Society
BSI

CCIR
CIE

-British Standards Institute
-International Radio Consultative Committee
-International Commission on Illumination

measurements, multichannel TV
sound.

- European Broadcasting Union
ICHSPP -International Congress on High -Speed Photographic and
Photonics
I EC
-International Electrotechnical Committee
ISO
-International Standards Organization
UNIATEC - Union International del Association Techniques
Cinematographiques
EBU

NAB-Ancillary signals.

IEEE-Video levels and waveform
monitors, and video measurement
techniques.

In 1964, the JCIC requested that
ANSI (then ASA) assume the responsi-

bility for its activities. This was accepted by ANSI and reaffirmed in
1982.

sion practices. (See Table II.)

The JCIC

Although ANSI oversees all national standards activities, one effective mechanism for organizing and
coordinating TV standardization was
set up in 1951 to assist and augment
its formal jurisdiction. Named the

the membership consists of the EIA
(former RMA), IEEE (former IRE),
NAB (former NARTB), NCTA and
SMPTE.

The JCIC does not develop standards, but instead answers the organizational questions as to which of the
member societies should handle the

HDTV
In 1977, the study group approach

was used to undertake a technical ap-

praisal of high definition television
and to provide a base of information
for further work by the industry in
developing appropriate standards. In
the fall of 1979, the group's report pro-

various subjects presented for con-

vided detailed information on world-

Joint Committee on Intersociety Coordination (JCIC), initially it was com-

sideration. Some of the more significant recommendations by the JCIC

Engineers), NARTB (National Association of Radio and Television Broadcasters), RMA (Radio Manufacturers'

SMPTE -Videotape, color uniformi-

wide developments in HDTV. The
group remained dormant for a year
while additional technical developments emerged, and then was reac-

posed of appointed representatives
from the IRE (Institute of Radio

Association) and SMPTE. Presently,

since its organization include the
following:

ty, film and slides, studio lighting,
color films and test patterns.
EIA- Monitor performance, receiver

tivated to investigate fundamental
questions regarding aspect ratio, com-

patibility with existing color systems
and other HDTV -system proposals.
The Study Group responded to the

accelerated interest and activity in

1982 by forming four subgroups to investigate the problem under the
disciplines of production, psycho -

Intermixed

or same packs.

Frezn--

physics, distribution and equipment.
Also, a steering committee was
formed to focus the activities of the
subgroups and to schedule the timing

"one source"for all
your portable power

Multiple Charger
simultaneously
charges
13 battery
premium grade nickel -cadmium
packs

& lighting needs.

"Frezzi On Board"

unanimously agreed that a national in-

dustry committee, along the lines of

pointed as chairman, and Richard

Green as executive director. Because
of the significant impact that action
by the ATS will have on broadcasting
in the United States, as well as worldwide, the SMPTE recommended that
the NAB be the secretariat for this initial, extremely important standards
For information call 12011427-1160
Made in
U.S.A.

Frezzolini
Electronics Inc.

7 Valley St.Hawthorne,N.1.075C6 USA

TWX: 710-9884142
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after lengthy discussions the JCIC

has been implemented, with William
Henry, a former FCC chairman, ap-

Power

Broadcast Engineering

named the Advanced Television Systems (ATS) Study Group.
Because of the broad, national and
international implications of HDTV,

the National Television Systems Committee (NTSC), should be formed. This

Camera & Lighting

110

of report preparation for the high
definition, now appropriately re-

effort.
Editor's note:
As 1984 unfolds, BE will maintain a dialogue of progress on US and international standards as they af-

fect broadcasting. Interested readers who want to
shed some light on this progress, or to air their views,
may send their contributions to the Standards Editor,
Broadcast Engineering, P.O. Box 12901,
Overland Park, KS 66212.
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VVC &
PULSER

TYPICAL EFFICIENCYVARIAN INTEGRAL
FIVE -CAVITY KLYSTRON
60

55

VVC ONLY
50

PULSER ONLY

45

TUBE ONLY
(NO VVC, NO PULSER)
40

I

CONDITION

Obtain the highest UHF efficiency
with Varian's new
Variable Visual Coupler.
Broadcasters realize up to 64%

efficiency from integral cavity
"H" tubes.
At VEr an, "H" stands for High
Efficiency which the VA953H
and 4A 946H Series integral five -

cavity tubes deliver. From a
stand-alcre tube, typical efficiency is 43% peak -of -sync. Add

a mod -anode pulser and increa5E efficiency to 46%. Attach a variable visual coupler
and, without pulsing, improve
efficielcy up to 52%. With the
variable visual coupler installed
and the pulser operating, 62%
to 64% peak -of -sync efficiency
can toically be obtained.

Improved efficiency reduces
operating cost.

The payback period realizec
over the cost of installation of a

Varian variable visual coupler
can be surprisingly short. Con
sidering the rising cost of elec
tric power, broadcasters wil
make a sound investment with
the inclusion of variable visua

Varian Microwave Tube Division
611 Hansen Way
Palo Alto. Califprnia 94303
Telephone: 415 493-5675

couplers.

For more information on efficiency improvement, contact
your original equipment manu-

facturer or Varian Microwave

varian

Tube Division.
Circle (78) on Reply Card
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NC TV stations form new!
By Patti LeMieux, writer/producer, B.F. McClain Productions, Asheville, NC

Four progressive North Carolina TV
stations have formed a unique cooperative network known as the Carolina
News Network. The system, which became operational in May 1983, is the

CAROLINA NEWS NETWORK

first cooperative microwave link between competitive stations located in
adjacent markets in the United States.
Using an array of MIA-COM MVS
microwave equipment to link them together, WFMY in Greensboro, WRAL

in Raleigh, WSOC in Charlotte and
WWAY in Wilmington now are capable of pooling their resources to provide each other with in-depth stories

from outside their normal news gathering areas.

Birth of a network
Steve Grissom, who was news direc-

tor at WRAL at the time the project
began, recounted the birth of the network. "We had the idea to form a cooperative consortium to deliver

Figure 1. The Carolina News Netwcrk, using M/A-COM MVS microwave equipment,
links WSOC in Charlotte, NC, WFMY in Greensboro, NC, WRAL in Raleigh, NC, and
WWAY in Wilmington, NC.

Condor THE PREMIER DIGITAL
DISPLAY CLOCK FOR BROADCAST TIMING
ET SERIES -ELAPSED TIMERS
ET 500
31/1 in. digits

11/1P AUDIO
IMPAC'" SERIES

:...?

ET 505

2 In. digits
U

COUNTS UP COUNTS DOWN
DISPLAYS TIME OF DAY
Functions may be switched back and forth
without disruption Remote Control Panel
with Push Button Setting Switches allows
Easy Time Setting from a distance Bright
LED Displays Select Display Size - 3'/2
inches or 2 inches Simple to operate and
to select desired function Optional Time
Base will continue all functions in the event
of power failure Panel
mount available Walnut, brushed aluminum or gold

Model 4900
3"2" Card Frame
OTHER MODELS AVAILABLE

WITH COUNT UP ONLY
WITH COUNT UP/TIME OF DAY
WITH COUNT DOWN/TIME OF DAY

finished frames.

Condor EASY READING DIGITAL DISPLAY CLOCKS
"C" Series - 31/2" LED Display

"2" Series - 2" LED Display with similar features as above

FELDMAR Watch and Clock Center
WORLD'S LARGEST SELECTION OF STOPWATCHES
CHRONOGRAPHS, FINE WATCHES AND CLOCKS

9000 W. PICO BLVD. Dept.BE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90035 (213) 272-1196
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modate wide range of
modules:

MIC Preamps
Line Amplifiers
Phono & Tape
Preamps

Large 31/2" high display 31 LED lamps per digit Viewing possible from
100 feet away or more Bright red numbers in black background 12- or 24 hour format 4 -digit (hours, minutes), or 6 -digit (hours, minutes, seconds)
Walnut, brushed aluminum, or gold finished frames Panel mount available
Dimi: 4 -digit (18-3/8" x 5-3/8" x 11/2"), 6 -digit (27-3/8" x 5-3/8" x 1 i/2").

CALL OR
WRITE FOR
COMPLETE
CATALOG AND
SPECIAL
INDUSTRY
PRICES

For IMPAC Series Plug-in

Cards. Frame will accom-
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VCA Modules
Monitor Amplifiers
Power Supplies
Switcher Cards
Distribution Amps

MODULAR
AUDIO PRODUCTS
A UNIT OF MODULAR DEVICES. INC.

50 Orville Drive Airport International Plaza
Bohemia. New York 11716 516 - 567.9620
Circle (80) on Reply Card

network

... bolt

your Thruline watt-

meter right to the input

of this New Bird 25 kW
dry air-cooled Load !
By design the input connector is the coolest part of this new series of terminations,
so that a wattmeter can be safely and conveniently mounted on the load.
Model 8572 wide -range load
(DC - 250MHz):

25 kW cont. power rating
VSWR 1 10 (DC - 110MHz)
1.15 (110- 250MHz)

31/8" EIA Flanged or unflgd.
115VAC 60Hz or 230V 50Hz.
Interlocked for air -flow, over temperature and line power.
Ask for Bulletin 8572/3A

An optional hot-air duct P/N 8572-078
removes 80,000 BTU/ hour from the work
environment - eliminates air conditioning
system increase.

Electronk
Corporation

Bi

30303 Aurora Rd Cleveland (Solon) Ohio 44139

216 248-1200 fix, 98-5298 Cable B1RDELEC
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The heart of the system is WFMY's
1941 -foot tower, where two M/A-COM
systems link Charlotte and Raleigh to
Greensboro.

material via satellite," he said. "Because there was no uplink available
locally, tapes would have to be sent to
Atlanta. This, added to the expense of

buying satellite time, made satellite
distribution costs prohibitive. It became clear that microwave was the

way to go. We would have a link,

For 1983 Broadcast Catalog circle (89)

For Model 8572 Circle (88)

ANTENNA IMPEDANCE
MEASUREMENTS WITH
INTERFERENCE IMMUNITY
The Model SD -31 Synthesizer/Detector
Is. . .

available 24 hours a day, that would

become very cost-effective both in the

short term and the long term." What
has evolved is a mininetwork that
speeds stories from one North Caro-

lina region to another like an electronic railroad.

Manufacturer support
The

stations considered various

microwave gear from a number of
manufacturers. Aside from supplying
the hardware, they needed engineering assistance from the manufacturer.
They decided that one supplier should
provide all the equipment because the
network was a total system. This approach proved correct.
According to Bob King, engineering

... designed for antenna impedance
measurements in presence of strong
High-level oscillainterference
tor compatible with General Radio
916 Series, 1606 Series, and Delta
0113-1 Impedance Bridges Special coherent detector circuit rejects
interfering signals during measure-

[I]

ments Crystal controlled frequency, variable in 500 Hz steps

from 100.0 kHz to 1999.5 kHz
Receiver for detector can be external or optional built-in RX-31
Powered by rechargeable batteries

Self-contained portable package Field proven
Versatile - can use as an RF signal generator for troubleshooting antenna systems;
as a variable frequency oscillator for antenna site survey; or other applications requiring a precise frequency source

CONTACT US FOR DETAILS.

manager at WFMY in Greensboro,
where the heart of the system is

located. "We needed to put it in place
Continued on page 116

932 PHILADELPHIA AVE.
SILVER SPRING, MD. 20910

RTOMAC INSTRUMENTS (301) 589-2662
Circle (90) on Reply Card

PRE -WIRED JACKFIELD,5.

Your engineering staff has
more important things to do
than soldering patch panels.
That's why you'll find a big
advantage in ADC's 100% pre -

housing and trims off excess
length.
Since their introduction

Ultra-PatchTvpanels. Featuring

last April at NAB, Pro -Patch lack fields and Ultra -Patch panels
have appeared in virtually every

ADC's new split cylinder contacts, these units allow for fast,

industry.

wired Pro-Patchlackfields and

segment of the Broadcast

reliable, hassle -free installation.

Fully assembled, computer
tested and ready to hook
up, Pro -Patch and Ultra -Patch
completely eliminate labor
intensive soldering or crimping
operations.

In fact, hooking up to
the back of a Pro -Patch unit is
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Pro -Patch jack fields and Ultra -Patch
panels cut installation time from hours to

minutes and allow circuit or normalling
configuration changes in seconds.

almost as easy as plugging
into the front. Just a push on a
special hand tool bares a
wire, locks it into a split -cylinder
contact inside an insulated

READY TO PLUG IN.

and back.
Wire insertion tool
Wire is

cleanly
cut off

Split

cylinder -.
(rear)

Strain
relief

Split cylinder
(front)

ADC's unique split -cylinder system
features contacts that will accept 22,24
or 26 AWG solid or stranded wires. The
cylinders are housed in plastic insulating
modules and are recessed to virtually
eliminate shorting at the contacts.
Both sides of the contact have two -wire
capability providing for four gas -tight
terminations per contact. The cylinders
are also rated for a minimum 100 cycles
and are easily replaceable. Triple strain
reliefing is provided on all units.

Pro -Patch and Ultra -

Patch -as well as many custom
configurations incorporating
the split -cylinder contacts - are
fast setting the stage for a
new industry standard of wire
termination.
For more information on
these truly state-of-the-art audio

patching systems-or our

ADC Magnetic Controls Co.
4900 W. 78th St.. Minneapolis. MN 55435

over 300 other standard audio
and video patching systemswrite or call ADC Magnetic
Controls Co., 4900 West 78th
Street, Minneapolis. Minnesota
55435, (612) 893-3000.
Custom orders welcome.
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Continued from page

and, once
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was operational, not

it

worry about it. We had a few 'birthing

pains,' but we expected that with an
idea this new."

M/A-COM, the manufacturer

selected, was instrumental in design
of the system, taking part from the

beginning and laying much of the

groundwork for the network. Because

the concept was so new, this design
input was critical.
As Ted Lester, WRAL engineering
manager, said, "Because there were
various distances involved, we needed
someone with a lot of RF experience.

They gave

us the 'yes, it will-no, it

won't' information we needed to make
the news network operational."
One of the keys to the system proved
to be WFMY's 1941 -foot tower located
in Randolph County, NC. The tower
was built with plans to carry two TV
stations and two FM stations. To put
one M/A-COM 2GHz system and one
2.5GHz system on the tower, WFMY

had to forgo one FM antenna. Frequencies for the network were
selected by juggling the existing
microwave channels in the area to
come up with the right combination to
get the required separation. RF inter-

has improved the overall quality of
coverage for viewers throughout the
state. The key to the network's success
is that each station involved is capable
of giving its viewers greater presence
and more up-to-the-minute coverage.
WRAL feeds the other stations

heavily because it is located in the
capital city of North Carolina. Al Hinman, managing editor of the news department at WFMY, said that they can

offer news from the capital through
WRAL without having to send a crew,

or relying on tapes shipped by bus or

plane. Not only are these former
methods expensive, but they have

never been totally satisfactory. WFMY

is capable of doing the same for the
other stations. "It's just tremendous,"
Hinman said. "For example, when fire

broke out in a transformer at North
Carolina A&T State University,
WFMY was first on the scene. We
broadcast live and fed the other stations live reports and tapes over the
news network. All four stations had
in-depth coverage for their next newscast."
WSOC regularly transmits news live

to the other stations from the Charlotte Motor Speedway. Without the
network, this news would be outdated

by the time it could be gathered and

aired by the other stations. This

Bob King, WFMY engineering manager,
is shown in the Carolina News Network
master control room.

ference studies were performed to ensure that equipment for the Carolina

News Network would not interfere
with other existing bands. Although

the process became involved,
everyone agreed that the efforts were
worth the time spent.

The two microwave transmitters

and receivers are mounted on a transition platform on the tower 1575 feet in
the air. Most of the system control is
done using subcarriers. Each station
controls what it wants to receive from

the tower. Using three independent

systems (M/A-COM "G -LINE" equipment on the 2GHz, 2.5GHz and 7GHz
bands), the stations are capable of pro-

viding their viewers with live stories
and tapes instantaneously and simul-

taneously from the North Carolina
mountains to the coast. WWAY is

switched through WRAL via a 2 -way
7GHz feed, and the other stations have
direct 2 -way feeds to WFMY using the
2GHz and 2.5GHz bands.

WRAL tower

in

Raleigh, NC, where

WWAY is switched.
116
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Productivity increases
By employing this microwave system, the Carolina News Network has
extended all four stations' news cover-

age capabilities tremendously, and
January 1984

cooperative approach has allowed all
four stations to expand their coverage,
not only in volume, but also in scope.
For example, when WRAL did a story
on biocides, a chemical threat to
streams and creeks, the other member
stations were capable of picking up
the story, expanding upon it locally

and telling their viewers how this
threat was affecting them and why
they should be concerned. The sta-

tions are finding that the microwave
link can be used not only for on -the spot news, but for trend stories and
perspective pieces.
Greg Stone, WSOC general manager, said, "It's been a real boon to us in

terms of Carolina coverage. Now we
have stories that are very timely and
have been well -developed, that very
day, by another station in another part
of the state. It has added a whole new
dimension for us."
Perhaps one of the most dramatic
uses WSOC has made of the system
occurred early last summer. When a

child was lost on Roan Mountain,
deep in the Blue Ridge Mountains, in-

terest was statewide. WSOC sent its
helicopter to the mountains to cover
the search and to feed stories back dai-

ly via microwave to the studio. The
other stations received live feeds just
before news time and gave up-to-theminute progress reports on the search.
Without the network, this would have
been impossible.
Since WWAY joined the network,
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WRAL, WFMY and WSOC have been
capable of offering live coverage from

the NC coast. This had proved impossible in the past because of the ex-

pense and time involved in sending
news crews to the coast. Because of
the many events that occur in that
area during the summer, the member
stations expect to feed heavily from
WWAY during that season.
Recently, WWAY had occasion to
use its new microwave link in another
way. George Diab, president of Clay
Broadcasting, said, "WRAL in Raleigh
was getting a poor network feed from
New York. We picked up the program
signal on our satellite dish and fed it

back to Raleigh over the news network. We wouldn't have been able to
do that before."

Easy operation
From an operational standpoint, the
system is simple. All a member station

must do to receive a live or taped
transmission from another member is
to call in a request. The requested item
is sent immediately. Because the system is always in operation, any station

can send or receive stories continuously over the M/A-COM links. And
being so easy to do, the stations use
the service on a routine basis.
This new accessibility of up -to -the -

SONEX users

tell it like
they hear it.

WFMY tower antenna control system in
the master control room.

minute news programming from the

major parts of the state has greatly
enhanced and expanded each station's
newscasts. They think they have only
begun to scratch the surface of
possibilities offered by this network,
available to all four stations 24 hours a
day, seven days a week.

So far, the member stations have

used the microwave link primarily for
newsgathering, but they are beginning

to explore other areas. WRAL has
launched a new weekly sports program that airs at 11:30 p.m. every
Saturday. Because Action Sports
Saturday draws on game video from
other parts of the state, WRAL has
been capable of providing sports enthusiasts a comprehensive weekly

sports program based on sharing
video with other markets.

John Green, WRAL general manager, thinks that the implications of

Presentation control room at Multi -Image
Resources, Dallas TX; works "above
reproach"

the Carolina News Network are long-

range and encompass much more

than news and sports programming.
"For commercial stations in a competitive market to stay alive, I think
we're going to have to do more and
Control room and studio at
Eastern Sound Studios,
Methuen, MA.

Audio production facility,
Larry Blakeney &
Associates, Jackson, MS.

KLOR FM, Ponca City, OK; used
to "reduce ambient noise and
smooth our frequency response" in
news studio.

tial this system holds for us," he said.
"We have plans to try a lot of things
this year."
As Jim Hefner, WRAL news direc-

tor, said, "We're very proud of the

Get the facts today. SONEX is
manufactured by Illbruck/usa and
distributed exclusively to the pro sound
and AN industries by Alpha Audio.

AlphaAudio

2049 West Broad Street
Richmond. Virginia 23220
(804) 358-3852

Acoustic Products for the Audio Industry
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said. "That's what separates us from
other stations. This cooperative
microwave link gives us the opportunity to do that." Green said that the
real potential is yet to come, because
the electronic link holds tremendous
capabilities in entertainment, sports
and public affairs programming. "At
this time we are using 1% of the poten-

Audio Visual
Center, Hays, KS;
"Great! Stopped
reverberating
sounds" in audio
taping room.

Here are just five applications and comments from among our almost 2,000 SONEX users.
Eastern Sound: "Our studio never sounded better and our control room is very accurate...".
Blakeney: "SONEX controls acoustics beautifully, better than carpet, acoustic tile, or any other
product...don't have to worry about outside noise... or disturbing our neighbors when we
turn the volume up...". KLOR also says that it is "critical in master tape work, and far
superior to any other system we've tried."
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more informational programming," he
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Carolina News Network, both as independent stations and as a group of
TV stations working together. And,
we haven't even started to use the full
capabilities yet. There's a lot to learn.
We're the pioneers."
All those involved in the four news
departments are excited with the
potential of the network. Ron Price,
WRAL assistant news director,
summed it up by saying, "We think it's

the wave of the future in
terms of local television."
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Is AM Stereo ready to move up?
Market -place decisions
notwithstanding, the recent
introduction of receivers able to
decode signals from any of the four
systems in use today makes it
easier for broadcasters to move
ahead with AM Stereo plans.
Which system is # I?
The PMX (Magnavox) System was
first selected by the FCC to be the
Industry Standard for AM Stereo.
We established the system's
viability during the 1979 NAB Show.
The politically -inspired
"market -place" decision hasn't
affected the technical performance
of the PMX System one bit.

A

0

L .

A!

Hearing is believing.
With the PMX System, AM Stereo
music sounds like FM Stereo
music. So it makes for higher
listener appeal and better
numbers: For audience and the
bottom line.
The Winning Combination
Our Type 302A Exciter, developed
for the PMX System, and our new
Type PMX-SM I AM Stereo
Modulation Monitor give you a
superior package for AM Stereo
broadcasting.
We've built a world-wide
reputation for high -quality AM
transmitters that offer unmatched

on -air reliability with complete
transparency.

Ultimately, the day-to-day
operation of your AM Stereo
System will depend upon
equipment and service.
We stand on our track record of
providing the best of both.
If you're considering AM Stereo, or
if you just want more facts, give us
a call. You can't lose.
Continental Electronics Mfg. Co.
PO Box 270879 Dallas, Texas 75227.
Phone: 12141381-7161

1983 Continental Electronics Mfg. Co/5452
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"Panasonic Recam made our

On Saturday mornings, children all
over America are being entertained
by a unique new CBS -TV series,

"Benji, Zax and the Alien Prince"
What makes this show unique is more

than a lovable dog. It's the fact that
this Mulberry Square Productions

project is the first network series

entirely shot and edited on 1/2 -inch
tape. And the system they selected
was Panasonic Recam.

One of the reasons Joe Camp
selected Recam is its incredible YIQ
M -Format picture quality. Another
reason is its portability. It makes
changing scenes and locations fast

and easy. And that's important on a
tight production schedule.
What's more, this "Benji" production
utilizes Recam's remarkable 1/2 -inch

off-line editing system, after which,
each show is transferred to 1 -inch
for television broadcast.
Recam was also selected by ABC

new BenjiTVseries

Sports to record their momentous

ascent of Mt. Everest for "The
American Sportsman!' And by the
producers of the epic science -fiction

film "Dune" to record "The Making
of Dune" for TV broadcast in 1984.
You can see "Benji, Zax and the
Alien Prince" on Saturday mornings.

But you can see Recam right now.
Just call your nearest Panasonoc
regional office:
Northeast: (201) 348-7336
Midwest: (312) 981-4826
Southeast: (404) 925-6835
Southwest: (214) 258-6400
West: (714) 895-7200

Panasonic®
AUDIO -VIDEO SYSTEMS DIVISION
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Video

Switcher

SERIES 1500 6 x 1 Passive Video
Switcher provides a simple and economical means of manually switching
one of six sources to one output.

Auxiliary switching contacts are
included for user wiring of additional switching functions such as audio
and control circuits.

* Reliable operation

* Auxiliary switch contacts for
audio or control circuits

*

By Dan Hansen, Waupaca, WI

Over the last decade, the effi-

DYNAIR
5275 Market St., San Diego, CA 92114

Phone 619/263-7711
TWX 910/335-2040
Circle (118) on Reply Card

Want

More

information
on advertised
products?
Just refer to the reader service # beneath each ad. Circle the appropriate number
on the Reader Service Card

the back of this issue.

Complete the remaining information and mail!

BROaDCaST
eflGrleeFtlnG
P.O. Box 12901, Overland Park, KS 66212
U.S.A.
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to greater
energy efficiency

Lighted push button option

* Legendable buttons

in

Three ways
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cient use of energy has become a
vital concern of nearly everyone,
especially US radio broadcasters.
With escalating oil, gas and electricity prices, station owners and
general managers have seen their
monthly utility bills soar. However, Edward Kramer, owner/

manager of WPDR-AM/WDDCFM in Portage, WI, has been able
to double the efficiency of those
important energy dollars, and
minimize the impact of spiraling
energy costs.
Kramer, who acquired the Portage stations in 1974, soon found
himself facing a familiar problem:
His operation had outgrown the
size of the old 900 -square -foot
building he had inherited. In 1977,

when the decision was made to

build

a

new

2000 -square -foot

structure next door, to house the
stations' offices, studios and transmitters, energy conservation was
a prime consideration.
Working with Don Klabunde, of

Don's Electric in Portage, WI, a
unique approach to energy efficiency was developed. It revolved
around a 3 -component system using the AM and FM transmitters,

a heat pump and an active solar
collection system to maintain the
proper interior climate control.
Klabunde's company installed
the stations' heating and cooling
equipment and custom -designed a

Honeywell control unit, which is
the heart of the entire system. Using a minicomputer, the control

system activitates the three major
components, as needed, for maximum energy efficiency.
Although the solar collector
panels are certainly the most visi-

ble, and the most intriguing elements of the system, the AM and
FM transmitters are the most cost-

effective elements in supplying
heat to the building's offices and
studios. The 1kW AM transmitter,

which operates from 6 a.m. to
sunset, and the 3kW FM transmit-

ter, in operation 24 hours a day,
use special ductwork and a series
of motor -controlled dampers to

channel their heat through the
building's forced -air ducts, or

directly outside after the desired
68° to 70° maximum temperature
has been reached.
During cold weather periods,
when the transmitters are unable

to produce sufficient heat, the

master control unit, which senses
regular wall thermostat readings,
automatically activates the solar
storage system. There are eight so-

lar collector panels on cement
blocks adjacent to the former
studio/office building, now used
for storage. The old building also

houses the system's twin 275 gallon insulated hot water storage

tanks. A hot water coil is connected to the new building's
forced -air system and a small
pump circulates the water when
heat is called for.
This particular active solar
system was designed strictly as a
limited -use source of heat for only

A LINE OF SOPHISTICATED
MASTER CONTROL
SWITCHERS
FROM IMAGE VIDEO LTD.

CUSTOM MASTER CONTROL SWITCHER
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MODEL 8200 MASTER CONTROL SWITCHER

It is critical that professionals be assured of consistently reliable performance under the most demanding con-

ditions. IMAGE VIDEO understands that! And we've
go -le one step further...we added unfaltering performance to a switcher customized to the individual staion's

requirements. This is the ultimate in custom Master
Control Switchers!

We design a line of sophisticated Master Control
Switchers ranging from the simple two -bus system for
small stations to the large microprocessor cortrolled
system for large stations.

OUR ENGINEERS CAN DESIGN ONE...THE ONE THAT YOU NEED!
QUALITY, RELIABILITY, ECONOMY, SERVICE...
The best reasons for choosing IMAGE VIDEO.

RICE WEE 111111111E11
705 Progress Avenue, Unit 46, Scarborough, Ontario, Canada M1H 2X1, Telephone: (416) 438 3940
1051 Clinton Street, Buffalo, New York 14206, U S A., Telephone (716) 855-29911
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Video

Amplifier
a few hours per day. Klabunde
cautions that despite recent advances in technology, active solar

SERIES 1500 1 in, 4 out Video
Distribution Amplifiers provide
high quality performance in color
and high resolution monochrome
systems.

Precision hybrid video operational
amplifiers provide ±0.5 dB frequency
response to 10 MHz, +1, -2 dB at
30 MHz, and 0.25%/0.25° differential phase/gain.

* High thermal stability
* Front panel adjustment and
test points

* Self-contained with internal
power supply

DYNAIR
5275 Market St., San Diego, CA 92114

Phone 619/263-7711
TWX 910/335-2040
Circle (119) on Reply Card

energy systems remain feasible
solely as secondary sources of
heat for Wisconsin and similar
climates. He calculates that to
supply even 25% of the Portage
stations' heating requirements
during a normal season, a solar
collection system four to five cording to the best estimates of
times larger would be needed. In both Kramer and Klabunde, the

many southern and western additional cost would be approxistates, however, an active solar

system could prove a considerably
more practical source of heat.
In extremely cold weather,

when even the transmitters and
solar collectors are not able to
maintain the desired temperature,
a heat pump with back-up electric

furnace is activated. Not only is
the heat pump an efficient source
of heat, it is also a highly efficient
air conditioner.

erated by the broadcast trans-

mitters. Kramer admits that his
bill for just the electricity used

a

station's

are several relatively inexpensive
ways to conserve energy.

Some other suggestions
If you are fortunate enough to
have the offices, studios and trans-

mitters-or even the studios and

transmitters -under the same
roof, proper regulation of the

* Edge -triggered, regenerative

transmitter heat could be an im-

input amplifier

portant first step. Simply channel-

* Linear output with pulse

ing the transmitter heat through
the building during the winter,
and venting the excess heat outside in summer, could result in a

shaping filter

* Output level adjustable from
-2 to -4 V p -p
* Self-contained with internal

considerable reduction of heating

power supply

and cooling costs, using your

DYNAI R
5275 Market St., San Diego, CA 92114

Air ducting channels transmitter heat
through building.

January 1984

ly short payback time is due primarily to the use of the heat gen-

energy efficiency. In fact, there

* High impedance differential
input, -2 to -4 V p -p

Broadcast Engineering

Kramer calculates the payback
time for his WPDR/WDDC energy
system as two years. This relative-

order to increase

Distribution Amplifier provides premium performance in a compact
package. Low power consumption
makes it ideal for remote, mobile
van and ENG applications.

124

system.

sive methods or equipment in

SERIES 1500 1 in, 4 out Pulse
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mately 30%. The big savings results from a substantially lower
operating cost over the life of the

Klabunde describes the heat during that first winter in the new
pump as "an automatic environ- building was actually less than in
mental control system that will the old one. Through increased efswitch from heating to cooling as ficiency, less electricity was
needed." A pair of coils in the needed for a building about twice
refrigeration system, and a revers- as large. And most of the cost of
ing valve, enable the heat pump to the fuel oil used to heat the old
function as either a furnace or air building was also eliminated.
conditioner. When heat is called
It's not really necessary to
for, the reversing valve makes the employ the most exotic or expen-

I

Phone 619/263-7711
TWX 910/335-2040

outside coil the cold coil and the
inside coil the hot one; for cooling, the reversing valve switches
the inside coil to cold and the outside coil to hot, using the outside
air to facilitate both functions.
The initial cost of such a multi component heating/cooling system is greater than a conventional
furnace and air conditioner. Ac-

present equipment.
Also consider increasing ceiling
insulation to an R -factor of about
30 to 40 along with the installation
of double or triple pane windows.
These items, as well as caulking

Introducing the A8) 0 stereo recorder with
center track SMPTE code... from Studer, the
world leader in audio recording equipment.
Stereo+ SMPTE Code on 1/4" Tape
This is the one recorder made to meet your demand for
better quality stereo audio for video productions. With a Studer
A810 you can produce state -o: -the -art audio tracks, then use
any SMPTE-based synchroniziny/editing system to lock the A810
to your VTR's.

You don't need a 4 -track recorder. You don't need VI tape.

And you don't have to program offsets into your synchronizer
It's all possible because the A810's optional center-t.-ack SMPTE
code system uses a separate set of code heads, working 'n conjunction with
a microprocessor controlled digital delay. The separate :leads assure code -

to -audio crosstalk rejection of better than 90 dB. And the digital delay
automatically compensates for :he tape travel time between code and audh
heads at all tour tape speeds.

Total Microprocessor Control
The on -board CPU Lontrol! all A810 transport functions, all audio
status switching, and all audio parameter settings. Design flexibility

lets you program the A810 to do what you want it to do. A zero
locate and one autolocate po.sltion are fixed, but three additional
"soft keys" may be programmed for a variety of functions, includ-

ing up to three more locate positions and two different edit
modes. All audio parameters 119.as, level, EQ) are set digitally and stored in memory, with memoy storage
for two different formulations a- all four speeds. After initial set-up, you car switch to your alto .pate tape
simply by pushing a button.

External Computer Control
With the optional serial interface, you can contro; all transport and audio functions with your
personal computer 1RS2321 or with any device conforming to the forthcoming EBU/SMPTE standard
IRS422 modified).

Studer Performance and Reliability
Using all -new electronics with advanced phase compensation circuits, the A810 delivers audio performance that is compared to most other recorders -just short of phenomenal. And, as with all Studer products, the A810 is made from solid
components and assembled with Swiss precision.
Get your production room ready for tomorrow's stereo audio. Call today for the location of your nearest Studer dealer.

STUDER
Studer Revox America/1425 Elm Hill Pike/Nashville, TN 37210/1615)254-5651
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Balanced
Equalizer
and weather stripping, will pro-

vide maximum increases in

energy efficiency, at minimum
cost.
SERIES 1500 Balanced Equalizing
Amplifiers provide high quality
video transmission through 124 ohm
cable runs.

High performance 24 dB post equalization for cable runs to 3,000
ft. Extends to 7,500 ft. when used
with pre -equalizer.

* Front panel adjustments and
test points

* Two outputs
* High thermal stability
* Self-contained with internal
power supply

DYNAI R
5275 Market St., San Diego, CA 92114

Phone 619/263-7711
TWX 910/335-2040

If staff and equipment have out-

grown your current facility, and
you've decided to remodel the ex-

isting structure, or build a new
one, then energy -savings
measures in addition to those
listed above may be worthwhile.
You could simply replace your

old furnace and air conditioner
with a new, smaller, more effi-

cient model, using the same fuel.
Or you may find it advantageous
to take the opportunity to convert
to a single source of energy. One

station used an oil furnace for
heating most of the building, a gas

heating system for another, and
an outdated gas air conditioner.
They recently modernized, installed a single, more efficient
natural gas furnace, plus a smaller

and more efficient gas air conditioner.

Circle (121) on Reply Card

Unbalanced
Equalizer

In the long run, however, your
best bet may be to use a multielement system for heating and cool-

ing such as the one in use at

WPDR/WDDC. If possible, try to
take advantage of the heat normal-

ly generated by the transmitter.
For outstanding efficiency at both

heating and cooling, the heat
pump remains an excellent

choice. Don't overlook the possibilities of solar energy.
Although you may find an active
solar collection system prohibitively expensive in your area

at the present time, proper planning now during construction or
remodeling could put you in a bet-

ter position to take advantage of
future advances in active solar
technology. From an economic
standpoint, passive solar energy
currently is even more attractive
than an active system. A little extra planning and investment can
pay big dividends in energy efficiency. For example, southern
windows will let in needed heat

from the winter sun, while a

longer roof overhang will help

shade the rooms from the higher
summer sun.
Your local electric utility company can be an invaluable source

of help in planning and implementing energy -saving measures.

Most companies will gladly per-

form an energy audit of your

building, quickly pinpointing

SERIES 1500 Unbalanced Equalizing Amplifiers provide high quality
video transmission through 75 ohm
cable.

High performance 24 dB post equalization for cable runs to 3,000
feet.

* Differential/grounded inputs
* Front panel adjustments and
test points

* Two outputs
High thermal stability
* Self-contained with internal
power supply

DYNAIR
5275 Market St., San Diego, CA 92114

Phone 619/263-7711
TWX 910/335-2040

Ed Kramer, owner/manager of WPDR/WDDC, shown with solar collector panels.
Circle (122) on Reply Card
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Anritsu's Video Signal
Analyzer
Here's the economical new Video
Signal Analyzer that's making everyone from broadcast engineers to
maintenance technicians sit up
and take notice. This compact
instrument can analyze over 40
different CCIR- and FCC -recommend-

ed test signals.

At the studio or in the field
The Video Signal Analyzer MS349D

is ideal for monitoring signals from
pickup locations or in the broadcast studio. It features direct digital
readings of waveform distortion
and S/N ratio, allows comparison of
measured data to preset limits, and
even has a lOns resolution wave

v.,

memory for tracking down those
elusive ghosts.

Along the transmission line
The Video Signal Analyzer can be
used for measurements along all
kinds of transmission lines: satellite
links; terrestrial microwave lines;
submarine cable, CATV and industrial TV systems; even optical transmission links. A GPIB interface helps
make it ideal for unattended far end monitoring.

Part of a great team, too
The addition of the sophisticated
Anritsu MG311 Signal Generator
turns the MS349D into an analyzer
system for complete end -to -end
video measurements. And when a
printer is added, the MS349D can
Circle (92) on Reply Card

reproduce both measured data and
the actual video signal, to make
sure your video is always looking
good.
To see for yourself' just how pretty
video can be, contact your Anritsu
representative.

Better Instruments for
Better Communications

Anritsu
ANRITSU AMERICA, INC.
128 Bauer Drive, Oakland, NJ 07436, U.S.A.
Phone: 201 337-1111
Telex: 642-141 ANRITSU OKLD

Switch,
Distribute,
Equalize

problem areas, and offering advice on cost-effective solutions.
Many utility companies are also
involved in testing various alter-

with DYNAIR'S SERIES 1500
* 6 x 1 Video Switcher

nate sources of energy. Some may
even provide you with part of the
equipment for such a project that
allows them to monitor the system

* 1 x 4 Video Distribution Amp
* 1 x 4 Pulse Distribution Amp
* Unbalanced Equalizing Amp

and gather research data. You
might even be in line for lower

* Balanced Equalizing Amp
* Balanced Pre -Equalizing Amp

electric rates when using renewable or alternate energy sources.

* Rack Mounting Frame
* Blank Modules

* Desk Mount Kit
* Switcher Lighting Kit

Tax credits
Congress has also provided tax

incentives to encourage energy
conservation and the develop-

Convenience engineered for simple
installation, the Series 1500 shares
mounting accessories.

(

I FIT

:

011

ment of alternate energy sources.
Tax credits are available for add mg insulation and other energy saving materials to existing buildings, plus there are tax credits for
expenditures involving renewable
energy sources in new construction as well as present structures.
Several states offer similar

oil)

:

Rack Mounting Frame provides
space for three Series 1500 modules
in standard 19 -inch equipment racks.

energy tax credits, which could

you. Check first with the nearest
office of the IRS and the state tax
department or your own tax advisor to be certain as to exactly
which expenditures qualify for tax
credits.
With the increased energy costs
we've seen over the last 10 years,
coupled with projected future

price increases, virtually every

broadcaster will need to make the
efficient use of energy an integral
part of his present and long-range
operating plans in order to remain
competitive. A thoughtful, com-

prehensive approach-using a
modern, multielement system-

has helped Kramer nearly double
his energy efficiency.

Matching modern, energy -

saving technology to your

station's present needs and future

goals can help you achieve increased energy efficiency and the
increased profits that
come with it.
I :r: -N1

OPPORTUNITY
WITHOUT LitSK.

Blank module fills one unused space
in Series 1500 Rack Mounting Frame

and is a convenient housing for installer furnished customs.

Desk Mount Kit for one Series 1500
unit.

Video Switcher Lighting Kit.
Calculator -style plug-in transformer
with 6 -foot cable.

result in additional savings for

I

The biggest improvement
in 40 years has made U.S.
Savings Bonds an ideal
investment.
A variable interest
rate lets you share in rates
offered by today's securities
market. No limit on how
much you might earn.
What makes
this improved

Bond ideal is that you're
protected by a guaranteed
minimum. And if the Bond
is held to maturity, you'll
double your money.
Take another look at
this opportunity without
risk.

DYNAIR
5275 Market St., San Diego, CA 92114
Phone
1
9

5

A public service of this publication. and The Advertising Council
"la
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Can your budget

A quality video image compression
system into the picture?

The SQUEEZER from Precision Echo
fits into your picture!
Compresses the image to four selectable sizes -

The SQUEEZER:

Fitting your picture
with a unique set of
special features.

1/4, 1/9, 1/16, 1/25

Universal image positioning within raster
Image cropping from reduced size to zero and back

Border on/off switching
Adjustable size border
256 border colors, variable saturation and hue
Horizontal image flipping

Freeze frame
Stores four preset picture parameters
Dual joystick controls for image positioning and cropping
The SQUEEZER:

Your affordable
alternative is
pictured right here.

In today's vast universe of production appliications - the newsroom,
mobile production units, post production, basic special effects The SQUEEZER, at under $20,000, is the Price/Performance
Champion of cost effective video compression.

If quality and cost efficiency in a video compression system
are a part of your picture...call Precision Echo.

We'll SQUEEZE you right in.
3105 Patrick Henry Drive, Santa Clara, CA 95054
(408) 988-0516 Telex 910/338-2328

Al; PRECISION ECHO
Circle (93) on Reply Card
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Editorial

pointed out that 1983 saw two signifi-

Continued from page 10
will help us move into the future...
given the competitive pressures of
the international market. But,
however much we need standards

for equipment...we also need to
put thought and energy into stan-

dards of expectations and efficiency."
Julius Barnathan
President
Broadcast Operations
and Engineering
American Broadcasting Company
SMPTE address, Oct. 31, 1983

In our December 1983 issue, Joseph

Flaherty, vice president, Engineering
and Development, CBS Television,
devoted a paper to "TV Standards-Whither or Whether." He

cant advances. First was the formation of an industrywide standardization effort (under the Advanced
Television Standards Committee of
the JCIC) to explore the need for, and
to coordinate voluntary technical
standards for, advanced TV systems
in improved NTSC, enhanced 525 -line

systems and in HDTV. The second
was the first worldwide TV standard,
the world -compatible standard for
digital coding of TV signals.
As Flaherty said, "The ATSC may be

this nation's last chance to self -determine its future TV systems and to retain the technical leadership it has so
long enjoyed." He followed with a plea

standards, with a suggested course of
action to follow.
In this endeavor, time is our enemy.
As Flaherty observed, should we fail
to initiate the leadership to develop an
efficient, orderly and responsive standards organization in this country, we

shall surrender control of our technological future to others.
Thus, 1984 may be a crucial year for
the United States to further its interest
in the development of standards. BE

urges all who are concerned about
your broadcast future to weigh the
alternatives and to pledge support to

the working groups that need your
help and cooperation. A coordinated

for action by the EIA, IEEE, NAB,

effort by all is needed if we are to take
charge of history and guide the future

NCTA and SMPTE-working through
the JCIC -to undertake an immediate
and intensive review of existing TV

course of broadcasting in the directions that best suit our

channels aboard Westar IV,

recently by RCA. The new division
will be headquartered at the
company's plant in Lancaster, PA. It
will include the corporation's present
electro-optics and systems activities,

interests and needs.

I =T:))))I

business
CORPORATE DATA

Adams -Russell Company Video Information Systems Division has announced the signing of an agreement
with Colony Communications, Providence, RI, covering the purchase of
an ARVIS-7000 system for automating

functions associated with the sales
and administration of local and
regional CATV advertising.

Altec Corporation, Anaheim, CA, has
voluntarily requested court protection
while it undergoes reorganization
under Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy

Code. This step became necessary
because of the burdens imposed by
the company's subordinated debentures and preferred stock. However,
Altec plans to continue supplying
acoustic and electronics products to
its customer base.

James L. DeStefano, executive vice
president of EMCEE Broadcast Prod-

ucts, White Haven, PA, and Dennis
Atha, president of Delta-BencoCascade, Rexdale, Ontario, Canada,

have announced the signing of an
agreement to represent each other's
line of translators and other LPTV
transmitters, in their respective countries.

The Mutual Broadcasting System,
Arlington, VA, has entered into a
3 -year agreement with GEO/SAT
COMM for full-time uplinking
capabilities in Houston. GEO/SAT

COMM,
a
subsidiary of
SBS/GeoSource Communications,
will service Mutual's multicasting
130
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transponders 1D and 2D, from its fully

computerized uplink facility, which
has been used extensively for private
networking and oil -field communications.

Continental Electronics Mfg. Company, Dallas, has signed a sharing
agreement with NAP Consumer Electronics Corporation, Knoxville, TN,
to manufacture and market the

Magnavox PMX AM stereo equip-

ment needed by AM radio stations to
transmit stereo programming.

which are situated in Lancaster;
Somerville, NJ; and Montreal,
Canada.

California Microwave recently announced that its subsidiary, Satellite
Transmission Systems, dedicated its
new 60,000 -square -foot plant at 125
Kennedy Drive, Hauppauge, NY.

Tannoy Products Ltd. recently

Comtech Data Corporation, Syossett,
NY, has announced the appointment
of Allied Broadcast Equipment as national distributor for its line of
satellite audio terminal equipment.

moved to a larger office. The new address is Beadman St., West Norwood,
London SE27 OPW; and the telephone
number is 01-670-1131.

Agfa-Gevaert's Magnetic Tape Division, Teterboro, NJ, has recently add-

Dearborn Wire & Cable Company
recently opened a new branch sales
office and warehouse at 14182 Central
Ave., Chino, CA. The phone number

ed Burlington Audio Tape to

its

authorized audio dealers responsible
for marketing AGFA studio mastering
tape on Long Island.

is 714-591-9393.

Magnum Microwave's marketing and

sales department has moved into a
NEW ADDRESSES, DIVISIONS

National Semiconductor Corporation announced construction of a
125,000 -square -foot research and
development facility adjacent to its

corporate headquarters at 2900
Semiconductor Drive, Santa Clara,
CA 95051.

Establishment of a new products division that will be responsible for plan-

ning, developing and entering new
electronic markets was announced

new 7000 -square -foot facility. The

company's mailing address remains
the same: 365 Ravendale Drive, Mountain View, CA 94043.

Riviera Capital Corporation has
established a special division, Riviera

Broadcast Leasing, which will be

dedicated exclusively to servicing the
special needs and requirements of the
broadcast industry. The new division

will be operating out of Riviera's

newest branch office in Encino, CA,
and out of the Huntington
Beach, CA, office.
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new
products
SCPC audio input monitor
Microdyne's 1000-SCM series frequency modulates a baseband audio
signal and provides an IF output for
upconversion to the 5.925-6.425GHz
band by a companion 1100TVE frequency -agile

is 50Hz-15kHz. Both models provide a
frequency -modulated fixed carrier in
the 50-90MHz band for upconversion

and transmission to a satellite using
the SCPC radio system.
Circle (305) on Reply Card

exciter. The standard

1000-SCM-40 has an input frequen-

Production switcher system

cy range of 50Hz-7.5kHz. The
1000-SCM-200 input frequency range

Sony Video Communications' Director 2000 3 -component system includes

the SEG-2000A special effects generator, the WEX-2000 wipe pattern ex-

MINUSCULE.
Until you use it.

tender and the CRK-2000 universal
chroma-keyer. The SEG-2000A, capable of operating on ac or dc power,

can be used in studio and field production. It is equipped with connections for up to six color cameras, one
playback VTR, one camera for an ex-

ternal keyer and one camera for

downstream keying using the built-in
downstream keyer. The WEX-2000 extends the selection of the SEG-2000A
to 84 wipe patterns. It also has

memorization capabilities of up to

three patterns. The CRK-2000 has dual
outputs for composite video signals as
well as a separate RGB input. Another
feature is the natural chroma-key
SHOWN ACTUAL SIZE

the job of a good lavalier
You'll know it's there,
microphone is to be heard and not
though. Thanks to Sennheiser
seen. So we're introducing the new
back-electret technology and
MKE 2 micro -miniature electret
an extremely thin, low -mass
lavalier mic-our smallest ever. It
diaphragm, the MKE 2 gives you
comes with a variety of clothing
uncanny transient response, and
attachments and can even be taped
frequency response from 40 to
to the wearer's skin. So whether your
20,000 Hz, all with low sensitivity
talent is fully costumed for an epic
to mechanical noises. Which
or scantily clad
means you hear clear voices, not
they'll hardly
ruffled clothing. See the MKE 2 for
know it's
yourself. but be prepared to look closely.
there.

SENNHEISER®
Sennheiser Electronic Corporation (N.Y.)

C 1983 Sennheiser Electronic CO, DO, 11.11 N

10 West 37th Street New York. N Y 10018 (212) 239-0190
Manufacturing Plant: 0-3002 Wedemark, West Germany

)

facility that creates natural shadows
and softness on the compound key
camera's picture.
Circle (306) on Reply Card

Controller
Microprobe Electronics' Autonet

controller automatically records net-

work news and sports feeds each

hour. It also automatically records
feeds at a preset time each hour or by

an external command from an automation system.
Circle (307) on Reply Card

Volt -ohmmeter
The 3525 DIGI-PROBE from Triplett

for 11111/FM/TII MONITORS

Corporation offers shirt -pocket size,
internal overload protection and auto ranging features. It uses large 5mm,
easy -reading 3.5 -digit LCD display
with a Data Hold feature to facilitate
measurements in low ambient light or
confined areas.

(e

Circle (308) on Reply Card

Circle (95) on Reply Card

When accuracy Counts...tount on Beier
40

U-matic videocassette
1

9

9

Fuji Photo Film USA's 3/4 -inch H521

BR features dropouts measured at no

more than four per minute and a
-C WHIP= MP 1111111111111-

BELAR
MOOtll /MON MOM,.

BELAR CALL ARNO MEYER (215) 687-5550
ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC.
LANCASTER AVENUE AT DORSET. DEVON. PA 19333 BOX 826 (215) 687-5550

Circle (96) on Reply Card
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boosted video and color SIN ratio up
to + 2dB over the H521. Compared to
the H521, video SIN and color SIN
performance have been increased up
to + 2dB. Also, the H521 BR can remain in the stop -motion mode for as
much as 180 minutes.
Circle (311) on Reply Card

innovative
500

The nova 500 Digital Time Base Corrector
defines a new industry standard. For the
first time, digital performance doesn't
have to cost a lot.
The nova 500 will time base correct all 3/4"
and 1/2" non -segmented video tape

recorders which accept sync and derived
subcarrier inputs. The result, full band-

width time base corrected signal.
Only one rack unit high (1.75"), the nova
500 fits into even the most cramped van
or equipment rack. A weight of only
10 lbs. enhances portability in field
applications.

8 bit 4X subcarrier sampling is employed
for maximum picture fidelity. Advanced
design memory provides 32 lines of video

storage. Proven technology allows operation with less than 50 Watts of power
dissipation.
All active components are temperature
cycled, burned -in and tested PRIOR to
assembly into the nova 500. Eash system
is thoroughly burned -in after test for
added reliability. Power supplies operate
at no more than 55% of their rated
capacity.
You compare! The nova 500 Digital Time
the best things do come
Base Corrector
in small packages!
.

.

For further information and pricing
contact: nova systems, inc.
20 tower lane, avon, ct 06001
(203) 677-5252

Circle (97) on Reply Card
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Ultralight replacement headphones
R -Columbia ultralight headphones,
weighing only 0.75 ounce, can replace
any monaural or stereo headphone of
the traditionally heavier types. The

ELIMINATE

GLARE.

UL -85 headphone is available with or

without mic boom attachments, and
can be ordered terminated in standard
or miniplugs.
Circle (309) on Reply Card

Antenna steering system

VHF FM transmitters
The FBN-9000E series transmitters
(10kW, 20kW and 40kW models) from
NEC America's Broadcast Equipment
Division are compact. The cabinet design (incorporating cooling air

blower, HT transformer and har-

monic filter) permits simple installation in an economically constructed
transmitter room. The transmitters
operate in a frequency band of

87.5-108MHz (programmable in
50kHz steps).
Circle (315) on Reply Card

Chroma/phase display
A Chroma/Phase Display (CDPA)

feature will now be included in all
CTVM 3 Barco monitors and CD 3
chroma decoders from Elector USA.
CDPA facilitates the correct adjustment of monitor phase and saturation
controls. The feature does not require
SMPTE color bars (only full -field color bars) and is activated by a button on
the front panel.
Circle (316) on Reply Card

A new antenna steering system is
available for the Magnatech zero offset polar mount. Quadrant steering

features a rotary actuator to allow a

continuous 130° arc. A hydraulic
motor rotates the antenna at a
uniform speed of 2.5°/s. The hydraulic

drive used in the quadrant steering

system may be stopped instantaneously, using a simple valve to achieve a

repeatable positioning accuracy of
more than 0.05°. A pressure relief
bypass valve prevents overtravel
damage to the actuator.

Video typewriter
Corporation of America's
VTW-600 features a preview function
that allows new or just -received inforFOR -A

mation to be set up on the preview
monitor while data already programmed appears on the program monitor.

It also permits addition of color to
each character
different colors (using the FOR -A col-

or control unit-CU-600). An 8 -page
memory is standard, with up to eight
lines per page and 32 characters per
line.
Circle (317) on Reply Card

Circle (310) on Reply Card

BLACKWRAP

FLEXIBLE MATTE BLACK
ALUMINUM

High resolution color monitor
The XM-1300 13 -inch rack -mount
professional monitor from Sharp Elec-

tronics Corporation may be used in

studio or EFP. The monitor, with

0.31mm dot pitch, offers more than
600 lines of resolution at center

HEAVY DUTY
FORM HOLDING
COATED TWO SIDES
Mask light leaks, shape
beams, cut glare, cover
up loose ends...

Convenient 12" x 50' roll.
Write or call for more info.

screen. A front -panel control permits
simple switching from notch filter to
comb filter, which provides maximum
resolution and minimizes cross -color
interference.
Circle (312) on Reply Card

Universal under monitor display
The Image Video 7707 is a 4 -character alphanumeric display with on air indicator. It is designed for source
identification in conjunction with pic-

ture monitors. The system can be
driven directly from Image Video

THE

GREAT

AMERICAN
MARKET

826 N. COLE AVENUE HOLLYWOOD CA 90038
TELEPHONE 213 461-0200 TWX 910 494 1233

(C, 1983 The Great American Market.

routing or master control switchers
or, with an optional RS -232 interface,

can be driven from any routing or

master control switcher that has a tally output. Display units are available
in rack and wall mount.
Circle (313) on Reply Card

Circle (98) on Reply Card
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California Microwave's CD5800 fea-

tures an electronic keyloader, separate master and working keys, battery

backup for key retention, up to 16

standby keys with automatic key

change and down -line key management capabilities. Alarm reporting

circuits allow access to 11 status
alarm outputs. Maintenance assistance is provided by equipment self diagnostics, system and local loop test
modes and bypass operation.
Circle (314) on Reply Card

1:1:4M1

SOUND. SCIENCE. SYNERGY.
When you see "1BL" on a speaker, sound system or our newly acquired partner UREI Electronic
Products, you're looking at a great deal more than a company logo. You're looking at the synergy of
science and sound. At the marriage of advanced scientific research and innovative application.
The science of sound and JBL have always been synonymous. Tools from laser holography to the
computer to robotics are helping JBL bring new clarity, richness and authority to sound.
1BL research has produced the first perfected use of pure titanium in the audio industry,
giving new ruggedness, dependability, and sound integrity to the compression driver
diaphram. Our patented "diamond surround" diaphram has dramatically extended
nigh frequency response.
We've harnessed computer science to make major advances in the design of JBL transducers and UREI audio electronics. And microprocessor -directed mechanical arms are
flat -winding voice coils for even greater material density and efficiency.
Our quality control netwcrk remains the most comprehensive, most demanding in the
industry. Every single part. component, and system is put through a rigorous, uncompromising battery of tests and inspections. At the end of each production
phase, every product is graphed and compared against
its exacting design goals. Finally, products move to
Quality Assurance where they are life -cycle tested to
insure pro -rugged dependability.
At JBL, we are committed to sound and the sciences
that bring it to life. Because we know the caliber
of our performance plays an integral
part in yours.
JBL Incorporated. 8500 Balboa
Boulevard, P.O. Box 2200, Northridge,
California 91329 U.S.A.

JBL

II mternationw
I. '118
,OL Inc 1983
11

Circle (99) on Reply Card

sachtler
THE PERFECT HEADLINE
for your ENG- or EFP-camera

Video 20

sachtler
camera supporting systems
offering
Dial -in - up to seven - steps of drag,
independently adjustable for pan and tilt,

built in compensation for center of
gravity displacements,
camera -adequate or dynamic counterbalancing, adjustable on the spot
for all your possible requirements,
extreme positive, operational locks,
not effecting camera orientation
when operated,
a leak -proof by design fluid system
with guaranteed (for years) trouble free
operation,
an all -in -one piece unit for easy handling
and transport,

that is available when and where you need it
worldwide.
Its the Sachtler headline offering all
these features, dont ask for less!

Call on your nearest Sachtler dealer
or write to

Sachtler Corporation of America
400 Oser Avenue, Hauppauge NY 1178/8
Phone (516) 2 310033, Tx 140170,
a subsidiary of Sachtler GmbH
Dieselstr. 16

D-8046 Garching/Munchen
Phone (89) 32040 41, Telex 5215340
Circle (105) on Reply Card

Video 30

people
Three new staff additions at the Cetec Antenna facilities
in Sacramento, CA, have been made as a part of the company's continuing growth. They are: William Borland as
controller, Ali Mahnad as antenna design engineer and
Edward Fitzgerald as FM sales product manager.

Perfect Timing
MASTER

CLOCK SYSTEMS

Five new sales and marketing appointments have been
announced by ADDA Corporation. Bernard V. Munzelle
has been named Eastern regional distributor sales manager, a new position. Munzelle, who was formerly vice
president of marketing for Hitachi Denshi America, Ltd.,
will handle the company's distributor activities in the
New York area. Timothy Stockhaus has been named

A

Western regional distributor sales manager. He was
formerly product manager at Television Associates,

Mountain View, CA. Donald A. Carlsen has been named

Pacific regional manager and will be headquartered in
Los Angeles. In his new assignment, he will be directing
sales primarily to broadcast and production facilities in
the southern California, southern Nevada, Arizona, Utah
and New Mexico area. Carlsen succeeds Sheila Holmes Ross, who has been named Northwest regional manager,

a new direct sales region for ADDA, which includes

Northern California, Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Montana and Northern Nevada. James G. "Butch" Fadely has

been named Southeast regional manager and will be
headquartered in Atlanta.

Warren Trumbly has been named sales engineer for
Townsend Associates, and will be working out of the
West Coast sales office in Sacramento, CA.

Stephen G. Tom has been named regional account

If seeing the same time on all your clocks is
important, select ES 192L -Line Frequency
timebase, for only $341.

If a guaranteed accuracy of three seconds

per month is what you want, choose ES
160 -$1,103.

How about one second per month? ES
16011 -$1,286.

manager for Bonneville Satellite Communications. Based

at BSC's main southern California operations center in
San Diego, Tom will develop sales and marketing pro-

Or National Bureau of Standards accuracy!

grams covering the company's full range of satellite communication services.

VVAA'V to provide a Master with unquestioned
accuracy. $1,286 with receiver and antenna.

Frank Logan has been named Western regional sales
manager for Convergence Corporation, Logan formerly
was employed by Wang Laboratories.

Robert A. Lundeen has joined Rees Associates, Architects, Planners, Engineers as vice president in charge of
operations for the company's new Houston office.

Comtech Telecommunications Corporation has announced the appointment of Walter J. Gordon as president of its subsidiary, Comtech Microwave Corporation.
As president, Gordon will have responsibility for the
overall low noise amplifier operations and will be expanding the capabilities of Comtech Microwave into
other associated product areas.
Data Communications Corporation, Broadcast Division,

has announced the promotion of Greg Calhoun to the

ES 190 is synchronized to Radio Station

ESE Master Clock Systems are simple
to install. All Masters have a Serial Time Code

output, able to drive twenty slave displays
without buffering. Slaves range in size fi
4" LED to 2" gas discharge displays, priced
from $166 to $471.

IF vOU ALREADY HAVE A SYSTEM AND
WANT TO EXPAND IT, get the ES 167A Serial

Time Code Generator ($153), then add any
number of our low cost slaves.

Many, many options and accessories are
available. Ask us about them. Our brochure

tells the whole story, but not for long. We
keep adding new products.

position of regional sales manager. He formerly held the
position of assistant sales manager, Broadcast Division,
and has been with DCC since 1976. Doug Domergue has
been promoted to regional sales manager. He formerly
held the position of area manager, New York, Broadcast
Division, and has been with DCC since 1980.

Allan J. Harding has been elected vice president, fi-

nance, of Electronics, Missiles & Communications. Harding has been with EMCEE since November
1982, serving as director of finance.

Write, Wire or Call: (213) 322-2136
142 SIERRA STREET EL SEGUNDO, CALIFORNIA 90245
Circle (106) on Reply Card

THE TRUE
MEASURE OF
PERFORMANCE

calendar
Jan. 23-25

The Hyatt Regency in New Orleans will be the site of
OFC-'84, a topical meeting on optical fiber communication. Topics will range from basic research to hardware
manufacture and systems development and applications.
For more information, contact OFC-'84, c/o Optical Society of America, 1816 Jefferson Place, NW, Washington, DC
20036.
Jan. 25-27

Giants Stadium in East Rutherford, NJ, will be the site
of the Business Telecommunications Exposition. For more
information, contact Michael C.J. Houston, TEG, 9128
Columbia Ave., North Bergen, NJ 07047; 210-662-1318.
Jan. 31 -Feb. 2

ASACA/ SHIBASOKU
201 Envelope Delay Measuring Set
This compact unit measures the envelope delay in video
transmission equipment quickly and accurately. It
displays both delay and amplitude response simultaneously on a large, easy -to -read screen. A built-in sweep
and CW generator measures delays up to 200kHz10MHz. An internal sync generator measures systems
with clamp controls. Sweep speed control and fixed
frequency markers help you take more accurate
readings, keeping errors to an absolute minimum.

Measures from +100ns to -500ns (+50ns to -25ns
2X mag.)

Internal sweep and CW generator covers 0.1-10MHz.
Variable sweep rate 1-10Hz.
7 -inch square CRT readout with FCC graticule facilitates transmitter alignment.
Provides delay compensation up to 1Ons.
Available in NTSC; PAL B, M, N; and SECAM systems.
FCC Scale (NTSC)
0.2

-2

---

+ 100

0

Feb. 9-14

"The Road to the Future" will be the theme of the 21st
Annual NATPE (National Association of TV Program Ex-

ecutives) International Conference to be held at the
Moscone Center in San Francisco. Two futurists, John

Naisbitt and Robert Waterman, Jr., each with a best seller

on the book lists for the past year, have been signed to
make special presentations. Joan Rivers will headline the
Iris Awards evening. For more information, contact
NATPE, Suite 1205, 30 E. 42nd St., New York, NY 10017;
212-687-3484.
Feb. 10-11

The 18th Annual SMPTE TV Conference will be held in
the Queen Elizabeth Hotel in Montreal. For more information, contact the SMPTE, 862 Scarsdale Ave.,
Scarsdale, NY 10583.
Feb. 10-14

Moscone Center in San Francisco will be the site of
NATPE-'84 (National Association of Television Program

Executives). For more information, contact NATPE,
Suite 1205, 30 E. 42nd St., New York, NY 10017;

-100
2.1
1

1111111

212-687-3484.

111111111-114111111

1

March 6-8

The Armed Forces Communications and Electronics

+1

300

OdB

_
-400

-1

Association First Far East Conference and Exposition will

3.58

3
_

-

-500

4.

8

Measure your performance with the best.
ASACA/ SHIBASOKU 201. Accurate measurement and
alignment every time.

For complete specifications, write:

ASACA/SHIBASOKU CORP. OF AMERICA
12509 Beatrice Street. Los Angeles. California 90066
Sales, Service: (800) 423-6347 (213) 827-7144
Circle (107) on Reply Card
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01701; 800-225-4698 or 617-879-0700.

4 (MHz)

3

(ns)

-200

The Communication Networks Conference and Exposition will be held at the Washington Convention Center in
Washington, DC. More than 100 sessions will be featured,
along with more than 100 exhibitors. For registration information, contact Louise Myerow, Communication Networks, Box 880, 375 Cochituate Road, Framingham, MA
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be held at the Plaza Hotel in Manila, Philippines. The
conference will focus on the telecommunications, C31
(command, control, communications and intelligence),
and communications and electronics requirements of
Free World allies in the Pacific and Indian Ocean areas.
For exhibit information, contact John Spargo &
Associates, 5641 Burke Centre Parkway, Burke, VA
22015; 703-425-8590; telex 90-1114 AFCEA BURK.

March 12-14
The Fifth Annual Fiber Optical Communications short

course will be offered by the Center for Professional
Development of Arizona State University's College of
Engineering and Applied Sciences. The course is designed for those entering the fiber -optics industry-systems and component designers, manufactur-

ELECTRONIC
engineers, engineering managers, marketing
managers, sales engineers, teachers, and others who reing

quire an understanding of optical waveguide communications. More information is available from the
ASU Center for Professional Development at
602-965-1740.

April

TUBES

3-5

The International Teleconference Symposium (ITS) will
be held in five locations concurrently: Sydney, Australia;

Tokyo; London; Toronto; and Philadelphia. These sites
will be linked in selected combinations by teleconference
connections (audio, video, graphics) during parts of each
day. For more information, contact Conference Clearway
Ltd., Conference House, 9 Pavilion Parade, Brighton BN2
1RA, United Kingdom.

April 25-27
EDS-'84 will be held in the Las Vegas Hilton Hotel, Las
Vegas, NV. For the first time in the convention's 47 -year

history, distributors are invited as exhibitors. For more
information, contact Electronic Industry Show Corporation, 222 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 1606, Chicago, IL
60606; 312-648-1140.

April 29 -May 2
NAB -'84 will be held in Las Vegas, NV. For more information, contact NAB, 1771 N. St., NW,
'T:)))))
Washington, DC 20036.

All major brands
at the lowest prices.
Traismitting, receiviic, camera and cathode ray
tubes, socketd, chimneys, capacitors and related
components in stock: for immediate delivery world-

Something Brand New In Timecode
THE BCS TCC-1 TIMECODE CENTER
- Color frame coherent. - Frame by frame jam -sync.

-7 video display modes. -Unintrusive square
display. -Vertical interval display. -Stable display
over fast rewinding tape (patent pending). - User bits

and time displayed simultaneously on the screen.
- Frames display can be turned off above 1/2 speed.
- Capability to convert military into 12 hour time,
reader or generator. - 10mV input sensitivity, reads
from the BVU-110. - RS -232C interface. -3 sources

of synchronization. -Black burst output for field
units. -3 different types of time code 110 connectors. -Pull-out user instruction card and very much
more.

OTHER PRODUCTS

- Time code phase corrector that fills in drop -outs.
-A reader that regenerates and rephases code. -A
low cost jam -sync generator color frame coherent
- Studio and console clocks that translate military
time into 12 hour time.
BROADCAST COMPUTER SYSTEMS INC.
57 Elm Ave., HACKENSACK, N.J. 07601
(516) 671-7278

Circle (108) on Reply Card

wide.

AMPEREX CEI EIMAC GE HITACHI ITT
JRC MACHLETT RCA RAYTHEON SYLVANIA
TOSHIBA VARIAN WESTINGHOUSE
Calvert set new stancards by supplying components
with factory -backed cuarantees at the lowest prices.
We ship within 24 hours of order acceptance.
NEW CUSTOMERS-WE ACCEPT TELEPHONE ORDERS.
lnqui' about our convenient Mat .:10 terms. We gibe special attention to new
acco,nts and will expedite openm your account.

COAST TO COAST TOLL FREE NUMBERS:
To call NJ office 800.526.6362 (except from NJ)
To call CA office 800-421.7549 (except from CA)

800-824-6232 (from CA only)

CALVERT
ELECTRONICS, INC.
One Bran:a Rd . E Rutherford NJ 07073
201-460-3800 TWX 710-989-31-6
Telex 49913274

Millifigl

1355 Redondo Ave

Suite 6.

L)rig Beach CA 90804
213-498-3504
Circle (109) on Reply Card

professional
services
VIR JAMES P.C.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS

STEIGER, HURRAY &
ASSOCIATES INC.

Applications and Field Engineering
Computerized Frequency Surveys
3137 W. Kentucky Ave. -80219

Broadcast Technical Consultants
ANTENNA SYSTEM SPECIALISTS
6816 Westview Drive
Cleveland, OH 44141

(303) 937.1900

DENVER, COLORADO
Member AFCCE & NAB

(216) 526-7187

ATLANTIC RESEARCH CORPORATION

FCC DATA BASE

Jansky & Bailey
Telecommunications Consulting

datswonld
AM FM TV LPTV mDS
Tower Location/Height
Allocation Studies

Member AFCCE

1302 18th St., N.W.

5390 Cherokee Avenue
Alexandria. Virginia 22314

Suite 502
Washington, D.C. 20036

(202)296-4790

1703) 642-4000

D. L. MARKLEY

vrWARD RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING

AM -FM
UHF -VHF TV
COMPLETE MAINTENANCE AND
REFURBISHING LAB
EMERGENCY FIELD MAINTENANCE
CUSTOM STUDIO AND RF SYSTEMS
DESIGN AND MODIFICATIONS

& Associates, Inc.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS

206 North Bergen
Peoria, Illinois 61604
(309) 673-7511

C

Member AFCCE

RD 1 BOX 133-F BRIDGEVILLE, DE 19933
302.337-8094

RADIO ENGINEERING CO.
CONSULTANTS

MIDWEST ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES

NORWOOD J. PATTERSON

150 Wesley Rd.
Creve Coeur, Illinois 61611
Phone (309) 698-3160

BOX 420
SANTA YNEZ CA 93460

(805) 688.2333
Serving Broadcasters over 35 years

BROADCAST ENGINEERING
SERVICE COMPANY
TV -FM -AM Field Engineering-

Emergency Maintenance-Turnkey InstallationSystem Design-Survey and CritiqueInterim Maintenance or Chief Engineer

B E S COMPANY
100 Star Trail, New Port Richey. Fla. 33553. 813-868-2989

Dr. Jeremy K. Raines, P.E.
Consulting Electromagnetic Engineer
Antennas, arrays, parasltics, top loading,
guy wires, and reradiating obstacles
analyzed using the method of moments.
13420 Cleveland Drive

Potomac, Maryland 20850 (301) 279-2972
Member AFCCE

Why not run
your business card
here?

Only $50.00
per insertion.
Frequency discounts
available.
Call 913/888-4664
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Consulting Engineers
m
E

F. W. Hannel, P.E.
Member AFCCE

SMITH and POWSTENKO
Broadcasting and Telecommunications
Consultants

2000 N Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20036
(202) 293-7742

T & G OPTICS, INC.
71-01 INGRAM STREET
FOREST HILLS, NY 11375
COMPLETE REPAIR SERVICE FOR COLOR TELEVIS ON
CAMERA BEAMSPIITTER OPTICS. LENSES, COATINGS,
MULTIPLEXER MIRRORS, FILTERS AND PROJECTORS:
WRITE OR CALL GERALD PINCUS (212) 544-8156 twen-

ty tour hour service with pleasure.

Reconfirm
your involvement in
the broadcast industry!
Renew

your subscription
today.

EVANS ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING TELECOMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERS
AM-FM-TV-CATV-ITFS-LPTV SATELLITE
216 N. Green Bay Road
Thlensville, Wisconsin 53092
Phone: (414) 242-6000 Member AFCCE

R. L. HOOVER

Consulting Telecommunications
Engineer
11704 Seven Locks Road
Potomac, Maryland 20854
301.983-0054
Member AFCCE

1A).5)
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RADIO CONSULTING ENGINEERS
STATION DESIGN AND SERVICE
ELECTRONIC PRODUCT DESIGN

Edward A. Schober, P.E.
402 Tenth Avenue, Haddon Heights. NJ 08035
(6091 546-1841

SINCE 1952

NISI

Tel. 201-627-7400

MICROWAVE SERVICES
INTERNATIONAL, INC.

SATELLITE AND TERRESTRIAL SYSTEMS
CONSULTANTS ENGINEERS CONSTRUCTORS
FREQUENCY COORDINATORS
VICTOR J. NEXON, PE
266 W. MAIN ST.
PRESIDENT
DENVILLE, NJ 07834

MEMBER AFCEE

McCLANATHAN & ASSOCIATES, INC.
Consulting Engineers
APPLICATIONS & FIELD ENGINEERING
TURNKEY INSTALLATIONS-RADIO & TV
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA DESIGN
P.O. Box 750
PORTLAND, OREGON 97207
Phone: 503/246-8080 Member AFCCE
TWX 910-464-6112/Front!

John Aalto, P.E.
Consulting Engineer
TELEVISION PRODUCTION
AND POST PRODUCTION SYSTEMS

(213) 664-9790 1755 North Dillon Street
Los Angeles, CA 90026

For additional
advertiser
information, use
the Reader Service
Card in the back of
the magazine.
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HEAD RE -CONTOURING
Standard 24 hour service. All Mfgr's & Trk
formats: Audio, Video, & Still Storage. Full
line of replacement heads & accessories are
also available. Send for FREE brochure.
RESTORATION
15904 STRATHERN ST. #23 VAN NUYS, CA 91406
1213) 994.6602
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PRIME SOURCE
PRECISION MAGNETIC
DTITEST TAPES ON=
Standard Tape Laboratory, Inc.
261 20 Eden Landing Road #5, Hayward, CA 94 545

(415) 786.3546
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NOW SAFE AREA, SAFE TITLE AND
CENTRE LINES ARE AFFORDABLE:
$1095
8 independent loop thru video channels, each can have
any combination with digitally derivec stability

DATA SHEET ON REQUEST
Maric Industries Ltd.. 2978 Pasture Circle
Port Coquitlam. B.C. V3C 2C2 Canada
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HEAD RE -LAPPING

AND NEW HEADS FOR AMPEX
Worn cartridge and reel to reel heads recon7oured and re -lapped for original perfor-

mance. Send for free brochure.
R. K. Morrison Co.

819 Coventry Road Kensington, CA 94707
(415) 525-9409
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Interested in ordering custom reprints of an article from this
issue?* Reprints of articles about your company or products can be
valuable sales and marketing tools. For information, call or write
Robyn Kahn, Intertec Publishing Corp., P.O. Box 12901, Overland
Park, Kansas 66212; (913) 888-4664.
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CH
An Exclusive

Invitation
Broadcast Engineering invites you to join
this high level delegation.
You and a limited number of other select international
broadcast executives and equipment manufacturers will
have a rare opportunity to meet with China's top broadcast station and equipment manufacturing officials and
specialists. You will participate in one of the most complete technical tours of the Chinese broadcast industry
ever organized. And the first such tour ever offered to
the entire broadcast industry.

Sponsored by BROADCAST ENGINEERING in cooperation
with The Ministry of Broadcasting and Television, this exclusive
technical tour delegation is open to international broadcast station
executives, consultants, equipment manufacturers and prominent
educators.
Itinerary:
Organized with your needs and interests in mind, the itinerary includes
visits to key technical facilities in
each Chinese city visited. Delegates will have the opportunity to talk frankly with Chinese broadcast facility and plant
operators at the plant and facility sites.

China Broadcast Tour Cities:
Beijing

Shanghai
Guangzhou
Hong Kong

Some China Broadcast Tour Highlights:
Shanghai Radio and Television
Broadcast Technical Institute
Guangzhou Radio and Television
Central Broadcasting Station
Broadcast equipment factories
R&D Foreign Language Dept
And more

Radio Peking

NEW Date:
14 day tour departs
May 28, 1984
Tour Leader:
Cameron Bishop, Publisher, Broad-

.1 to:
China Broadcast Tour
Roman Specialty Tours
P.O. Box 1607
Lafayette, CA 94549 USA
Please send me without obligation information about the
CHINA BROADCAST TECHNICAL TOUR:

Name

Company Name
Address
City
Country
Telex

Title

State or Province
Postal Code
Telephone

Sponsored by BROaRcrgaTG

cast

Engineering,

Intertec

Publishing Corp.

Contact:
George H. Roman, Roman Specialty Tours, P.O. Box 1607, Lafayette,
CA, 94549 USA (415) 284-9180
Special Note:

The number of tour delegates will
be strictly limited. Persons interested in participating should inquire early.
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word, each insertion, and must be accompanied by
cash to Insure publication.

wideo

Each initial or abbreviation counts a full word.

Minimum classified charge, $25.00.
For ads on which replies are sent to us for forwarding (blind ads), there Is an additional charge of $25.00
per insertion, to cover department number, processing
of replies, and mailing costs.

engineers

Classified columns are not open to advertising of
any products regularly produced by manufacturers
unless used and no longer owned by the manufacturer
or distributor.

IEllnjill

HELP WANTED
ENGINEER: PBS seeks an Engineer to plan/design
new installations and updates of our complex

technical plant. Candidate will be responsible for
assessing the equipment and facilities in our plant

We're communications specialists with the

-

Our growth has created these opportunities for highly competent,
creative problem solvers who know how to roll up their sleeves and

against the requirements of the PTV system and other

users of our facilities. The engineer we seek will
recommend solutions to technical service problems In
terms of Improved equipment or design refinements
and will design new installations and supervise their
Implementation. If you have 3-5 years experience In
television plant design, (prior experience as a Chief or
Assistant Chief Engineer in design and construction
of state-of-the-art television plant facilities a plus) and

get the job done. Degrees are not as important as is at least 5 years'
experience as outlined below.
These positions call for project -oriented individuals who are thoroughly
familiar with television facility design and implementation. In addition,
solid communications skills and the tact essential to maintaining good
client relations are mandatory.

the ability to conceive and design television electronic systems respond with letter of Interest, resume
and salary requirements to: PBS, ATTN: Sheila Ellington, 475 L'Enfant Plaza, S.W., Washington, D.C.
20024. EEO/AA.

4

expertise and experience to totally develop and
maintain a communications system anywhere
in the world. Our installations include television
studios, multi -media audio/visual facilities,
industrial and educational teleconference rooms, community -wide cable
networks, and multi -building, broad -band signal -handling operations.
.

Responsibilities will include television and television control systems
design, supervision of field installations, and client liaison.

1.84.1t

ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN: Full-time electronics
technician position for Instructional/PBS television
broadcasting facility. Position includes troubleshooting and repairing equipment and use of electronic test
equipment. Two years of recent, full-time, paid experience as an electronics technician. FCC General
Class Radio/Telephone License preferred. Starting

These are great opportunities for professionally -oriented individuals who
appreciate a real challenge and want to be rewarded handsomely with
attractive salaries, generous project completion bonuses, and excellent

benefits including health, life, dental coverages and actual equity
participation in our employee -owned company.

salary $8.71, $9.18 or $9.62 per hour depending on experience. Submit resume no later than Friday, January

27, 1984, 5:00 p.m. to Classified Personnel Department, Clark County School District, 2832 East Flamingo Road, Las Vegas, NV, 89121. An Affirmative Ac1-84-1t
tion Equal Opportunity Employer.

So if you're looking for a position where you work on new and different

problems and assignments and have what it takes to handle them,
let's talk! Forward your resume with salary history, in strictest confidence

TV MAINTENANCE ENGINEER-For Christian

to: Director of Engineering, Avtec industries, Inc., 39B Industrial
Avenue, Teterboro, New Jersey 07608.

Teleproduction Facility. Must be self motivated and
confident in maintaining digital or analogue broadcast equipment, with a specialty in audio. 3-5 years experience required with a FCC General Class License

or SBE Certification desired. Dept. 601, Broadcast

arif4c

Engineering, P.O. Box 12901, Overland Park, KS 66212.
1-84-1t

VIDEO SALES-Major N.J. video dealer offers a
challenging opportunity for professional video sales
people. Previous industrial and/or broadcast experience required. Salary commensurate with experience.

Industries, Inc.

Commission, car, excellent fringe benefits. Reply in
confidence to: Video Corporation of America, 1913
Route 27, P.O. Box 697, Edison, N.J. 08818.

-a world leader in
custom -designed turnkey
communications systems

1-82-tfn

CMX EDITOR: Scene Three- Nashville seeks a post -

production videotape editor for evening/night shift.
Experience with ADO, SqueeZoom, CMX 340X and
Chyron preferred. At least two years timecode editing
experience in commercial and program production re

quired. Send resume to Mike Arnold, 1813 Eighth
Avenue South, Nashville, Tennessee 37203.

12-83-2t

TV MAINTENANCE ENGINEER: Scene Three-Nash-

ville is expanding and seeks skilled maintennance
engineers to join our fast growing production/postproduction company. Experience in maintaining 1"
VTR's, ADO, Vital and Ampex switchers, Ikegami
cameras and related equipment preferred. Send
resume to Mike Arnold, 1813 Eighth Avenue South,
Nashville, Tennessee 37203.

12-83-2t

ASST. CHIEF ENGINEER -Southern California's, UHF
commercial Independent, needs engineer with at least
5 years maintenance experience and a solid

knowledge of modern electronics. Should also have
UHF transmitter experience. Salary $25,000430,000.
Send resume to: KDOC-TV 56, 1730 S. Clementine,
Anaheim, California 92802, c/o Bill Welty, (714)
999-5000.

EMPLOYMENT SERVICES

c

TRAINING
ELECTRONICS DEGREE by correspondence. Earn

WE PLACE

TV and Video Engineers
[All Levels, But Not Operators]

A.S.E.T., then B.S.E.T. Free catalog. Grantham College
of Engineering, 2500 La Clenega, Los Angeles, Califor7-82-tfn
nia 90034.
FCC GENERAL RADIOTELEPHONE operators license

COME TO THE SOURCE

through cassette recorded lessons at home plus one

Come To

Philadelphia. Our twentieth year teaching FCC license

KEY SYSTEMS
Westminster Road
Wilkes-Barre, PA 18702

Phone Alan Kornish at

(717) 655-1458

week seminar in Boston, Washington, Detroit or
courses. Bob Johnson Radio License Preparation,
1201 Ninth, Manhattan Beach, Calif. 90266, Telephone
8-81-tfn
1213) 379-4461.

Want more information on
advertised products? Use
the Reader Service Card.

12-83-2t
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SERVICES

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE (CONT.)

ONE STOP FOR ALL YOUR PROFESSIONAL AUDIO
REQUIREMENTS. Bottom line oriented. F.T.C. Brewer
Company, P.O. Box 8057, Pensacola, Florida 32506.
7.71-tf

1/4 INCH PRESSURE (pinch) Rollers for Scully Model

270 and 280, $51.00 each, includes shipping. Send
check to L. J. Scully Mfg., 138 Hurd Ave., Bridgeport,
CT 06604.

WANTED TO BUY
WANTED: Pre -1923

radio equipment and tubes.

August J. Link, Surcom Associates, 305 Wisconsin
Ave., Oceanside, CA 92054, (619) 722-6162.

3-76-tf

1283-2t

HIGHEST PRICES PAID for 112 Phase Monitors and

HELIAX-STYROFLEX. Large stock-bargain pricestested and certified. Write for price and stock lists.
Sierra Western Electric, Box 23872, Oakland, Calif.
94623. Telephone (415)832-3527.

1-73-tf

TRANSMITTER TUBES REPROCESSED-Save 40 to
50%. 3CX2500, 4CX5000, 4CX15000 and many others.
Write for details. FREELAND PRODUCTS CO., Rt. 7,
Box 628, Covington, LA 70433. (504) 893-1243.

6-79-tfn

HEAD RELAPPING SERVICE. We expertly refinish all
professional non -glass heads. Compare our new low
prices over buying new. Two day turnaround. Tucker
Enterprises, P.O. Box 10120, Alexandria, Virginia
22310-0120, 703/971-2321.

8433 -tin

MISCELLANEOUS FOR SALE
REFINE SILVER from electronics scrap! RALTEC,
25884B Highland, Cleveland, OH 44143.

11-82-3t

RAZOR BLADES, Single Edge, Tape Editing, RALTEC,
25884B Highland, Cleveland, OH 44143.
11-83-3t

PERSONAL STUDIO FOR SALE MCI 8 track w/DBX
Noise Reduction Quantum 12 in -8 out console, 2 DBX

SHIVELY 8810, 8 -BAY FM ANTENNA, 90.1, Cost
$12,000, new, $5,000, new Pirod 250' guyed tower,
$5,900, (216) 493-7000, (216)497-9000.

12-83-2t

THE RECORDING BOOK THATS ROCKING THE
MUSIC INDUSTRY AND TAX DEDUCTIBLE! "Practical
Techniques for the Recording Engineer" by Sherman

Keene, is endorsed by the Recording Institute of
America, Colleges, Studio/Schools, Musicians, and
our Correspondence Students around the world.
Recommended by reviewers of: the MIX, Re/P, Guitar

Player, and other top publications. Hard cover, 380
pages, 29.75 ($31.69 in Calif.) + $2.50 UPS (or surface)
shipping (overseas air mall $16). CORRESPONDENCE

COURSE: The ONLY complete course designed for
engineers, students, and musicians, who have access
to pro or semi -pro recording equipment, and want to

achieve excellence in the studio. Two textbooks,
unlimited dialog with the author via cassette. Install ment plan. NOTE: Course and books TAX DEDUCTIBLE to those employed in related fields. FOR INFORMATION OR TO ORDER contact: S.K.P., 1626 N.
Wilcox. No. M-677, Hollywood, CA 90028, USA. Order
by phone using Visa or Mastercharge by calling (805)
969-6639.

11-83-3t

SYNC GENERATOR GRASS VALLEY MODEL 950 with

BROADCAST CRYSTALS for AM, FM and TV transmit-

$1,000. Telemation Universal CCU Model TMV-707 at
$300. Ball Mark VII Special Effects Generator at $150.

ters, hundreds in stock. Vacuum types and special
crystals available. Crystal and oven service. Eidson
Electronic Co., Box 3751, Temple, Tx. 76501. (817)
7733901.

12-83-eom

18-20 FT. SECTIONS Prodelin 61/4" 75 ohm flanged

transmission

line. Harold

214-521-3900.

Nash, KXTX-TV,
12-8321

28, Toronto, Canada M4H 1H2, 416-421-5631.

2-79-tfn

WANTED: STATION LIBRARIES OF MUSIC, 16" El's,

12" Transcriptions, 45's, 78's, LP's. Boyd Robeson,
2425 W. Maple, Wichita, KS 67213, (316) 942-3673,
722-7765.

5.82 -tin

WILL PAY CASH for Sharp XC 701RP camera control
unit. New or used. Call Arlee, 800/648-6966.
11-83-2t

WANTED: OLD RCA, Western Electric tubes,
speakers, amplifiers. Also, McIntosh, Marantz tube
amplifiers. Garrard, Throens, turntables. (713)
728-4343. Maury Corb, 11122 Atwell, Houston, Texas
77096.

11-83-31

WANTED, USED 10 WATT, educational type FM
transmitter. Ready to go, complete, or high powered
FM exciter. Bud Sunkel, P.O.B. 15, Covington, Indiana
47932.

12-83-2t

WANTED: RCA SPEAKERS, LC -1A or LC -1B. Bill Bode,
1601

N. Randolph St., Arlington, VA 22207, (703)

524-8775.

1-84-1t

RENTAL EQUIPMENT

Video Processor Model 940 and power supply at
Call (314) 231-0055.

daviC green

1-84-1t

RENT broadcast test gear from the largest inven-

241(.90 CAMERAS with digital commands, lenses,
with Conrac RHB21 color monitors $15,000.00 ea. (213)

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

Transmitters. All duty and transportation paid.
Surplus Equipment Sales, 2 Thorncliffe Park Dr., Unit

1-84-3t

compressor/limiters, AK° BX 10 Reverb. Excellent
condition. (316) 264-5210.

for clean, one kw or greater powered AM and FM

823-7064.

1-84-3t

BOSCH FDLOO Brand new. For details contact Tony
Nakayama, 3550 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 1616, Los
Angeles, CA 90010, (213)462-8945

1-84-31

tory In America. Potomac field strength meters
and proof of performance systems, Delta
operating impedence bridges, Beier modulation
monitors, Orban Optimod, Moseley remote control and STL links, Marti RPU equipment. David

Green Broadcast Consultants Corporation,
703-777-8680 or 703-777-6500, Box 590, Leesburg,
VA 22075.
8-83-tfn

6112BH now with ILLUMINATED PUSH -BUTTONS
BOTH A PRODUCTION AND A POST -PRODUCTION SWITCHER
Complete a mix or wipe on a 6112 (or any of our switchers for that matter), and there is ABSOLUTELY no COLOR CHANGE

HORIZONTAL SHIFT, we mean just that, absolutely none. That is because the 6112 has a blanking processor which replaces the sync and
burst on all incoming video signals with a constant amplitude internally generated signal: completely eliminating the continuous problems
caused by small drifts in your cameras and TBC's. You never know the value of a blanking processor until you own a switcher that does

not have one.

OPERATE THE 6112
DIRECTLY FROM THE EDITOR
KEYBOARD
The 6403 allows the the 6112 to interface directly with most
editors. No modification to the editor is required.

Under 6403 control the 6112 accepts commands such as
duration times, pattern type, bus selection etc., directly from

the editor keyboard. The 6403 also provides additional
capability of accurate start and finish, size and position of
pattern transitions.
Audio follow or split audio capability is provided by the 6800

mixer which has separate level controls for each stereo
input. The 6803 can be driven either directly by the editor or

via the 6403 interface unit.
TREMENDOUS PRODUCTION CAPABILITY
EASE OF OPERATION
TWO FULLY INDEPENDENT MIX -EFFECTS SYSTEMS

MODEL 6112 NTSC $7950
Chroma Keyers Encoded or RGB S1050.
(Encoded chroma keyer not available in PAL)
Model 6112BH - Illuminated Push Button - $10.500

AUTOMATIC MIX AND WIPE
DUAL BACK PORCH CLAMPS
ROCK STABLE CIRCUITRY
DOWNSTREAM KEYER
TWO ADDITIONAL KFYFRS

DELIVERY

LED. WITHIN TWO WEEKS;
ILLUMINATED, FIRST QUARTER '84

CROSSPOINT LATCH CORP.

95 Progress Street, Union, NJ 07083

Tel. (201) 688-1510 Telex 181160
Circle (116) on Reply Card
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McCurdy's new 24 -channel stereo audio

console stands alone in quality
and performance...

Total control of mixing and monitcring, in stereo,
over 24 channels, is not easy at the best of times.
Now however, McCurdy's new SS8824, stands
alone in its ability to supply LIM total c:Dntrol.
The SS8824 is loaded with standard features that
provide ease of operation anc quality cf reproduction:
items like two individually assignable stereo buses,
plus an auxiliary stereo bus, with individual level and
assignment, electronic cue switching End improved
on/off switching.
INTRODUCING THE MODULAR
The McCurdy SS8824
aso has an extensive list
o: prewired, plug-in
opt_ons and is compatible
with a wide range of
McCurdy auxiliary audio
eqLipment. All this gives
you quality audio, simplicity of use and flexibility for
best possible component ma:ching.
McCURDY RADIO
Let us show all the reasons why the new
INDUSTRIES
McCurdy SS8824 stands Elcne in quality audio
Toronto (416) 751-6262
Chicago (312) 64()7C77 reproduction. Call us today

SS8

Circle (1) on Reply Card

Eloquent Audio!
Custom designed production facilities make a substantial contribution to overall
program quality. This is particularly true with the CBC French network's new daily
TV news magazine, "Le Point".
The ability to combine voice inputs from numerous local and remote locations
with studio originated sound effects and "color" is essential to the program
environment.
For this custom console, Wad -Beck collaborated with CBC engineers to design a
producer's dream in whici one operator contro s 24 inputs with submasters on
the left, while another handles the 8 effects inputs and submaster on the right. A
centrally located illuminated 24 x 6 integral switch panel assures clean,
unambiguous switching from either station.
The results speak for themselves.

First by Design.
Ward -Beck Systems Ltd.,

84I Progress Avenue, Scarborough,
Ontario, Canada MIN 2X4.
el:(416)438-6550. Tlx: 065-25399.
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